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The Halfback
By MELVIN A. WEIGHTMAN

I
LEANED back in my chair, lit another cigarette, and started all over

again.

"Listen, kid," I said, "you just don't understand. Interclub football,

O. K., but varsity, no. Look: you know the alumni have been raising hell

over the teams we've had here. They've had to go out and—well, get foot'

ball players any way they could; and you can't stand up against that kind

of competition." I didn't tell him that we paid players outright because, to

tell you the truth, I'm not sure. After all, Larkin is an ivy college; there's

a certain amount of prestige to being a Larkin man that makes it a little

easier to get good athletes.

"Dad made the team," he said doggedly.

"But that was a long time ago, and things are different now." (I wanted

awfully to be able to say things are better now, too . . .) "You see, these

guys are big and tough, and football is why they're in college
—

"

"It's why I'm in college, too, in a way, you see," he broke in.

I didn't see, and I told him so. "You've got plenty of money; these

guys couldn't stay if they didn't make the team. Besides, you didn't even

make the Freshman team last year."

He answered quickly, "I was sick. That won't happen again."

"Anyway, you're much too light; you can't weigh more than one'

forty." I led with my chin on that one.

"Dad weighed one'forty'two when he scored the winning touchdown

against Yale his senior year." When he mentioned his Dad, he flushed

slightly.

I began to see it was no use, but I went on. "Listen. I have an inter-

est in you, being in the House, and I've met your Dad, too. Besides, I'm

football manager and ought to know what I'm talking about. These guys

are big, and they're tough. They're not your crowd: Taft and Loomis

and Hill and Hotchkiss. They come from Jersey City High School and

Central Manual and a bunch of bush league prep schools you never even

heard of. They're a lot older than you. They weigh anything from forty

to eighty pounds more. They don't always tackle cleanly around the ankles,

and almost anything can happen on a line buck. They don't know how to

hold their liquor, and the girls they drag out would make a Minsky chorus
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look like a Sunday School picnic. Sure, they're O. K. in their way: they

play football, and that's what they're up here for. But hell, man, why go

out of your way to look them up? Interclub ball is what you want: the kids

you played against in prep school, the Deerfields and the Lawrencevilles.

The games are clean and lots of fun—and incidentally, you won't get your

neck broken.'"'

His mouth was set in a tight line, and his nostrils quivered a little.

"Now you listen to me," he said slowly and evenly, "I'm not a kid who is

struck by the glory and honor of the game. I hate it. But I've been hearing

nothing but Larkin and football at home ever since I can remember. If you

had said that about ringing in football players at Larkin to the old man, he

would have got up and left the room. D'you think I could go home at

Christmas and tell him I hadn't been out because the team was reserved for

ringers? Sure they're ringers. I know a little what's going on around here

:

I'm not blind. But Dad thinks Larkin is the same as thirty years ago, heaven

on earth with a new generation of angels. He probably wonders why I

haven't joined the mandolin club. He's crazy about Larkin and he's crazy

about football; it would break his heart if I didn't seem to be."

"Have a cigarette," I said, a little embarrassed by the confidences that

were flying. He shook his head No, and I realized he wasn't through yet.

"God knows, it's not that I like football. I hate it. This damn prodding

from home . . . second generation of albAmerican Stevenses. I hated foot'

ball, even when I was playing on the school team with my best friends. I

hated the dirt and the sweat and the swearing and the whole damn thing.

What will it be at College, where I don't know anybody, and where it's a

regular racket? But ask yourself, what difference can that make to the old

man? None, of course." He made it all seem so inevitable, such a matter of

course, that I couldn't think of anything to say.

"I'll be out to practice tomorrow," he went on quietly; "the rest have

a big start on me—" He didn't finish, but I felt as if he had said, "I'll catch

up to them." Looking at his hard, serious face I almost believed it, too, for

a moment. Then I thought of the coaches and the bunch of oversized Franken'

steins he would be up against. "Thanks for the advice, anyway. I appreci'

ate it. It gives me an idea of what I'm up against. But I can flunk my Ec.

or get looping every other night without a word from home: just a high'

spirited college boy. It's inconceivable, though, that a high'spirited college

boy shouldn't want to play football." There was an uneasy silence.

[Continued on Page 21)



musical Taste

In One £asy Le$$on

By JAMES D. HOOVER

ONE common type of fiction reader likes to enter into the story per'

sonally, love the hero and heroine, and loathe the villain. To him

it is always surprising that novels giving the reader little vicarious

experience, like "Madame Bovary," "Fathers and Sons," and "A Farewell

to Arms'" should be ranked at the top of their art. What he fails to realize

is that literature may have a general as well as a personal significance.

There is a similar class of music listeners (perhaps the same people) who
enjoy music that expresses emotions they personally like to feel. A synv

phony to them is an emotional joyride, a wishfulfillment of the first order.

They, too, ar,e often brought up short when critics rate Bach, "that dry and

intellectual figure," at the head of the list. Apparently music may also have

a valid existence outside the individual: even though it fail to "move" him

it may still be music; and apparently sounds that do move the listener may
still not be good music.

Nobody, for example, can give our tear'ducts such a workout as Tschai'

kowsky or Verdi, but there have been many composers greater than they.

Haydn and Mozart, on the other hand, do not generally tear their musical

hair, and yet their compositions have rarely been surpassed.

Unfortunately, those with the emotional approach to music cannot

even enjoy all kinds of emotional music, for they are members of a culture

that smiles only on certain feelings. Melancholy and sentimentality are the

most acceptable. But they could not enjoy a piece that expresses sexual

sentiments, such as Stravinsky's "Sacre du Printemps," no matter how good

it might be.

In order to appreciate all music, therefore, and not be hopelessly in'

hibited against certain kinds, it is necessary to abandon the prerequisite that

it express a proper kind of sentiment, and to look for more comprehensive

critical standards.

Like emotion, realism is not an essential quality of good music. In

this respect the analogy with fiction breaks down. But there are people who
like certain pieces because they can recognize in them natural sounds, such
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as thunder, church bells, galloping horses, taxi horns, and even Bronx cheers.

Now it is not very hard for an instrument to imitate a natural sound;

certainly a creative artist is not required to do the trick. But when you get

through, all you have is a natural sound, such as any horse or taxi driver

could produce. You certainly do not have music; music is music because it

is not natural noise. Now and then, by coincidence, a natural sound may
make a good musical theme, and of course, no composer should hesitate to

use it. But the fact that it is a natural sound does not in any way increase

or lessen the value of the composition. The realistic attitude that has been

so stimulating to fiction is simply irrelevant applied to music.

Nor need music necessarily be orthodox. Many modern composers

have been condemned for failing to live up to conventions that were estab-

lished by their predecessors. There are certain emotional conventions: for

instance that music should be dignified, romantic, or pretty and must never

be savage, sexy, or boisterous. Now these conventions, since there is no

relation between emotion and music, sprang not out of the nature of music,

but from the morals of the audience for whom the music was composed, an

audience made up till recent times of the upper class and a few outsiders

trying to crash the upper class; and in the ethics of this group dignity,

sentiment, and prettiness were of major importance. For the more diversi'

fied audiences of today they are not so essential.

The moderns have also violated technical conventions. The claim is

accordingly made that their compositions are not music at all, but just noise.

It is evident, however, that the firm black line dividing music from noise

does not fall between the diatonic and chromatic scales or between measured

and swing interpretation. Chromatic and swing compositions are far

nearer music than they are noise, and there is no barrier save of prejudice

that automatically keeps them from being artistically comparable to conven'

tional music. And to regard the compositions of moderns as the work of

pioneers and experimenters is merely to dodge the issue : they can and should

be considered as works of art.

It should be remembered that composers have found it steadily harder

to be original, and the search for novelty, increasing to a feverish pace in

recent years, has driven them into bizarre and relatively infertile fields.

Gone are the days when a Bach could reap a broad and easy field of wonderful

fertility. Under such circumstances the obligation is not the composer's to

fit into old conceptions but the listener's to enlarge those conceptions to fit

the new advances.
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MUSICAL TASTE

The radio has been spreading still another easy fallacy as to the impor'

tant thing in music. The song fits the exigencies of radio time better than the

longer work written in sonata form. The radio listener comes to think of

music as composed mainly of tunes. A longer work he hears as several

tunes glued together with uninteresting transitional material. In listening

to a symphony his pleasure comes in picking out the themes as they reappear.

One summer I heard two operas on successive weeks. The first was

Moussorgsky's "Boris Godounov." The audience was small and apathetic;

a man in front of me remarked disgustedly on leaving, "There wasn't a tune

in the whole damn show." The next week Puccini's "La Boheme" was pre'

sented. The audience was large and enthusiastic. Yet, strange to say,

Moussorgsky's opera was infinitely the finer of the two.

How is this excellence to be measured, if not in terms of emotion,

realism, conventionality, or tunefulness? It seems to me that what great'

ness there is in a composition lies in the way its themes are developed. The
song is all right in itself; it may be genuine enough music, but at a rather

primitive level. Of far more importance is the superstructure built upon the

song. The merit of a composition lies in the felicity with which the themes

develop, change, contrast with one another, and reappear. The greatness of

"Boris Godounov" lies not in its songs (though there actually are some), but

in the texture of the work as a whole. Bach is not great because he invented

a lot of melodies but because of the unparalleled ingenuity and imagination

with which he developed the possibilities of his themes.

No knowledge is needed for the enjoyment of a song. But the under'

standing of a thematic development demands some familiarity with musical

materials and an attitude of alertness. It will never come to the individual

who in a dreamy state of hypnosis waits for the familiar types of melody to

pluck his receptive heartstrings.



To Beatrice

By CARL WILBUR

Fate, tread light upon my life!

Exigencies of time take heed!

Having brought me to her love

Depart, I have no further need.

There were times I courted you;

Alone and unloved, wished you near

With less of love than now I have—
I \new not then the price was fear.

Fear not for our love's estate—
Tou see\ to rule o'er that in vain,

But that, in some fit of rule

Or sport, you split our lives in twain.

Do you attempt creation

With the true artist's whole ideal?

Smile, then, on this finished wor\

And to another turn your wheel.
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Haircut
By WILLIAM S. KINNEY, JR.

HE DIDN'T like to go to barber shops because it seemed like so much

wasted time to him. So when he did, this morning, he looked

pretty seedy, not only because his hair hadn't been cut for a month

but also because he was by habit a sloppy dresser.

Although he'd tried to calculate his visit for a time when the barbers

wouldn't be busy, the chairs were all filled and several were ahead of him.

Anger boiled up still further in him when he saw that there was nothing in

the shop for him to read except the Cleveland Plain Dealer, which he'd

already seen, the inevitable Liberty, which he detested, and scores of movie

magazines. But he couldn't just sit there, so he picked up a gaudy-colored

periodical with a picture of Clark Gable on the cover, looked dejectedly

through the pictures of the stars, intimate glimpses, just a real guy, Ginger

Rogers has a party, the loves of Katharine Hepburn, stars at the night clubs,

the sparkling glamour of successful and publicity-hounded actors who were

without exception plain, common folks under the surface, just like you and

me. With morbid curiosity he began to read the feature article, Why Clark

Gable's Marriage Was Smashed, but he hadn't gone far before he wanted to

smash something himself, practically anything, he wasn't particular, and

then he thought that he could get his haircut tomorrow, what the hell, a

day didn't make any difference anyway. He was about to leave when a

barber said "next" and smiled and looked at him.

"You don't come here often, do you?" said the barber when he'd climbed

into the chair, just to start things rolling.

"No."

"Well, maybe I oughtn't to say it because I work here, but we got a

good shop and a nice lot of customers."

"Yeah, I see."

"Whew! You sure let your hair grow long before you get it cut, don't

you?"

"Yeah."

"What's the matter? Don't you like barbers?"

He was getting sick of this idiotic, feigned cheerfulness; just a real

guy. He jerked away from the barber, and, drawing himself up, looked at

him owlishly and said in a statesman-like tone, "No, I don't like civilization,

11
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either. I don't like cities. I don't like people. I don't like Clark Gable. I

want to go out in the wilds and build myself a cabin and let my hair grow

and let my beard grow and hunt cockroaches with a bow and arrow." He
sank down limply. He hadn't been very funny.

But the startled barber made one last try. "I don't like Clark Gable

much, either," he said, "but I tell you—Gene Raymond, there's one swell

guy"
"Oh, what the hell's the use?" And he sank down lower in the chair,

arson and mayhem in his heart, and he brooded. But it didn't last long.

You can't brood for more than ten minutes in a barber's chair—it's impos'

sible. You can sit in stolid immobility, your mind a vacuum, but that's as

far as you can go. So, before the job was done, the laziness of the chair and

the hum of the clippers and the sound of the snipping scissors made him

regret, and he tried to repair the damage.

"I see the Indians won yesterday—that Feller kid struck out eleven,

but he walked so many that Hildy had to save the game."

"Yeah."

"Say, you know they're getting pretty good. They might beat out

New York after all."

"Yeah."

Then he gave up. When a barber won't say more than "yeah" twice

in a row, he's sullen. And then he began to upbraid himself as being a fool.

There really hadn't been any reason for him to get sore, and he ought to be

able to look upon the childishness of people without cursing them for it.

And then again this barber might not really be dumb, but he'd just tried to

be nice, he'd sparred gently for a conversational opening. Good night, the

man might have seen all sorts of interesting people and places, and have a

fascinating fund of experience to draw on. What a fool he'd acted!

"Damn me anyway," he said aloud when he got out of the shop.

He was, of course, an intelligent person.

"That dumb young idiot," said the barber to the man who worked

beside him, at the same instant.

He was, of course, a stupid person.

12



Palimpsest
By THOMAS K. BROWN, III

DAVID clenched the arms of the chair and stared straight ahead.

His hands trembled slightly, and every time a flash of lightning spat

through the night his eyes dilated in fear, and the wings of his nose

vibrated in a way which Geoffrey had never been able successfully to imitate;

vibrated until the crack of thunder told him that he was safe. "If you hear

the thunder you're not hit."

"To be or not to be that is the question whether 'tis nobler in the

mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune." David recited

anything to himself as fast as he could to keep his mind busy, until another

bolt of white light tumbled his flimsy fortifications, and he stared wide-eyed

at the wall until the evangel thunder trumpeted deliverance. "If you hear

the thunder you're not hit."

At these times David was filled with an almost frenetic fury at the world,

that he should so be exposed to humiliation, and with fury at himself, that

he should be unable to conceal this immaturity in himself. His brother

Geoffrey made an intentionally obvious and somewhat frightened show of

concealing behind his book derisory glances of superiority, his father darted

his eyes around the room and smiled guiltily and forcedly when he caught

his mother's eye; and she applied herself sedulously to her darning, a frown

of solicitude on her face. This frown he resented most of all: this frown of

sympathy for weakness on the sagging face of an old woman weaker than all

the rest of them, weak and pathetic, physically and spiritually gutted. He
was stronger than this whole pusillanimous family of his, and everyone knew

it. But now they had their petty revenge, watching him in the grip of this

puerile fear, now they could look superior and solicitous, watching the white

knuckles of his hands gripping the arms of the chair. It was the fury of the

tyrant powerless.

Yet there was more in him than this impotent fury. There was that

wrenching fear—a fear not so much of the lightning itself as of the few forces

in his life which this lightning typified : the fear of that over which he had no

control. His mother he could reduce to tears, his father he could force to

shifty equivocations and submission, his brother he could simply ignore. Of
these he was master; but over lightning and over sickness, over the blind

destructive forces of nature he had no power. These had no respect for his

13
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strength and his domination, and because of this he feared and hated them,

as he feared and hated everything which in the small scope of his experience

he had found stronger than himself. It was therefore not weakness which

manifested itself at these times, but strength; and they were weak who could

accept with indifferent tranquillity a so blatant assertion of their impotence

as a flash of lightning.

His father could finally resist the temptation no longer.

"Come, come," he said, darting his eyes around the room for moral sup'

port, smiling maliciously, "a young man eleven years old shouldn't be afraid

of lightning." He made himself elaborately comfortable. "Just relax."

David said nothing, but his eyes blazed, and he lifted one hand for a

moment. Shut up, you old fool, he thought. Shut up. Pull in your pot'

belly and shut up.

Another flash of lightning sheeted through the driving rain. "To be or

not to be that is the question whether 'tis nobler
—

"

His mother had said something, but he had not heard it. Her glasses

wobbled on her nose like a broken gate flapping in the autumn wind.

Your turn, Geoffrey. Pull yourself together and drop some insipidity

before you lose your nerve.

"Only babies are afraid of lightning," said Geoffrey. "Only babies

are—"

"Geoffrey!" said his mother. "You keep still. You keep still. Can't

you give your brother sympathy for once? David," she said, turning to him,

her glasses wobbling, "just try to relax. I know it's hard, I used to be

afraid of lightning myself. But you're old enough now to
—

"

"Shut up! Shut up!" shouted David suddenly, turning toward her,

leaning forward.

"Why David!" said his mother, startled, reproachfully.

His father took his cue

:

"Listen here, young man, that's no way to speak to your mother. Now
you just apologize to your mother for that rudeness." He immediately re'

gretted this demand, for he knew he could not enforce it; but as usual he

felt obliged to make a futile attempt.

"Apologize," he repeated, darting his eyes around the room, and

Geoffrey, safe behind his father, echoed : "You can't talk to mother that way."

David half rose from his seat and turned, pale as hate, with clenched

fists toward Geoffrey.

14
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"You shut up, you little rat!" he shouted. "You keep your damned

mouth shut!"

And while he was in this position a burst of flame struck through the

darkness, and David sprang with a cry at Geoffrey, smashing his fist in his

face, and stumbling great-eyed from the room.

Geoffrey looked with tearful eyes at his mother, standing beside him

at the bed. His mother was weeping, and her glasses teetered at a ridiculous

angle on her nose.

"Oh, Geoffrey," she sobbed, "why do you two brothers have to quarrel

like this all the time? Can't you love each other? Why did you have to

torment him?"

Geoffrey looked at his mother with dumb, tearful perplexity, wonder-

ing why it was that he was always singled out for reproaches when things

like this happened.

"Pray with me, Geoffrey," she said, sinking to her knees beside the bed,

"pray with me."

"No," said Geoffrey.

She bowed her head alone.

And Geoffrey looked at her tearfully and uncomprehendingly, wonder-

ing why he should be singled out for reproaches, unable to understand why
she should come to him instead of to David.

Beside him on her knees his mother prayed.

15



Two Sonnets

By JOE T. RIVERS, JR.

I

I would not question which god what obeys

T^pr chide an erring nature for her whim;

The world is thus and no lament or praise

Can stretch an hour or shrin\ the desert's rim;

But this I would \now: why do you deny

Yourself and me and all the universe

A living hour when care alone shall die

And nothing good be one small scruple worse?

Have you a fear your rest may be disturbed

With what's one value is in its losing lost?

Then by this fear be equally perturbed

That prematurely on our spring the frost

Will spread a cooling blan\et and our sleep

Will be too long, too restful, and too deep.

II

We tal\ as friends—ihin\ what we might have been

If while we yet were unburned forms of clay

We had but \nown that love is not the sin

That lets HelVs vengeful seraph claim his pay;

The perfect moment passed—we let it die

In deference to church and state and gold;

We feared to live and fearing dared to lie

And hence the dreamed'of idyll went untold;

As I loo\ bac\ across the crippled years

And see us toss the dying flower aside

To part our ways with bitter hidden tears

Our rightful due because we feared and lied,

I curse the code that once denied us air

When we had willing lungs and strength to spare.
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EYELESS IN GAZA, by Aldous Huxley

Reviewed by Rene Blanc-Roos

Eyeless in Gaza is the account of Mr. Huxley's "getting beyond the

books, beyond the perfumed and resilient flesh of women, beyond fear and

sloth, beyond the painful but secretly flattering vision of the world as

menagerie and asylum." Yet we remember that in Gaza, howbeit, the hair

of Samson's head began to grow again after he was shaven, and Samson took

hold of the two middle pillars upon which the house stood and said, "OLord

God, I pray Thee only this once, Let me die with the Philistines."

Mr. Huxley, on the contrary, has not been shaven, he has grown politely

bald, as has his satire, and he tries Wildroot, Lucky Tiger, and every other

brand of tonic to save his hair along with that of the Philistines. He finds

one tonic in the end, labelled Pacifism. Subservient to this, but nevertheless

important as a secondary check, there is the Use ofthe Self. ("Miller then gave

me a lesson in the use of the self. Learning to sit in a chair, to get out of it,

to lean back and forward. He warned me it might seem a bit pointless at

first.")

"How I hate old Proust" says Mr. Huxley, proceeding to base the form

of his own novel on that of the man he just maligned; inconsistently he for'

goes to hate Andre Gide, perhaps because Gide is still alive; a dash of Joyce

here and there rounds out Mr. Huxley's eclectic method. His novel may be

split into two distinct parts, one of which describes the people Huxley has

peeped on and botanized; the other is a rather longish sermon, excerpts from

the author's diary, patched together, sometimes boring, sometimes very

interesting, always proving that Huxley is aware of the best that has been

said or thought.

As for the characters, we all know how Mr. Huxley's pen can make us

scabrous simians scamper down the genealogical tree. There's a score of

defeatists, three fools, a fascist, a communist, one invert, one drug-addict,

but also Mark Staithes, that superb nihilist ; and as long as Huxley can bring

a sanguine Staithes to life within the pages of a book, he remains important

as a novelist.

Well, all is grist to the pacifist mill. By the end of the book Mr. Hux-
ley has learned to love all humankind, to use the self in addressing his pacifist
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meetings, and to turn the other cheek to the hoodlums who pummel his nose

for what they call his lack of patriotism. "There was not much time; the

meeting was at eight, and it would take him a good half'hour to reach the

hall. He put a couple of eggs to boil, and sat down meanwhile to bread and

cheese. Dispassionately, and with a serene lucidity, he thought of what was

in store for him. Whatever it might be, he knew now that all would be well."

Was this the face that launched a thousand quips?

GONE WITH THE WIND, by Margaret Mitchell

Reviewed by George Mathues

If I could mark on every copy of this novel, "Only to be read by those

who have fifteen hours to spend on reading what is light and pleasant," such

a recommendation would do more good than any three-column review. In

other words, the book is a literary diversion with no other function than to

pass the reader's time. Inspiration or edification, the ends of every book

that is a real book—including the novel—are not to be gained here.

The author, turning back to the 1860's, treats the life and times of a

young Southern girl who marries thrice—and for every motive but love.

Her brave struggles amid the troubles of the Confederacy and her curious

marital experiences offer some of the glamour of a modern Cleopatra. The
practice of love tends to be rather prevalent now; it is a popular theme,

and thus a safe one for an author to tap.

Obvious are two interesting literary tendencies of Miss Mitchell.

They are, strangely enough, naturalism and melodrama. The two might

seem antithetical but are not used enough to cause discord. But instances

are plentiful. We find an excellent variation of the stock villain; he laughs

softly eleven times, is heavily ironical, but has concealed virtues. Tending

toward naturalism, the author reveals that the heroine, at different times,

hates all the fifty characters of the book except perhaps her mother. She

despises her husband and "longed to push him backwards down the steep

steps," and at another time, "Scarlett, scratching her own mosquito bites

. . . wished that all the men were dead."

This is a best seller, but in that class that lets the captious critic sneer

at the taste of the reading public. He couldn't deprecate our taste for read'

ing such populars as Anthony Adverse with its rich, vivid style; nor Personal

History with its deep sincerity; but we are open to his unpleasant smiles for

consuming Gone with the Wind at the rate of 400,000 copies in three months.
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LANDSCAPE WITH FIGURES, by Lionel Wiggam

Reviewed by Samuel Borton

Lionel Wiggam is a young poet from the middle west, who has lived

very close to reality. As a boy he followed his father on carnival tours, and

as a youth he has worked on a road'Construction gang, played in a stock

company, and been a janitor to enable him, now at the age of twenty, to

return to Northwestern University. The youth is a lyric poet, whose

young life, compact with serious experience, has quickened his sensitivity

and imagination to write of himself in sharp objectivity, for he is not only

very directly himself but indirectly himself through a series of moving

character studies. Hence there are two sides of his personality, the one per'

sonal, lonely, and the other personal and sympathetic. He feels keen synv

pathy for the sufferings of the human heart, but he feels loneliness in daring

to inspect the power of the human heart which other men follow blindly,

—

sometimes to ruin, sometimes to nobility.

His own sad change from boy into man has awakened a sense of unre'

solved dualism, which life expresses in many ways : cruelty murders beauty

and innocence; science, with all its fact, leaves the soul an untampered

mystery; nature descends to death "unrebellious," yet man is terrified. But

these reflexions the poet does not shrink before, nor does he really find youth

and manhood irreconcilable. He accepts both.

The mystery of the heart leans on him heavily. And the question that

cannot but be pondered on is: what may be the secret connection between

Living and the Human Heart? Lionel Wiggam does not try to answer the

question. No, his poems deal with the conclusion which leads up to the

question: that greatness of living is the mysterious conflict between the

power of the human heart and the power of life. And it is the sharpness of

the conflict that moves him most,—which he brings out in the extraordinary

character studies of women—the gradual plaguing of a nature from pride

to humility, from hope to resignation.

In all his work Lionel Wiggam is profoundly himself—a self that is

quiet, yet acute, sincere, and earnest. He experiences deeply, therefore he

writes. And what touches him comes unaffectedly out. He counts on no

peculiar verse forms or deliberate effects, on no artifice of any kind. His

work is fresh and moving because of his own nature, bodied out by an

imagination which strikes off in a very surprising way the essence of each

thought.
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STAGE DOOR, by George Kaufman and Edna Ferber

Reviewed by James Dailey

Theatre lovers have a new play, written expressly for them—perhaps

for no one else. Stage Door is wholly of the theatre world; deals with those

things important to the devoted and to the curious. Kaufman and Ferber

write of struggling, despairing actresses, of rising playwrights, of managers

and Hollywood financiers,—of all the people who form the present'day

theatre. All nebulous glamour is blown away. The authors report facts

—

facts of great concern when theatrical organization is in a critical phase,

when Hollywood vies dangerously with the legitimate stage.

The authors are quite generous. Centering their attention in the Foot'

Lights Club for actresses, they squander quantities of melodrama and wit.

A hopeless actress drinks poison. Mother surprises daughter in nocturnal

adventures. An empty maiden wins Hollywood laurels in a month. All

types of would'be, luckless actresses pursue ridiculous activities and witty

lines. In the midst of this tumult grows the struggle of Terry Randall.

She is torn between devotion to the stage and the lure of Hollywood. With

the help of Margaret Sullavan's interpretation rather than the authors',

Terry becomes a moving figure. Again and again she faces the crucial deci'

sion. Shall she suffer on Broadway or swim in ermine in Hollywood? Always

—she'll take Broadway. Her conflict is not trivial. Terry has a purpose and

a passion that give her stature.

Her lover, a left'wing dramatist, feels differently about Hollywood.

He yields, gains wealth, and changes his seat from the gallery to third row

center. Can he be the portrait of our most prominent Communist play'

wright? The authors draw him for the delight of contented capitalists, but

they tell much truth. This dramatist is spurious, without loyalty; he is a

danger to the promising theatre movement he would support.

The play is, in no sense, propaganda. Kaufman and Ferber are always

seeking wit and must have their fairy'tale ending. Yet they do, with bold'

ness and uniform pessimism, reveal much of the theatre that needs revela'

tion. They don't probe deeply, but they raise issues. What is to become

of the lesser actors and actresses in a commercializied theatre? On Broadway

they will be wasted in good quantity. In Hollywood, they will no longer

be actors and actresses!
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The Halfback
—(Continued from Page 5)

"Well," I said, "Good night. See you at practice."

"Good night," he said and went upstairs.

I picked up an Engin. text and stared at a diagram of a Diesel motor for

twenty minutes. Then I gave up and went to bed, too.

You could pick him out from the others at practice right away, even if

you didn't notice his size. He wore grayish flannels that bagged at the knees

and worn-looking black and white saddle sport shoes. His coat was brown

and there were leather patches on the elbows. Most of the football men ran

to heavy white sweaters with crimson L's; the few who wore coats seemed

all wrists and elbows. Typical meat-balls. I nodded at the kid in what was

meant to be a reassuring manner and sent a soph manager over to get his age

and weight and previous experience. The soph couldn't quite flgure what

the score was: "Good Lord," he said to me, "this Stevens guy only weighs

one-forty. Wonder what he expects
—

"

"You," I cut in coldly, "are paid to work, not to think. Let Stevens

do his own worrying." I looked up the head coach first chance I got.

"There's a guy named Stevens out for the team," I told him.

The coach was busy. "How interesting," he said sarcastically.

"Well," I cut in, "it happens that his father was an all-American here

in '08."

The coach can see a possible publicity angle as quickly as anybody.

"Now you're getting to the point. Has he ever played? How much does

he weigh?"

"Well," I said slowly, "he played backfield at Loomis . . . and he

weighs a hundred-forty pounds."

"A hundred-forty— ! send him back to the nursery and quit wasting

my time," he exploded.

"Albie Booth only weighed one-thirty-eight," I pointed out as mildly

as I could.

"If you've got Albie Booth out there, bring him in; otherwise I'll con-

sider the matter closed." And that was that, or so we both thought.

One of the assistant managers had already given the kid a uniform, and

God, how frail he seemed. A breath of wind would have knocked him over.

"How do I look?" he asked with a wry smile, and I said, "O. K., just like

Jim Londos." I didn't have the heart to tell him what the coach had said,

so I shut up and took the afternoon off, neatly relieving myself of any blame.

I was at the House, reading a magazine, when he came in for dinner,

walking a little stiffly. "Hello," and I turned on my best senior-to-sopho-

more smile, "how did things go first day out?"
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"I'll tell you," he sat down on the arm of my chair, "first thing the

coach said to me was, 'Get the hell out of here !' I told him I was paying for

sports privileges and might as well have some. He didn't know what to say

then. So he put me in calisthenics and let me kick and pass a little. Noth'

ing very strenuous first day.'" I breathed a sigh of relief: at least the coach

hadn't thrown him out bodily.

I don't think he missed a day from then on. He had plenty of guts, and

he handled the ball passably well, so the coach let him hang around. He
was used in scrimmage, always, I couldn't help feeling, with the idea of see'

ing how much a little squirt like him could stand under actual fire. Don't

think the coach saw another Walter Eckersall in him; but he did see Father.

and-Son, family football tradition stories featured in the New York papers,

and he was willing to take a chance with an undersized and mediocre player.

We had a 1'24 backfield defense. Stevens was a wing, and on sweeps

and reverses he would come tearing up to get the runner or turn him in by

breaking up the interference. He took an awful beating on those plays. If

he saw he couldn't get the runner he would try to spill two blockers by

diving at their legs: if you can imagine yourself taking on two Dusek brothers

at one time you begin to get some idea. He would come in to dinner limping a

little and sore and bruised in every limb. Nights he would be too dog'tired

to study. He would flop into an easy chair and leaf through a magazine

until eight o'clock. Then he would straggle off, apparently to study, but his

room lights would be out before nine. He had a good mind. I was sure of

that, but I'll be damned if I knew what to do about it.

He had a little run'in with the Dean. It seemed he was cutting too

many classes and he hadn't turned in a required paper. The Dean hinted at

ineligibility and the kid promised to reform. We would haul him out of

bed, stiff and heavy'eyed, in the mornings and send him off to class on time.

He didn't seem to have the sense to get up himself. One of the bright boys

in the House wrote the paper: two months before, Stevens would have

balked at the idea, but a lot of things can happen in two months.

"Listen," I said to him, "all you need is rest. You can't throw yourself

against a brick wall six days a week for four weeks and expect to be in the

pink."

"I never expected to feel in the pink," he said sourly.

"But can't you see that all this rundown feeling, this soreness and

stiffness and bruises and scrapes are what are making you do foolish things

like cutting half your classes? Your mind and body are hooked up; and when
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you feel lousy physically, you're bound to be low mentally and spiritually.

You're wrecking yourself all around."

His voice was cold and deadly :
"1 told you I hated football. There are

a lot of things we have to do in life that we don't want to, and it doesn't

help to B'ache about it." I felt like a small child being lectured on something

primary and fundamental.

"But you can't do what is physically impossible. You've got to draw

the line; there's no use tilting at windmills."

He was still very patient: "I'm not tilting at windmills. I don't feel

the least bit gallant or heroic. I'm just doing something I despise. Can't

you see that what I'm up against doesn't matter, and that only one thing

does matter to the old man?" I was beginning to see everything except a

way out.

I forgot to tell you what was happening all this time. We beat Cor'

nell by three touchdowns, tied Army, and the reserves massacred a breather.

Things were shaping up for an undefeated season, if we could get by Yale.

The kid got in every game for a few minutes. There were better halfbacks,

and they knew it, and he knew it, and it didn't make for good feeling. He
was pretty much aloof from the rest of the team anyway, I guess. The
reason he got in was, of course, the father'and'son angle, which was worked

by the college publicity man for all it was worth. There were some pretty

good spreads in the New York papers, particularly when he scored against

Cornell. The coach had a couple of flea'flicker, pass and lateral plays that

were pretty flashy, and the kid shook loose once or twice. He could scamper

like a rabbit in a broken field, and the newspapers didn't forget the midget

stuff, either.

It must have been about this time that he started drinking. Of course,

he had before, a little, but football players just can't drink and play too. He
would bring a bottle of Scotch home under his coat and drink it in the room

by himself. Hell, there's a lot of drinking goes on in the House and no'

body's squeamish about it, but we always look on solitary drinking as a

little unhealthy.

The night before the Yale game he came to me with a telegram. "The
old man's coming east for the game." His voice was flat. He stood there

shifting from one foot to the other.

"Better get lots of sleep," I suggested mildly. He had been drinking, I

realized right away.

"Just a couple of quick ones," he insisted, "I felt so lousy: ached all
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over." I knew how he felt and I wanted desperately to help him, but he

just sat there and blinked like an owl, not saying a word. I didn't know
how to begin. Pretty soon he got up and went out.

I didn't see old man Stevens before the game, but I did see the kid in

the locker room. It was worse than I had thought. There was an ugly

lump on his shoulder bone, which the trainers were strapping and taping

carefully, fie wore a brace on his left knee, and there were blue, bruised

spots that stood out here and there on his white skin. But when he was

dressed he looked O. K. "Be careful not to limp on that left," the coach

told him, "if they see you, they'll be sure to work on it." The kid nodded.

He didn't get in till near the end of the half. The first play was a

reverse, and he made eight yards before being smeared by the secondary. A
buck inside tackle was stopped, and the reverse was called again, God
knows why. This time the end turned the play in, and it was all over. The
fullback and a tremendous big tackle hit him high and low at once. They

carried him off the field, out cold. We lost the game, 6-0.

I was sitting in the living room at the House after the game when Old

Man Stevens walked in. He was a little thin on top and round in the middle,

and he wore a Masonic charm and a Landon button. We shook hands, and

he said cheerfully, "Well, it's nothing very serious—a little brain concussion

and a twisted ankle. The doctor says he will be back in scrimmage inside

of ten days." He lowered his voice a little, "You know, I'd always sus-

pected that maybe the boy didn't have the—well, the guts, to play college

football. But there's nothing like it to develop character, and discipline,

and loyalty: I think I see a change in him already." One of the fellows who
was watching us told me afterward that I got very pale, and that my fingers

kept clenching and unclenching, as though I were about to swing on the old

gent. I ate dinner at the dog-wagon and got really drunk that night for the

first time since Freshman year.
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The Perfect Grror
By T. L. SIMMONS

QUIETLY he crossed the room in the direction of the hall, making

his way through the darkness with the assurance of one who knew
every detail of the furniture arrangement and the exact location of

each rug which covered the waxed surface of the floor. He had planned

the whole undertaking with infinite care and thought, and getting to the

second floor of the south wing was but one perfect movement in a series of

many. The heavy silence which was blended with the very blackness of

this nearly moonless night seemed waiting for some misstep which might

cause a noise, but no such error occurred and he reached the staircase in

complete confidence that his plan would reach its intended conclusion.

Cautiously, but without hesitation, he tiptoed up to the landing, the

thick carpet muffling the sound of his feet as he stepped over the fourth and

ninth stairs to avoid the creaking he had noticed the day before. Then on

up eleven more and he stood in the hall of the second floor, a table and chair

three steps ahead of him in the darkness, across from them and two steps

beyond, another chair, and finally Room 9 with its unlocked door waiting

for his entrance—and in the room a person whose life was drawing to a close.

He sat down in the first chair to go over these final and most important

steps in his plan, and to get his breathing back to normal. His confidence

and assurance had increased as his eyes grew accustomed to the darkness,

and as he approached the actual moment of the murder. His plans, he

knew, were faultless, and sitting there in the darkness he went over them

step by step, checking every detail to his utter satisfaction. First had

come the question of the manner in which the victim could be most pain'

lessly and quickly put to death. The safest method, he had reasoned, would

be the simplest and least easily traced, one which would require little tech'

nical skill, a minimum of effort, and only a few seconds of time. So, he had

decided upon a knife—and that had aroused the question of the type of

knife and the method of inflicting an instantly fatal wound.

He did not want to take the risks of stabbing, for the force required to

make a deep wound by such a stroke needed a practiced and steady hand.

Then, too, he was sure of only two or three points in the body where such

a stroke would bring immediate death, and he was afraid that a misdirected

blow might allow cries of terror to escape from the victim. The death blow
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must therefore be, he had decided, a quick but steady slice across the open

throat of the sleeping woman. At first this seemed too crude a method of

killing by knife, but he realised that with a large knife, sharpened to a razor'

like edge, he would merely have to place the blade in position over the bared

skin; and then with one quick, firm stroke the deed would be done. He
did not want the helpless old woman to suffer even for seconds.

The knife, folded in an ordinary kitchen towel, was held firmly, not

clutched, in his right hand. It was a big knife, about nine inches long, ex'

eluding the handle, tapering down to a point from a width of slightly over

three inches. It was the chef's own property, not one of the knives supplied

in the kitchen, but one which he had brought with him when he came to the

Inn earlier in the year. The chef used it for all special cuts, and prided him'

self upon its keen edge and its excellent temper. As a waiter in the Inn he

knew the chef very well, and also knew the special box in the cutlery drawer

where the knife was kept. Thus it had been a simple matter for him to

come into the Inn that night by way of the kitchen, going just a few steps

out of his way to get both the knife and a towel. And from there it had

been only a few minutes—from the kitchen into the china room, from there

into the office, from the office through the reading room into the hall, up the

stairs—and now he sat in the dark, ready to make the final moves.

He had taken all the precautions of the ordinary criminal, wearing a

thin pair of pigskin gloves to avoid leaving telhtale finger prints—and choos'

ing pigskin so that no lint or bits of cloth could be left to betray him. Wearing

tennis shorts and a polo shirt to allow him as nearly unhampered motion as

possible, he had left his sneakers outside the kitchen door on the stairs going

down to the back entrance. He reasoned that bare feet could leave no bits

of leather, grass or sand—things by which he knew shoe'wearers had often

been traced and brought to trial. He was ready, then, and in a few minutes

it would be done. Complete silence ruled over the house, and the air was

filled with the natural quiet of restful sleep and a cool mountain night. Noise'

lessly he arose from the chair, stretched his arms to relieve the slight tension

he felt, and started down the hall. Concentrating upon the immediate

future, he put aside all review of past plans and thoughts as he slowly turned

the knob of the door and entered the room.

The slight illumination offered by the new moon shone directly in the

window, lighting the room sufficiently for his purpose. Softly closing the

door to avoid the possibility of its slamming shut, he remained where he

was for a full minute to get a clear picture of the room, the bed and its 0C'

(Continued on Page 40)
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It Can Happen Here!
By HENRY C. GULBRANDSEN

THINGS have come to a pretty pass when it is virtually impossible

for the Haverford graduate manager to schedule football contests

with other small colleges without having the College team end up

on the short end of an exceedingly large and disheartening score. This is

not the fault of the graduate manager. Nor are the coaches to blame. The

fault lies wholly with a despicable and undesirable "racket" which has invaded

the ranks of small college football and made a mess of things.

Haverford, in the past, has had pretty close football games with teams

from the small colleges in Pennsylvania. But let the team try to take on

Ursinus, Lehigh, Dickinson (they won 31'0), Gettysburg, Muhlenburg, or

some of the others and it gets set back on its heels.

Just where does the trouble lie? It's not hard to find. Mr. Macintosh

schedules a game with some college in all good faith, having ascertained that

it doesn't have "ringers
11

and that the game will turn out to be close and

fairly even. Then the fun begins. The new opponent hears that its rival

college has imported a few coal miners to fight for "old alma mammy. 11
It

had better "pad
11

too or its traditional enemy will walk all over it in the big

game. Then a scrappy Haverford team, which expected to meet a rival of

equal strength, runs into a team that is three deep (that is, having three

teams that can march in and out of the game any time a burly tackle is puffing

too much) and its members come home with their tired but gallant heads

down on their vests.

What's to be done? Dickinson, which hasn't any sandlot team, a

member of the Eastern Intercollegiate football conference with Ursinus,

Gettysburg, and others, stepped out of the league because the going proved

to be tough. Just where does this leave Haverford who lost to Dickinson,

31-0, and to Williams, 46'0? Behind the eight ball, you say? Correct, my
friend.

But let's see. Haverford hasn't any league to get out of. We are free

lancers. We play small colleges that are supposed to be on the level. Oh,

yeah! Lehigh gave the Scarlet and Black two lacings and then went on to

take Rutgers for the first time in ten years this fall. Mind you, I'm not

claiming that Lehigh is running a football school, but let's not forget that

there is a new regime at Lafayette, despite the fact that the results are not yet
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evident. They will be! Lehigh, a traditional rival of the Leopards, isn't

going to stand by and take a lacing from the Easton crowd.

There are, as I see it, four courses of action.

1. Discontinue football. This is one thing that is neither desired nor

feasible. Football's been a pretty swell sport here for a good many years.

We lost only one game in 1928. Let's carry on! Coach Randall, a man
who is as well versed in the game as the best of them, is doing a remarkable

job, when one considers the teams that his eleven has to face week after week.

In her own class, Haverford is "right in there." No. Let's eliminate No. 1.

2. Schedule games with the leading high schools and prep schools in

the Philadelphia area. At least, that's better than spending the afternoon

being pushed around by 6' 2"-220pound tackles every Saturday afternoon.

But here the spirit and tradition of college football would take it on the

chin. No. That's out!

3. Hire four or five football players each year. That's what some of

our opponents do! This will put us right up in there. But, just a minute!

If such be the case, students will no longer have a chance to make the team.

A student plays football for the fun in it and for the victories if he has any

chance of getting them. No. Let's go on.

4. Organise a league with the colleges that I consider still in our class:

Swarthmore (yes, I said Swarthmore !), Union, Hamilton, Johns Hopkins,

Kenyon, Guilford, Juniata (we used to play them), and Oberlin. These

teams will play eight games a year, four away and four home, if possible.

There will be no coveted prize to grab off. Pretty idealistic, isn't it? But

here, I stress that we have just a game of football amongst teams representing

the few small colleges that still play this grand old game for what it's worth.

Then, these teams can happily and thankfully break off relationships with

those teams which use young bulls for linemen, and veritable Mack trucks

for fullbacks. In this way, we return football to the small college with the

small college team, composed of students who play this sport for the fun of

it and for the victories that come as a reward for honest and strenuous

endeavor.
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September 1, 1923
By ANTHONY C. POOLE

HARRIS and I had been playing tennis that Saturday morning. It

was a blazing hot day, I remember, and we had left the office early

and gone up to the club at eleven, free for the week-end at least

from wrestling with tourists and bumptious Japanese business men.

Harris was the new transfer, and had arrived in Yokohama only four

days before. He was a thin nervous chap, and I couldn't help thinking that

he was completely unfitted for life in the consulate.

We sat at a table in the club bar, talking over our whiskies and sodas

after a listless attempt at tennis. The air was breathless. Having just

called for another round of drinks, I launched into a discourse on the pleasantly

futile rut we consular secretaries lived in in Yokohama—the continual run

of daily drudgery, clubs, tennis, dinners, and what not. I stopped talking,

breathed heavily, set my glass down, and looked at my companion. He
hadn't been listening. Dazed, he sat staring vacantly out of the window.

The heat was shimmering out over the lawns. And then it happened.

A long low rumble, the table lurched, and the glasses tinkled to the

floor in fragments. Silence. Another rumble. The floor heaved sicken-

ingly-—the rumble became a roar—and suddenly, incredibly, the building

shook as in a mighty wind. A tearing rending torrent of sound, pictures

danced on the walls, shivered into fragments of glass and fell. Great sheets

of plaster tore themselves loose, tottered, crumbled into clouds of gray dust.

The room lurched, slithered, heaved in a mighty swell of roaring sound. The
great brick chimney hung poised and then fell majestically forward, bringing

half the wall inward with a deafening crash and smothering everything in a

cloud of dust. A gaping expanse of open sky showed itself, and suddenly

all was still.

Somehow I scrambled outside. What met my eyes was unbelievable,

for as far as I could see stretched a desert of gaunt white ruins poking in the

air. An expanse suggesting a long lost city of infinite age, covered with the

dust of centuries. In five minutes—an eternity of brutal destruction in

which the whole universe seemed to crumble to ashes in one ear-splitting

roar of sound—the city of Yokohama had become a city of the dead. Some-

thing clicked inside me. Harris—where was he? Mechanically I plunged

into the ruins, shouting madly.

Then it started again. Grinding, thundering, the earth heaved in a
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last convulsive tremor. Too late I saw the heavy beam descending on me,

and I fell pinned to the ground.

A return to consciousness after I know not how long brought with it

the sense of a great weight crushing the life out of my body. Across me
lay a wooden beam which must have broken every bone in my side. Per'

haps I was shrieking in pain; I don't know. Smoke stung my eyes, and all

around were distant cries and shouting. Then it was that I saw the perspir-

ing face of a Japanese bending over me—saw that he was breathing in short

gasps, was chopping, chopping at the beam with a ridiculously small axe.

"The fire is coming nearer," he panted. Then I must have fainted from the

pain and the blinding choking smoke, for when I awoke again I became

conscious of motion, of being carried on some sort of stretcher. There was

the face of the same Japanese, and one other. We were on the consulate

grounds, for I could see the cliff edge where the consulate lawns terminate

in a sudden drop to the strip of beach and the sea below. Voices sounded

everywhere, and I became aware of a throng of people with haggard faces.

It was unbearably hot now, and strangely quiet. The crowd stood about

in little clusters, tense and expectant, stunned, unthinking, unreasoning.

A child squatted on the grass laughing and pointing at a caterpillar held in

his fingers. Soon there was movement in the throng. A group of Ameri-

cans and British elbowed their way through the crowd, carrying tennis

nets, their incongruous white flannels splashed with mud and blood. Voices

and activity at the edge of the cliff, and a few minutes later saw a roughly

constructed festoon of nets dangling down the incline. It was becoming

slowly hotter, and the air was difficult to breathe. Black specks floated

lazily through the atmosphere, charred fragile burnt crisps, while behind

us a great brown column of smoke swirled upwards. Then I understood

what had happened; we were trapped on the cliff edge by a steadily ad'

vancing wall of fire, and the tremendous heat could already be felt. They
were getting people down the nets now. Two Japanese and an American

were helping an old woman over the edge. Slowly, one by one, people

descended. To one side a great crowd of Japanese quietly waited their

turn, and the only sounds were the sharp commands of those at the top of

the nets. Down they went; clumsy women, weeping infants, small boys

wreathed in delighted grins, haggard mothers assisted downward by muddy
grim-faced men.

I tried to stand, but sank back, weakened from the wound in my side.

Three Japanese approached me, lifted me to the edge and placed me on the

shoulders of another, who proceeded laboriously to work his way down-
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ward. Looking upward, I had a momentary glimpse of a cluster of figures

silhouetted against the sky, shouting encouragements. Down the cliff face

went, leveling to a gentle incline as the beach was reached. A tattered

figure approached, and I recognized Harris with whom I had been drinking,

countless eons ago in another world. Where he came from I don't know,

but all I remember is that he carried me over the beach, propped me against

a pile of wreckage, and bandaged my wound. He was horribly changed

—

his great eyes staring, and his manner that of a man in a trance. We turned

our gaze to the cliff top towering there far up the beach. Tiny black figures,

scarcely human, moved along the edge—black against a sheet of smoke and

flame. Sick with horror I realized then that they were in a hopeless position,

and suddenly the whole scene swam before my eyes like a nightmare. Were
those little black things scrambling along the edge really men and women?
It was too unreal, too much like a fantastic Dante's Inferno. Far above a

blood-red sun glowed through the smoky sky. It was a lost world.

And then I saw what I shall never be able to forget as long as I live,

for the inevitable happened. Like little dark bundles they came down, one

after another, turning over and over in the air, their cries sounding pathetically

tiny in the distance. The Japanese on the cliff top were throwing themselves

over the edge. Dully we watched a minute, and quickly turned away.

Hours passed. Time became an indefinite blur amidst the black smoke

and the huge throng of sufferers huddling on the beach. Gradually it grew

darker, and a hush fell over the scattered clusters of people. Someone had

managed to bring boats through, and groups were being ferried out to the

liners anchored in the harbor. Night had fallen by the time our turn came,

and I was carried on board a heavily loaded boat amongst the injured. We
were rowed out into the bay, the boat cutting through the heavy black oil

which had spilled out over the harbor from the crumpled tanks on the shore.

Nearer the docks it was burning, lighting the night with a column of fire.

An hour later we were on the ship, crowding along the rail and crouch'

ing in blankets on the deck. We injured were to be taken below to the

cabins, but for an hour we waited our turns on the deck. One hour left

to look upon the remains of what seemed the end of the world. We stood

in a great silent group, watching the shore. The sky was alight with a

heavy red glow, and all along the shore a shimmering wave of flame flickered

in a bright ribbon on the rim of the bay. The black water swelled and

lapped against the side of the ship. Flat stunned faces stared dully on all

sides of me—faces made inhuman by the red reflection from the shore.

Silently we stood, and then we went below.
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Two Sonnets

By JOE T. RIVERS, JR.

I

If you would \eep the rhythm of your breath

Serenely pulsing after that last hour

When dreaded, or perhaps quite welcome, death

Performs the single office of his power;

And if the stirring cadence of your speech

Shall timelessly with time go on to ring

Through space and void to light's external reach,

When muted by the earth you cease to sing;

Or if you wish your heartbeats still in motion

Li\e waves that ever throbbing jar the sea

When some misguided comet dries the ocean,

Then lend the art behind these things to me
So I can mar\ them down for later men
On distant globes, where you shall live again.

II

A cut heals quicldy; when the wound has \nit

A veteran replaces the recruit;

His scars confirm beyond a fair dispute

That he at least was near the thic\ of it

And now at last the warriors garments fit;

But what of him that flames leave destitute,

Who dared the fires at life's arterial root

And found a den where raging furies sit?

His worn forehead robs no laurel tree;

T^o high citations cool where he was burned

And other chests are weighed with dis\s of gold;

His share of fame is lean and he must see

Rewards go elsewhere though he may have learned

What elder nations lost in growing old.
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fllr. BraddocR $ Homecoming
By T. K. BROWN, III

ANEW house had been bought, a new house in the outskirts of

Camden. The family was returning from the Babylonian Exile,

returning to the Land of its Fathers, to its ancestral seat in the

heart of that great country in which the Father of our Mighty Nation

repelled the British Tyrant, A.D., 1777-

So at least thought father, and because of this he approached the

business of buying a house with a predisposition for being cheated. He
had spent most of the time during his journey to Camden thinking of phrases

apposite to the occasion; and after his arrival, as he surveyed the shabby

respectability of the town of Norton ("Home of 5000 Happy Souls"), these

phrases trembled on the tip of his tongue, and he surprised the real estate

salesman into momentary silence by a reference to "this cradle of America.
-"

The salesman was a short, chubby little man, oily and florid, with stubby

arms pressed always close to his pear'shaped body, so that they seemed to

sink into him and become mere traceries on his surface, like the canals on

Mars. At his meridian he burgeoned into two amorphous hands, which

washed themselves continually as he talked. He betrayed a propensity

for the poetic'rhapsodic in his descriptions of the large, ancient, and eminently

ugly house in which his client had expressed interest, and before which they

were standing.

"Yes, Mr. Badrock—

"

"Braddock."

Why do I always get off to a bad start, thought the salesman.

"To be sure, to be sure," he said, washing vigorously for a moment.

"I beg your pardon, Mr. Braddock. Now, as to this house: it has a fine

location, eight minutes from the center of town, twenty'five minutes from

Camden, thirty-five from Philadelphia. Of the beauties and conveniences

of the town of Norton ("Home of 5000 Happy Souls") I need add nothing

to your observations. The splendid southern frontage brings warmth and

cheeriness—the sun's rays—to you throughout the year, and winter's

blustering winds howl in vain around this splendid protective hedge on the

west—east—no, west. A 90-foot frontage, 220-foot deepage, and no

seepage. Hahahaha. Haaah." The salesman laughed all over. "I feel

sure that you will be pleased with this splendid house when you have ex-
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mined it more closely." He paused a moment, and looked up questioningly

at Mr. Braddock. Something else occurred to him: "It stands like a ship

at sea," he said. Then he began again from the beginning.

"Splendid," said Mr. Braddock.

"Haaah," said the salesman.

Mr. Braddock, knowing nothing about houses—having, in fact, no

practical sense whatever—squinted at his large feet, said nothing to these

effusions, and confined himself to a few pointless questions about its history.

No mention was made of taxes, condition of drains, water connections, heat'

ing, gas or electric rates. Mr. Braddock was coming Home.

"This house is unique among our—uh—supply of domiciles for its total

absence of water in the cellar. No matter how torrential the—uh—precipi'

tations may be, you will never find any water in the cellar," said the salesman.

Not even in the hot-water heater. He considered unnecessary any mention

of the fact that there would also be no water in the third-floor bathroom:

Mr. Braddock seemed peculiarly uninterested in practical considerations.

They went inside, and the salesman did what he could to clothe the

staring nakedness of the large, empty rooms with the petticoats of poetry.

"Truly, Mr. Braddock," he said, washing his hands, "a house of which

we can be proud. Large, airy, handsome, convenient (eight minutes from

the center of the town, twenty-five minutes from Camden, thirty-five from

Philadelphia); and yet it preserves despite its roominess the homely—home-

like—coziness of a cottage in the woods. Truly, sir, one is reminded of

Byron's immortal lines

:

'O'er the glad waters of the dar\ blue sea,

Our thoughts as boundless and our souls as free,

Far as the breeze can bear, the billows foam,

Survey our empire, and behold our home?
"

at the conclusion of which the salesman detached one of his arms from its

groove for a moment and executed an abortive gesture.

I wasn't reminded of a damned thing, thought Mr. Braddock.

The salesman had a repertory of such pertinent quotations, from which

he selected at random, carefully observing his clients' reactions until he had

selected a half dozen as particularly potent. There was a time when he

had made use of Clarke's "Home is home, though it be never so homely,"

captivated by the clever play on words, but he had soon discontinued using

this little jewel : it didn't seem to strike the right note, somehow.
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Mr. Braddock's reaction was imperceptible. He seemed impervious to

Byron's felicities of expression. Simply a case of falling on deaf ears.

"The floor seems to squeak," said Mr. Braddock, jumping up and down.

"To be sure, sir, slightly, sir, to be sure. No floor can withstand the

—

uh—ravages of time. But if you will be so kind as to follow me to the

kitchen I think you will find an arrangement that will more than compen'

sate
—

"

The salesman rolled cheerfully toward the kitchen, talking as he went.

Mr. Braddock, however, had decided to mount the stairs, and the salesman

soliloquized for some seconds before he realized that his audience had left.

Then he hurried back apologetically, washing his hands, mumbling:

"Ah yes, to be sure, upstairs. A really remarkable upstairs, sir. Al'

low me to point out to you
—

"

Mr. Braddock was palpably impressed. The house had the austerity

of ugliness and a certain dignity of location. It sat stolidly and substantially

on the ground, like a large toad, but Mr. Braddock was more inclined to

consider the fact that Washington's footsteps must have trod this ground

(or some pretty near it, anyway) at the time of his Crossing of the Delaware

and Occupation of Trenton. Mr. Braddock was very nationalistic, and Mr.

Braddock had a great penchant for austerity and dignity. A Pillar of Society,

by God; an Upholder of the Great American Tradition of Democracy and

Free Prejudice.

The pyriform salesman became aware, as Mr. Braddock gazed raptly

at the beautiful expanse of dirty houses and factory chimneys, that his client

was impressed. He remembered Mr. Braddock's remark about the cradle

of America, and spoke words of deep perspicuity and persuasion.

"Sir,
1

'' he said reverentially, "you were indeed right. This is indeed

the cradle of America, as you so aptly put it. On this hallowed ground did

General Washington and General Brandywine win the battles which gave

birth to this great land ofours. A man can be proud to live under the shadow

of that Great Man."

"Yes," said Mr. Braddock reverentially, "one can." Mr. Braddock

had decided.

O holy, O sacred ideal ravished! O prostituted tradition! America,

thou art deflowered, thy name has been stained forever, thou art as a byword

among men. Thy services have become venal in the mouths of thy citizens,
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thou art become the means of selling a house with no running water in the

third-floor bathroom. O Land of Our Fathers, lest we forget!

"Can we discuss price?" asked Mr. Braddock.

O mercenary, O unnatural son

!

The salesman washed his hands slowly, cheerfully.

"Shall we go down to the office for the details? My—uh—my amanu-

ensis would be of assistance.

"

* * * *

Mrs. Braddock had not been consulted in the matter of the purchase.

She rarely was consulted. She had not seen the house until she arrived

that summer afternoon, and after she had examined it, discovered the faulty

drainage, useless kitchen stove, and waterless third-story bathroom, and

had gazed from the windows too large to be beautified by any means

on the splendid vista of dirty houses and factory chimneys, she shook her

head sadly, but she said no word. Silently she felt the void of disappoint-

ment widen within her.

The Perfect €rror

{Continued from Page 30)

cupant, in gloomy outline as they were. The aged woman's attitude of

peaceful repose seemed to portend the success of his venture. The restful

expression on her face was an indication that her soul awaited the quick

transition to another life which he was about to offer. Silently he tiptoed

across the carpet until he was standing only a foot away from her pillow.

Slowly he unfolded the towel, and now the broad blade of the knife gleamed

dully in the faint light coming through the open window.

Folding the towel over his left arm, he made an apron of it by holding

the arm close to his chin. This, he reasoned, would prevent any possible

spurting blood from leaving clues on any of his clothing. The sleeping

figure had not moved. Not a sound but the beating of his own heart, the

breathing of the slight figure on the bed, and his own heavier breathing,

disturbed the silence.

It was done. With a vigorous downward stroke he had drawn the

sharp blade swiftly across the yielding flesh. Several drops of dark warm
blood had spattered over the covers and over his hand. Only a few had

reached the protecting towel before the deep wound allowed the rich stream

to flow more gradually from the severed veins. Not a sound from the victim,
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the fatal gash had been made so swiftly. Only the convulsive doubling up

of the right hand showed response to the death stroke. The body lay as

before, only now it was completely still, and the gentle breathing of life

was no more.

He stood perfectly still for a few breathless moments, fascinated by

the sight of so much blood. But quickly arousing himself to reality he

turned his attention to the completion of his carefully laid plans. Holding

the knife point down over the bloody covers he allowed it to drip until it

was nearly dry. Then he carefully and methodically wiped it with the towel,

holding both at arm's length to keep himself as free from stain as possible.

Taking the glove from his right hand he wrapped it in the now bloodstained

towel which he held in his left, and with the same hand took up the knife

from the foot of the bed where he had placed it. With one last look at the

dead body he then stepped away from the bed and stood quietly in the

center of the room, arms at his sides, to permit the drying of any blood which

might still be in liquid form anywhere on his person or the things he was

carrying. Finally he moved toward the door, and drawing a clean handker'

chief from the pocket of his shorts with his bare right hand, he covered the

doorknob with it and turned. The door swung open and with two steps

he was in the hall.

And now there was no hesitation. Swiftly and quietly he went back

down the stairs, through the reading room and into the office, from the

office into the china room, and finally he was in the kitchen once more. From
there he hurried down into the basement, leaving the sneakers behind for

the time being. Once downstairs he went immediately to the huge laundry

tub, into which he placed the things he had been carrying in his left hand.

Then he removed that glove and thoroughly washed his hands and the knife,

cautiously and with a minimum of splashing. He spent nearly five minutes

in this operation, running the water steadily and using both soap and an

old brush which served ordinarily for scrubbing out the tub. Finally he

decided the knife must be clean and wiped it carefully on the old cloth which

accompanied the brush. His hands he then dried on the regular hand towel

used by the help in their daily work, and picking up the knife he went back

to the kitchen. There he wiped it once more, this time with the specially

greased cloth used by the chef on his knives, and returned it to its drawer

and box. Returning to the stairs he sat down to put on his sneakers and

then went back down to the tub, where he merely rinsed out the blood'

stained towel and gloves and then wrung them out thoroughly. His last
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act in that building was to wipe the tub dry with the same old rag that had

been used on the knife, and then he was gone, taking only the wet towel and

gloves.

Through the darkness he went back down the path to his cabin on the

lakeshore, and there he laid the wet burden on the grass outside the door.

In his room he stripped immediately, putting his clothes in their usual places

by the chair, and went back out. Picking up the damp towel and gloves

he went down to the water's edge, about twenty yards from the cabin.

There he also picked up a medium'sized stone, and with both hands full

waded out into the cold water up to his waist. At this point he paused,

and having knotted the towel fairly tightly around the rest of his burden,

he grasped the more compact bundle securely in his left hand and began to

swim a leisurely sidestroke out toward the middle of the lake. After about

three hundred yards he loosened his hold and watched the object begin to

sink out of sight before he turned back toward the shore. There he ran

back to his room and dried himself. Then slipping into his pajamas he

crawled into bed. A sign of incomplete relief escaped his lips. He had

accomplished the supposedly impossible and now he was strangely tired.

He lay perfectly still. At first his mind was almost void of thought as

the tension began to leave his limbs. But soon he found himself going over

every step and detail of his accomplishment, recalling every movement he

had made. He saw himself creeping into the kitchen as he sought the knife

and towel. He saw himself crossing the several rooms with confidence.

He saw himself, a shadowy figure clothed in darkness, standing silently by

the door of Room 9. With a very slight shudder he saw himself slicing

down with the keen knife and then staring at the pools of blood in a sort of

trance.

Every movement had been in accord with his perfectly formulated

plan. He saw himself so carefully wiping the knife with the towel that

first time. He saw himself carefully removing the glove of his right hand

so that he might open the door on his retreat with the clean handkerchief

in order to avoid fingerprints. He saw himself quietly closing the door of

Room 9, leaving behind the lifeless figure, going down stairs to the front hall.

He thought of the handkerchief again. He saw himself going through other

motions. And then he thought of the handkerchief again. Something kept

insisting on the handkerchief. He thought of it still once more. Suddenly

he found himself trying to remember what he had done with it. He was

wide awake now. Where had he put it? When had it left his hand? He
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distinctly remembered using it both to open and close the door of Room 9.

But after that it disappeared from his memory. He tried to think. What
had he done with it? With a bound he was out of bed and to the clothes

by the chair. Slowly he went through the few pockets of the shorts and

shirt. Surely it must be there. But it wasn't there! He went through

them again, tearing one in his almost frenzied eagerness.

With a sigh of despair that was almost a sob he sat down upon the edge

of the bed and realized that he did not know where it was. He must have

dropped it or left it somewhere by the tub. There were a few small but

damning spots of blood on it. Thus it would be a deadly witness if found,

for his initial was in the corner. He had realized this and had intended to

destroy it with the towel and gloves, but now he couldn't remember what

he had done with it. Perhaps he could hurry back up to the Inn and look

for it—but no, it was nearing dawn and some of the cooks would soon be up

and at work. He would be seen, and the official questioning which would

begin tomorrow would bring out that fact. He tried to think—to con-

centrate on something that might save him, for he knew that every other

step in his plan had been without error. But the mental exhaustion of the

past few hours had been too much, and his thoughts were no longer con'

nected. A thousand thoughts flashed through his mind at once. The
punishment that would be meted out to him if he were caught, and the sor'

row and disgrace which would fall upon his loved ones came to him over

and over again. It was too much for one man. His overwrought mind

began to refuse to function. He couldn't think. He had failed. He was

lost.

Slowly he arose and left the room. His numbed brain forced his weary

legs down to the shore again. One thought seized possession of his whole

mental being. An involuntary shiver came over him, but even that was

only momentary. His senses were almost completely deadened. He began

to swim listlessly, wearily, every stroke a great effort. He seemed to swim
forever, but soon he could go no further and he had to stop. He could no

longer control the movements of his arms and legs. He sighed one last

despairing breath and sank, leaving only a few solitary bubbles to disturb

the calm surface of the water.

About three hundred yards from the Inn shore, mud and slime were

slowly covering a small red and white bundle which lay on the bottom of

the lake. In it was a queer collection of things: a fairly large stone, two
darkly stained gloves, and a handkerchief, almost new.
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IDIOT'S DELIGHT, b> Robert Sherwood

Reviewed by Charles E. Frank

Philadelphia theatre-goers are undoubtedly awaiting with impatience

the coming of Idiot's Delight. The play has many things to recommend it

to the public : it was written by the author of The Road to Rome and Reunion

in Vienna, it is being staged by the Theatre Guild, and Alfred Lunt and

Lynn Fontanne are its leading players. It would be hard to imagine a col'

laboration of talents promising a more lively and entertaining evening. As
a final recommendation, it was named last spring winner of the Pulitzer Prize

for 1935-36.

But that is not all. This play has a serious theme and demands atten-

tion on that score. Mr. Sherwood writes a postscript in which he says,

"Let me express here the conviction that those who shrug and say, 'War is

inevitable,'' are false prophets." He adds that the way to treat militarists

like Mussolini and Hitler is to ignore them and ridicule them—they will

then become "figures of supreme insignificance." These convictions are

presented with fervor, rhetorical balance, and a nice sense of cadence, but

it is easily seen that they are so much balderdash. It sounds very like a

slingshotless David telling how he will lay low the bully Goliath by merely

folding his arms and making a fine gesture of civilized disdain.

In the play itself, Mr. Sherwood works out his theme by presenting a

heterogeneous group of characters thrown together fortuitously in a hotel

in the Italian Alps on the eve of a great European War : five Fascist aviation

officers, nice chaps but very destructive; a German scientist who has almost

found a cure for cancer; an American vaudeville hoofer (Alfred Lunt) with

his dancing sextette, "Les Blondes;
1
' a communist of French parentage who

is working for peace through the abolishment of nationalism and patriotism;

a young English couple who came to the hotel for a quiet honeymoon; and

finally, a French munitions maker accompanied by his charming pseudo-

Russian mistress (Lynn Fontanne). With the exception of the Italian

officers and the munitions maker, none of these people desires war. Most of

them violently oppose the idea of war. But Italy declares war on France

and annihilates Paris in an air raid. England comes to the aid of France;

Germany throws in her lot with Italy. The French communist forgets

international brotherhood, shouts "Down with Fascism! Vive la France!"

and is taken out to be shot. The young Englishman forgets his honeymoon
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and goes back to England to join the army. The German doctor forgets his

research and plans to place his knowledge of disease and death at his country's

service. Thus all of these apostles of peace rush quixotically off the stage

to play their parts in the war, leaving behind only Alfred Lunt and Lynn

Fontanne.

Now comes the grand climax. The siren at the airport nearby gives

the alarm of a counter'attack : France is about to retaliate for the insult

offered Paris. The hotel will be bombed. What a climax!—Lynn and

Alfred romancing in a darkened cocktail lounge; Lynn and Alfred singing,

"Onward Christian Soldiers," while sirens scream, airplanes zoom, and

bombs burst in air; Lynn and Alfred making a monkey of Mussolini by their

superb indifference.

Admitting that this last scene is very exciting, we may ask, after a

polite lapse of time, if it is great drama. There seems to be a structural

difficulty: Mr. Sherwood has found an interesting theme and a good plot,

but he hasn't found a way of fusing the two into one piece. Lynn Fontanne

and Alfred Lunt being vitally concerned with the plot and hardly at all with

the theme, it is obvious that the theme is simply sent packing. What
might have been an intelligent discussion of a serious subject turns out to

be, after all, only another Pulitzer Prize winner.

PRAYER FOR MY SON, by Hugh Walpole

Reviewed by W. H. Hay, II

This is remarkably well written melodrama. Melodrama it is, for in

spite of the careful and elaborate characterizations, the interest is in a denoue-

ment which is entirely arbitrary, not dictated by the nature of the characters.

It is a story of a woman's attempt to regain her bastard son from his

father's father to whom she surrendered him at birth. After twelve years

of isolation an invitation from the grandfather is too tempting for her and

she comes on a visit to the strange household, ruled by the old Colonel, still

strong and robust at sixty-nine. Her long-suppressed love for her child

comes to life. As she finds that the Colonel is a half-mad egotist determined

to mould his grandson in his own image, to make him a great dictator for

England, she becomes determined to take her John away. Without any
open conflict the Colonel cleverly blocks all her attempts to leave, until a

thrilling, midnight automobile chase through the Cumbrian mountains

forces him to admit defeat and return alone, a broken man.
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This wild story opens slowly as many English novels do. Walpole supplies

a mass of background of neighbors and subsidiary characters with the Words'

worth landscape looming in the distance. He is completely the master of

his style. There are no "muffed" passages, for he handles all with con'

summate delicacy. Walpole has a clever way of summing people up in an

epigram. Of a neighbor, Lady Thompson-Smith, "her children were so

well cared for that there was no disease that children could catch that they

did not catch."

The main characters are given with great detail through long passages

in the "stream of consciousness" form, which is, of course, only the soliloquy

sneaking back under a new name. But the only one whose character affects

the plot is the old Colonel. The actions of the others are not consistent

with their inner character.

The first part of this book consists of genial character sketches and

satires of English country life, while the second is a detective story, not

closely enough connected to the first. The second half appears like a bad

dream, madly dragging the reader to the climax where it suddenly stops.

The quiet beginning gives a wide range for emotion, which, growing slowly,

unnoticably reaches a pitch whose height is realized only at the denouement.

The merit of this book lies in its perfection of style and in the power

of its second part in which the reader is swept into a fever of fear and desire

for the escape of the mother, and identifies himself with her fighting to be

free from the Colonel, the personification of the evils of this present'day

world, war, subordination of the individual, and boundless selfishness. The
reader shares with her the hazy view of a new world, a free world, a good

world. But the fissure in the structure between the characters and the

plot spoils the book for rereading. The development of the plot is too

arbitrary for any interest but the emotional curiosity in the outcome.

THE ASSASSINS, by Frederic Prokosch

MORE POEMS, by A. E. Housman

Reviewed by Rene Blanc-Roos

Frederic Prokosch of The Assassins is the most interesting poet, in

English, since Pound, Yeats, Eliot, and MacLeish; his verse is not the pastiche'

writing of C. Day Lewis, nor the blurted'out orating of Paul Engle, nor the
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clever epigrammatic propaganda of Auden (nor does he, like some of the

younger English poets, apotheosize aviators, who we have been urged to

believe are a "brood apart" from the pedestrian multitude).

Prokosch's technique is as nearly flawless as may be hoped for, and he

employs it to tell his hearers that our occidental civilization is done for.

There is no panacea. He does not step to the Left; and Mr. John Strachey,

had he written his essay on Literature and Dialectic IsAaterialism since The

Assassins'' publication, would undoubtedly place Prokosch in his category

of bourgeois poets. Which doesn't hinder us in this instance to criticize

The Assassins from its own standpoint.

These poems are "difficult;" I think that very little, except an emotional

satisfaction from their great rhythms, may be got from them without a

pretty thorough grounding in the Cantos of Pound, and most of the poetry

of MacLeish, as well as an acquaintance with the French symbolists and

surrealists.

Some of Prokosch's symbols are patent enough, as in Going Southward

where the "dead" cities of Indo'China are a portent of what will happen

to our own metropolises. It isn't hard to guess that it is Death which is meant

by "the Prince autunuveyed out of the cavern," who says:

Listen: all

Will come to me, some by the shrill swift road of suffering; some

By the mountainous northern road of doing, in deep night; the others

(Praying; the saddest, some of the proudest and strongest) by

The long white road of exhaustion. And when he'd ended no bird's call

Was left, nothing was left, nothing. . . .

but you will need to feel at home with dream'symbols to grasp what most

people would say has no "meaning" at all in the ordinary logical sense. I

think Prokosch, intentionally or not, indicates this in The Sacred Wood:

What land is this? This land

Is the land you have dreamed of . . .

Dont you remember those pale towers, those long

And serpent channels, those tall roc\s, those valleys

Fringed with our fears, those silent foam^entangled

Islands? This is the empire of our dreams. . . .
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And there are at least two allusions to "mother sea" (cf. Death by Water,

in Eliot's Waste Land).

His prosody makes use of internal rhyme and assonance; The Voyage

(one of the best pieces), and The Ruins show how the sapphic stanza can

be used to their greatest advantage in contemporary verse.

All the poems are good. One finds their meaning after reading to the

end of each'—they have a cumulative effect. It may be that there are none

of those "nice, quotable lines" some people like so much; but each poem is

a complete whole, incapable of disjunction; which is perhaps the proof that

here is poetry, not pieces of verse.

Mr. Frank Harris (dead now, rest his soul) came once to the decision

that A. E. Housman always said the same thing; the obvious reply to this

was that no one had ever said it better.

However, I see in the issuing of More Poems the same tactical mistake

made by T. S. Eliot when he published his Complete Poems,—there is nothing

better, nor even as good, in this volume of Housman 's.

I have read More Poems twice through in a ten'day period and I believe

there is not one poem here whose subject was not better treated in Shropshire

Lad and Last Poems. These verses are cursed with what the previous

volumes always avoided: sentimentality.

The sixth poem is interesting for its form

:

I to my perils

Of cheat and charmer

Came clad in armour

By stars benign.

I think that:

Who made the world I cannot tell;

''Tis made, and here am I in hell.

IsAy hand, though now my \nuctyes bleed,

I never soiled with such a deed

should not have been accepted by the Cambridge and Oxford dons who
helped Mr. Laurence Housman pass judgment on this sheaf of left-overs.

It is Housman imitating Housman, and doing it badly.
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Bertie Graves
By JOHN A. LESTER, JR.

I
WAS walking down through Ardmore with Bertie Graves, a little boy

from the Community Center. He was having trouble with his eyes.

We had to go see the doctor about them. It was cold, and we could see

our breaths on the night air.

Bertie was striding along near the wall, his hands in the pockets of

his little corduroy jacket. He swung his elbows and clenched his teeth

against the cold. He was wearing a leather cap that covered his ears and

buttoned under his chin. His dark face was set, and he looked at the ground

a little ahead of him with large brown eyes.

"Cold enough for you?
11

I asked.

"Yes.
11 He smiled a little. He didn't want to talk.

"That was tough the car broke down,
11

I said. "It would have been a

lot quicker than this."

"Yes,
11
Bertie said. "I don't mind it though.

11

We walked on, watching the cars pass us, looking up once in a while

to puff white mist into the air. We got into the town, and Bertie kept in by

the shop'windows, brushing along them with his elbow. He looked quickly

into each lighted window as we passed it.

"You know what time it is?
11

he asked suddenly.

"A little after eight, I guess."

"Going to be late, ain't ya?" Bertie blinked and shook his head a little.

His right eye looked funny where he had pulled out the lashes when his

eyes hurt him.

"We'd better hurry," I said. We turned down Cricket Avenue and

soon came to the doctor's office.

The doctor was just leaving the building. He was a big, tall man, and

Bertie just stared at his big, shiny black shoes when I introduced him.

"What seems to be the trouble, young man?" the doctor said. I thought

he was a little too jovial, and I tried to tell him as well as I could how much
Bertie needed treatment, how he read a good deal, and how he used his

eyes more than other fellows.

"Well, maybe he ought to have drops. Could you come over to the

clinic some day, Bertie, and let me look you over and see what you need?"
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"Yes, sure I could." Bertie looked away at the dimly lighted show-

window behind the doctor.

"Well, how about Friday morning?"

"Yes, but I go to school then."

"Maybe you could get out of school for that morning."

"Well—I guess—"

I quickly tried to explain that Bertie had never missed a day of school.

Any other time would be better than the morning.

"I see. Well, how about Friday morning, right after Thanksgiving?

Would that be all right for him?"

"Yes. We're off that day," said Bertie.

"Good. We'll remember that day, then. Friday morning, that'll be

the 27th. Good. I'll see you then. Good-night!" The doctor hurried off,

and Bertie and I started back.

"Cold, ain't it?" said Bertie. He puffed hard through his clenched

teeth. We got back to the main street and turned down past the store

windows.

"How about if we run, Jack? We'd get warmer that way." We
trotted along through most of Ardmore, till we got down by the dog-wagon.

Then we slowed down to catch our breath.

"Made sixteen cents today," Bertie said.

"Hey, good. How'd you make 'em?"

"Papers. I serve the pinks every afternoon right after school. People

buy 'em pretty much. I could make more if I served the greens too. They
come after supper." He took a few skips on ahead and then turned around

to wait for me.

"You know anything about stars, Jack?"

"I used to, but I've forgotten most of it."

"I don't know much about them either. I'd like to though."

We walked on, guessing what some of the stars were. They were

beautifully clear. Bertie kicked an old envelope lying on the sidewalk,

picked it up and looked at it.

"Eddie collects stamps, you know. He must have about 4,000. Some-

times I can find him new ones. Gee, he has all kinds, from everywhere."

Bertie whistled a couple of notes, and kicked at a pile of leaves by the wall.

"You collect stamps?"
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Popular (Tlusic
By HENRY S. DRINKER, III

MUSIC lovers of an older generation, and certain of our own, have

carefully prepared a sad, sorrowful smile for popular music en'

thusiasts. What they are trying to do, in many cases, is snub an

inevitable change in trend: a change from the classics to something new.

They have at their disposal two potent weapons to fire at the new school.

One is the sentimental love song, the music of which is merely an excuse

for the words, and consequently cheapened. The other is the orchestration

as played by some of our popular bands in which the melody is the only

outstanding attraction, and as such it is a direct insult to some good tune

from which it was copied. As an example of the latter, refer to a band that

plays tunes without the syncopation of the so'called swing band. When a

critic of the classical school examines popular music, he doesn't have to look

very hard to find these defects. They stand out like sores all over the surface

of the piece. Such defective music has no properties of its own. It is bor'

rowed or stolen from something much better. It gets by because of the

popularity of the love song in the one case mentioned above, and because

of the accessibility and ease of distribution due to the radio in the other case.

Furthermore, the sentimental love song often combines rhythm—the

only advanced element in popular music—with words in such a way as to

appear demoralizing. In classical song, the words accompanied a beautiful

melody, and the two blended together in a way which everybody recognized

as desirable. Rhythm and sentimental words combine to produce a different

effect on the senses which some people consider undesirable.

If these defects are accepted, it becomes obvious that melody must be

struck out from the list of assets in popular music. We may like the melodies,

but for the most part they are repetitions of something gone before and do

not occupy a place in musical history. This brings into consideration the

swing band, where the emphasis is on rhythm. It does not attempt to com'

pete as an art with Brahms, Bach, or the rest, and its following does not in

general claim adherence to previous styles. The younger generation is the

promoter, the older generation the antagonist, the latter feeling itself to be a

part of the classical school, and therefore not stimulated to build a new
school.
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The emphasis on rhythm at the expense of melody and harmony is

also a drawback, but involves the matter of taste. A composition with a

combination of equally developed melody, harmony, and rhythm is better

balanced and contains more nourishment as a whole than could one with but

a third of these possibilities. Unfortunately there are very few compositions

combining all three elements mentioned above in equal amounts. Such

works call for great genius. The result is an emphasis of one or two of the

elements. It should be pointed out here, however, that there is absolutely

no reason for classical enthusiasts to claim melody to be more important than

rhythm. What they mean is that classical composers wrote melody and not

rhythm. As a matter of fact the new rhythm wasn't born until recently.

Our fathers and grandfathers don't know how to appreciate it. Popular

music which is of any importance consists of about five per cent melody,

twenty-five per cent harmony and seventy per cent rhythm. If we want
good melody well have to go to Mozart, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and

Beethoven, not to Guy Lombardo. If we want real harmony we'll have to

turn to Brahms or Bach, not to Benny Goodman or Glen Gray.

What is the importance of popular music, then? The answer is rhythm,

of course, and rhythm is just as good as any of the elements of music. Who
can say it isn't? The younger generation that created it likes it best.

The Africans started it, but all they did was to supply the tom-tom. Those

who think Benny Goodman is primitive are more primitive musically than

the Africans themselves. That doesn't mean they are primitive or ignorant

if they don't like him as representing a type. They probably like melody.

The arrangement of swing orchestrations cannot be done entirely on

paper. The value of the music lies not in the notes themselves, but in the

way they are played. If swing music progresses further, it will require a

new type of notation. Equally as important as the variations in rhythm are

accents and slurs, which have developed to such a pronounced degree that

the present system of notation cannot express them. Not only are there

accents of notes and phrases, but numerous interchanges of accents between

sections as for example between trumpets and saxophones. To be well done

they require excellent performers. There is a marked degree of unexpected-

ness about this music and it is intensely moving to some people. It stirs

and excites them to an extent which melody or harmony do not. In this

respect swing music is perhaps leaving the road of music as we have known
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it previously and developing into a sort of side show. It is well worth the

price of admission, however.

If the many critics of swing music would view it with an open mind and

drop their prejudices on the subject of demoralization, they would soon

realize the tremendous value it has as an emotional outlet for those who have

the natural capacity to appreciate it. In all probability, popular music, as

typified by the swing classics, will never take a place among the cultural

developments of history, but will rather lead to a new type of welhbalanced

composition with more rhythm than was expressed by the classical com'

posers, and this composition will last through the ages.

Speech of an lnfid<

By SAMUEL C. WITHERS, JR.

When once my hopeless arms shall start to fall

And bowing head be blinded by new blood,

I'll as\ no cup to hearten or anoint,

T^pr supplicate a supplementing God;

And trust that I will have within my soul

1%) thought to say with upward searching eye

"Divinity—my weakness see\s your aid"

But strive with what of will may there remain

To lift my arms, unbow my head again.
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The Green flecbtie

By WILLIAM H. BOND

REPORTERS are generally supposed to be cynics. Maybe I'm an

exception to the rule, but I don't think so. A reporter runs into

a lot of very queer stuff on his job. Some of it you can explain, some

of it you can't. It's the stuff that you can't find the answer to that keeps

you from feeling you know all about everything. But it's the questions you

can almost answer that really get you. Take the Bannett case, for example.

I was on the inside there; I knew most of the people involved. You don't

remember it? Well, I guess it would be best to go the whole way back to

the beginning, then.

I don't suppose you knew the Sharpe twins, Jane and Jimmy. She's

been dead for several years now, and the last I heard of Jimmy, he was

traveling for some concern out in Chicago. Anyway, they used to live

here about seven or eight years ago. They were nice kids; oh, they must

have been about twenty or so when all this happened. Jimmy was in his

Senior year at Tech, and Jane was going to art school here in the city.

It's a funny thing; you know, I've got something right here on my
desk that used to belong to Jane—this old wolf-skull. She found it when
she was a kid, up on the Pauntec creek, near their summer shack. There

it was, half imbedded in the mud washed down by the spring freshets.

She spotted it from a rowboat and dug it out. Got herself quite satisfactorily

muddy doing it, too, I imagine. She was that kind of girl.

She did lots of things that you'd never expect a girl to do. Yet she

wasn't a tomboy, by any means. Even when she was in her gangly beanpole

stage, you could see that she was scheduled to be a knockout when she

grew up.

Well, she took that skull back to the shack, and she polished it up with

scouring powder and an old toothbrush, just as you see it now. And she

treasured the hideous old thing as though it were carved ivory or jade or

something really valuable. First it replaced her dolls in her affection; later

it was the paperweight she used on her desk. Jimmy used to call it Janes's

mascot, and finally she adopted that for its name.

I'd known the twins ever since they were five or six years old; sort of

a friend of the family, you know. I watched them grow up, and stuck

around as a friendly adviser after their parents were killed in an automobile
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crash back in '26. Jimmy was a fine-looking boy when he left for Tech; but

I wish you could have seen Jane. She wasn't merely pretty; she wasn't

merely beautiful; she had an elusive quality of charm about her that you

just can't describe. Flocks of boys and men ran after her, but she never paid

the least attention to any of them. That is, until Tom Bannett came along.

Bannett was a self'made man who not only admitted the fact but shouted

it. He had begun life as a lumberjack, and had rolled up a huge fortune by

having a hard-willed aptitude for business combined with an emotional

makeup in which conscience played no part. He had no more regard for

opposition than a steam roller has for an ant hill, and his methods for dealing

with it were much the same. If he couldn't buy what he wanted, he took it.

And it was utterly foolish to stand in his way.

Coarse and crude though he was, Tom Bannett seemed to have some

peculiar sort of instinct for the finest things that cultured people desired.

That's what people said about him; but it was always my private opinion

that his instinct went no further than the price tag. The man had no more

aesthetic appreciation than the dullest Canuck lumberjack in his timber

empire. You can't get me to believe that his gallery of old masters meant

any more to him than if they'd been a collection of match-box tops. They
probably meant less, because match-box tops were connected with some-

thing that he knew about. He bought the paintings because he realized

that somehow they were more than ordinarily desirable, and he could afford

them while other people couldn't.

That must have been the way he looked at Jane. He saw how sought-

after she was, and he set out to secure her in his own crude, direct manner.

The veneer of society on Tom Bannett was only a thin film, and it was
probably the dangerous sense of the beast so close to the surface that at-

tracted women to him. Certainly he had nothing else except wealth to

offer them. And Jane was not the sort of girl to run after money.

Jane began by accepting his attentions and presents with a sarcastic

smile at the man's presumption, and she ended by being almost hypnotized

by him. And Jane was by most standards a sensible girl.

However Tom Bannett affected Jane, he was simply repulsive to

Jimmy. Jimmy was beginning his Junior year at Tech, and he was pretty

sure of himself. He was positive that Bannett was even worse than most

people thought. He began an intensive campaign against him, and I think

it was her brother's colossal self-assurance that made Jane obstinately

disregard his warnings about the man. She perversely shut her eyes even

to his most obvious faults.
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Then Jimmy made another mistake. He tried to take the case over her

head. He went directly to Bannett himself and tried to appeal to his better

nature. That was certainly a laugh! Jimmy must have seemed like a queer

one to him. For a while he was amused, but when Jimmy saw that he

wasn't getting anywhere he lost his head and said a lot of things which were

true but far from tactful. Bannett couldn't stand that. His plug-ugly butler

butler showed Jimmy to the door and down the front steps with such effi'

ciency that he never touched more than half of them. And Jane continued

to be seen everywhere with Tom Bannett. Although she never said a word

to anyone about it, you could see that she deeply resented Jimmy's inter'

ference.

This went on for nearly a year. An engagement was even hinted at

—

but not announced, you understand. Bannett was too clever for that. And
it was the old, old story. He tired of her, and almost without warning he

dropped her, quickly, quietly, and completely.

That came near the end of the summer vacation before Jimmy's last year

at Tech. We all knew that it was a terrible shock to Jane, although we did

not know then how serious it was. She fought down her feelings and stood

up under it like a thoroughbred.

When Jane suddenly announced that she was going to spend the rest

of the summer alone in the old shack up on the Pauntec, Jimmy didn't argue

with her or try to persuade her to take someone along. He knew from

experience that Jane would be able to work her problems out better if no

one tried to help. He also felt that she still blamed him for his part in the

affair. For these reasons he didn't even go up to see her before going back

to Tech in mid'September.

The autumn went by rapidly, and Jimmy was anxious to see his sister

once more. But when he returned home at Thanksgiving, he was surprised

to learn that Jane was still up on the Pauntec, still by herself. He felt that

he simply had to see her. On the mantel in the study he saw the old wolf'

skull, which Jane must have forgotten to take along with her. He seized

upon it as an excuse to go to see her. He felt sure that her pleasure at having

her old mascot beside her once more would help to smooth over the un'

pleasantness of the past summer.

Jimmy threw the skull into his grip on top of his clothes and jumped

into his roadster. It was almost dusk on that gray November day when he

arrived at the bungalow. There seemed to be some excitement there; there

were a number of strange cars parked about.

He had a queer wordless idea of what was wrong. He burst into the
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shack, grip in hand, without knocking. One look was enough. His heart

gave a terrific leap and then seemed to stop beating entirely. Jane had died

less than thirty minutes before . . .

Yes, I know that the papers said she died of blood-poisoning. What
they didn't say was that the infection came as the result of an illegal operation

performed by a back-country quack.

Jimmy himself was never certain just what he did after that. As.

nearly as I can reconstruct it from what I know of the case, this is what

happened.

Brushing past the startled coroner and deputies, Jimmy swung up the

ladder to the sleeping loft. He threw his grip in a comer, unopened, and

began ransacking his closet for his .32 target revolver. At last he found it,

buried under the jumble of odds and ends that accumulates in such a place.

He loaded it with trembling hands, slipped on the safety, and thrust the gun

into his pocket. Then he was downstairs and out of the door before anyone

could say a word to him.

At top speed he drove the winding, twisting road from Pauntec back

to the city. He had only one thought in mind: to get to Tom Bannett as

quickly as possible and to empty those six pieces of lead into his dirty

carcass.

It must have been well after midnight when he reached the suburb

where Tom Bannett had his garish castle. At any rate, by the time he got

there the huge iron gates in the glass-topped wall around it were closed and

securely barred for the night. Through the bars he could see a few lights

still burning in the huge house.

He walked slowly around the walls, looking for an overhanging branch

or anything that might help him to get in. Suddenly from the other side

of the wall came a panic-stricken scream that just as suddenly died away
into an indescribably horrible gurgling. Then silence . . . absolute and

complete . . .

He rushed to the nearest gate. Inside, he could see lights racing about

the garden. He stood and watched closely, hand on gun, an insane desire

in his heart that Tom Bannett would come within the range of his vision.

It was less than five minutes later that four motorcycle officers whined
up to the gateway. Jimmy shrank back into the shadows while an excited

servant threw open the gate to let them in. It was easy to slip in unnoticed

behind them.

Jimmy followed them along the neat gravel paths to a spot in the formal
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garden where the flashlights of five or six servants made a circle of pale light

on the ground.

There lay Tom Bannett—or rather what had been Tom Bannett.

His head lolled back at a hideously impossible angle in a pool of dark blood

which contrasted sharply with the frosty grass. His throat had been literally

torn out, as if by some ravening wild beast. Blood was splashed all down the

front of his expensive tweeds, and his shirt was in ribbons. The attack

must have occurred only a few minutes before, for blood was still slowly

welling out over the rag that remained of his emerald'green silk tie. That

tie—how typical of Bannett's taste it had been

!

Somehow—he never could remember just how he did it—Jimmy man'

aged to slip out of Bannett's estate. He had a vague sort of feeling of relief,

and yet he felt as though he had been cheated of something he wanted

very much. He climbed into his car and drove slowly toward the Sharpe

mansion, his brain whirling.

At home, he sat down before the study fireplace to try to sort things out.

The pattern of the flames was no more confused than the pattern of his

thoughts. There he sat while the fire died to embers, and the gray light of

morning began coming in through the study windows.

The papers next day said that although every square inch of the grounds

had been searched, not a trace could be found ofTom Bannett's slayer, whether

it had been man or beast. Of course the frozen ground yielded no foot'

prints. And you may recall that the police never found the answer to the

mystery.

But all this Jimmy did not learn until much later, long after he knew the

truth. Or at any rate, the closest approach to the solution of the matter

that anyone will ever make . . .

It was not until the embers in the study fireplace were nearly dead that

Jimmy got up and began to pace about the room. He stopped for a moment
to lean against the mantel with his back to the fireplace, watching the cold

dawn breaking over the November garden.

He stretched his arms stiffly along the shelf. His left hand came into

contact with a familiar smooth object. He picked it up unthinkingly and

began turning it over and over in his hands. Suddenly he gave a start and

nearly dropped it. A thrill of recognition ran through him.

It was the old polished wolf skull—the skull he had left behind in his

grip in the shack on the Pauntec. It was almost warm to the touch, and in

one of the eye'sockets there gleamed a drop of moisture. Caught behind

one of the long curved teeth there was a strand of emerald'green silk.
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The Other Side of the Story

By HENRY BEVERLEY COX

THERE are two sides to every story" is an old and oft'quoted saying,

yet how often we seem to forget or ignore itwhen we consider various

questions of world interest and concern. For this reason I have

chosen to write this brief dissertation on Adolf Hitler and his governmental

policies. Having spent the past summer in Heidelberg, Germany, I feel

that there is quite definitely another side to the Swastika story than that with

which we have become so familiar through the partial and distorted propa-

ganda of our press which has featured the sordid. Mr. John Q. American

can find in his newspapers only prominent mention of such distasteful

measures as general regimentation, Jewish persecution, confinement of dis'

senting citizens in concentration camps, opposition to clergy, and a con'

trolled speech and press, and he has been to a great extent oblivious of the

finer and more constructive aspects of the Hitler program, because they have

been utterly ignored or relegated to obscure corners. I feel that you will

agree with me, that in a spirit of fairness—the same spirit of fairness that we
are demanding of the Nazis—we should consider both sides of the German

story and further recognize that, while we may not be able to condone

the methods employed to accomplish the end, nevertheless, the purpose

and objective of a majority of the muclvcriticised measures of the Hitler

government is the welfare of the German people.

This sentiment is ideally expressed by Frederick Franklin Schrader,

German'American journalist and dramatic critic, who in a letter to Time,

referring to Adolf Hitler, makes the following statement: "His enemies

who will see no good in him and deliberately shut their eyes and ears to his

achievements, may cuss and execrate him, but to the Germans, he is the

magician who transformed thousands of years of vain hopes into reality

—

the factual builder of united empire—the destroyer of the Caste system

—

the inspirer of youth—the knight who slew the dragon Bolshevism—the

Miracle Man, who in three short years found employment for four million

idle and put all hands to work in the fields, camps and factories, irrespective

of birth or station.
, ''

Mr. Schrader has mentioned the most important measures, which are

definitely constructive in character. There are many others of which I can

only enumerate a few: everywhere new schools and public buildings are
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replacing older structures—Germany is being spanned with fine, four4ane

highways which act as arteries connecting the distant points of the nation

and facilitating travel—an extensive homestead plan, similar to several which

we have seen in America, is providing new homes and opportunities for

German men and women—in an attempt to broaden the outlook of the

man on the street and give him an opportunity to know his country more

intimately, Hitler has a plan, known as Kraft durch Freude, through which

hundreds of Germans each year travel throughout their country and else'

where, their expenses partially paid by the government. These, I think,

you will agree, are constructive and fine. But, undoubtedly, the most

important accomplishment of Hitler is that he has lifted a Germany left by

Versailles chaotic, humiliated and broken, again into a place of world prom'

inence and has redeemed Germany's lost soul.

I am, of course, quite aware that these accomplishments may not

quite balance the scale which has on the other side such serious considera-

tions as denial of religious liberty, over-emphasized militarism, and Jewish

persecution. In seeking to understand them, we find that they are out'

growths of a rabid nationalism which places the state in a position where

it denies the preeminence of God and ruthlessly brushes aside the rights of

the individual.

As far as the anti'Semitic question is concerned, as a Christian, I am
opposed to any sort of persecution of men because of their color, race or creed,

and I am presenting no brief for the Hitler government's policy in this regard.

I am, however, of the opinion that we in America need first of all to cast

out the beam from our own eye before pointing out to our German brothers

the mote that is in theirs. The persecution of and discrimination against

the Southern Negro in America is in principle no different from the perse'

cution of and discrimination against the German Jew by the Nazis. More'

over, many Americans are doing privately what the German government is

doing publicly. In a July issue of Der Sturmer, the rabid anti'Semitic paper,

edited by Julius Streicher, chief Nazi Jew'baiter, there was pictured an

outdoor advertising sign of a New Jersey bathing resort, bearing the inscrip'

tion: Christian membership only. The Nazi editor pointed out that there

were over a hundred such signs in the state of New Jersey alone. Aren't

we being a bit inconsistent when we condemn the policies of the German

government? Limited space prevents extending these remarks, but I trust

they may have conveyed to you some idea of the other side of the German

story, the aspects of which have brought apparent happiness and hope to a

majority of the Reich's people.
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Help Wanted
By WILLIAM B. KRIEBEL

MAYBE they were fine people, but they drove us crazy," said the

storekeeper, handing over the groceries. "Foreigners, you know.

Glad they moved away."

"Are you sure of this new address of theirs?" asked the Philosopher.

"Sure. It's a tumbledown place where they live now. She was back

here once and told us about the place, as though they liked where they

were living, but let me tell you, that's some neighborhood. Well, you've

got a lot of groceries here."

The Philosopher paid, buttoned his coat, took the package, and walked

to the door. "You couldn't stand them because they were foreigners?" he

asked.

"Could never understand them. They'd laugh at us, all of them, all

the time, but we never knew just why. All those kids were enough to

drive you crazy."

"And perhaps you drove them crazy," suggested the Philosopher.

"They were the ones who moved." The storekeeper only blinked at him.

As he stepped outside, he immediately realized that a mean wind

swept the streets with an occasional burst of biting hail. Block after block

he trudged, clutching his groceries with the faint feeling, "This is a silly

thing to do." He didn't know the people. How the conversation had

gotten around to the woman who used to live next door he could not remem-

ber, but here he was facing a howling gale going to the aid of a widow and

her six children, like the warm-hearted idiot that his friends said he was.

But was it all in vain? Discouraged before this obsession had struck him,

he had suddenly found a reason for living. Would not his efforts be re*

warded with the joyous gratitude of the poor widow? Whether it was the

noble desire to help the family, or the wish to be thanked which gave him

the motive for his impulsive action, he had no desire to discover. Determina-

tion to help the people filled his mind.

The streets became more and more empty as he fought on against

the wind. Blasts of hail scoured everything. The gale made buildings

shudder as it turned their corners, and the Philosopher continually gasped

for breath. Had it not been for the few wretched street signs rattling under
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the corner lights, he would long ago have lost his way in the blackness of the

night.

He found the street, flanked with endless rows of ramshackle structures

that had once been homes, most of them dark, none of them apparently

showing numbers. Frantically he scrambled from porch to porch, peering

into the darkness with a feeling that he was blind. The gale would not

permit him to light a match. A step was rotten, and his leg went through

but he extricated himself and limped on. At a corner stood a man, tall and

lean of face, wrapped in a thin coat. "Where,'" gasped the Philosopher,

"are the Schmidts?" But the man, whose eyes were wild, only stared at him

and swayed. "Number twelve hundred four. Widow. Six children,"

repeated the Philosopher. The man still stared at him, then slowly turned

away and shuffled on with the wind.

The Philosopher went on another block. Turn back now? When he

had come to relieve hunger and suffering? He had to find them, for he knew

what it was to be wretched. Again he looked for numbers. None on this

house. None on the next. His body was ice. He stumbled. Ahead of

him he saw a dim porch light, and he quickly passed a lighted window. Then

he was up on the porch deciphering a number painted long ago on the brick.

Twelve hundred two. Over the porch rail he climbed, staggered, and fell

against the door of the house with the lighted window, his package slipping

from his hands.

As the door opened, a flood of light came out and he heard a voice say

cheerfully:

"Can we help you?"

Minutes later the Philosopher became conscious enough to realize what

was happening to him. He was propped up in a chair before a fire that

he was beginning to feel, his feet steaming in a tub of hot water, a girl was

thawing out some of his clothes, and a large, vigorous woman was feeding

him soup from a bowl. Five small children danced and whooped around

him in a gleeful manner, perhaps laughing at the way his long hair had

fallen over his face, perhaps at his thunderstruck expression. Around him

was warmth, light, and cheer, and in his dreamy, dazed mind still echoed

the words, "Can we help you?"
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fTline Host of the Dolphin
By JAMES D. HOOVER

IT
WAS one of those idle fall days. The summer guests with their

laughter and chatter had all gone away and the Dolphin House stood

empty. The manager, having nothing else to do, was out in the fields

with his gun. The yellow grass slid past his legs, the sky was bare and windy.

A good part of the afternoon he had tramped from field to thicket

and back into the open, thinking how they would laugh when he came in

empty'handed again, for as a hunter his reputation came to little. To tell

the truth he didn't care for shooting and he might even have looked the other

way had a rabbit or bird by some strange chance popped up in front of him.

And the chickadees kept chattering and flying ahead like heralds to warn the

surrounding woods of his coming. All in all, it was not strange he brought

in so little game. But it was something to do these dull days and it was good

exercise.

As he walked he had a queer hollow feeling. The only sound was the

plodding of his own heavy shoes. All the living things had run away or

were hiding. The sun burned down on wide and quiet fields. And yet there

was not real cause for melancholy.

He skirted a stone wall and sloshed through a piece of boggy ground.

It was a funny feeling he hadn't had for a long time. It made him think of

how he had felt as a young man walking the city streets and wondering

what kind of a job would be open. The first was in a city restaurant, one of

those cheap places with glass-topped tables. After a while the manager

there had brought him out to his summer hotel and finally left the place to

him.

He took to the Dolphin from the first, with its old-style furniture and

heavy draperies. The solid atmosphere of the place drove out his uncer-

tainty. The job was his and a good sturdy part to play. He had learned it

well : the hearty manner, the open but dignified way of greeting one's guests,

the common remarks, talking about the weather, the food, business, town

affairs. It was a role lived and perfected by generations of fat, pleasant

hosts going clear back into the Middle Ages. It was a burgher's job : honest,

full of good sights and smells, respectable.

Tramping through the fields, he thought of those favorite guests who
used to come back summer after summer and always remembered him.
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He thought of the pert little waitresses over whom he had charge. He
thought of the long summer evenings when he would sit and smoke and

exchange an occasional word with the boarders.

Some small animal slithered into the grass at one side. Mine host's

feet were wet and cold. He felt this place had no love for the figure with the

gun over his shoulder.

He realized he had strayed out of his world into the bare woods and

the sticky earth. The sun's rays slanted through the trees. He wished he

were back at the Dolphin and among the guests whose ways and needs he

knew so well.

Invocation

By HARRY H. KRUENER

Souls of greatness, wal\ with me an hour

And let me feel your grandeur; your sublime,

Measured tread in twilight vaults of time.

Calm my youth; the fiery lust for power

That whips my soul, in tumult mountainous

And purple passion, upward to a height

That dizzies off into a dreary night

Of cloying void and hollow utterness.

Gently lead me. All my fury tame

And purge my being in a mystic flame

To its crystal essence. Then shall it seem

A symphony fulhorganed and serene—
A soul harmonious, waiting, hushed and free,

To catch the whispers of eternity.
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YANG AND YIN, by Alice Hobart

Reviewed by Paul Kuntz

Mrs. Hobart has felt deeply into the heart of China—the old China

of the mandarins, the China that we children of "progress" would term

"backward." She has been touched by the gentle resignation of the Buddha

heart. She has even learned to understand the traditional Chinese scholar,

extreme example of effete classicism and resignation to the past, incarnation

of the spirit of Yin.

But China is rudely awakened from her slumbers. Into this static

condition breaks the dynamic force of western culture. This is the spirit of

Yang. From reform to revolution to nationalism the life of new China

develops. A leader in the new learning is the American doctor, Peter

Frazer. Opposing native superstition he introduces surgery in his mission

hospital. Single'handed he labors, without adequately trained nurses. He
bears terrific hardship for his ideal of service. But in this process of changing

China he learns to love the thing he is destroying.

Soon the Chinese become aggressive, and call themselves Nationalists.

They seize the hospital to which he has given his life, repay his sacrifices

with insults, and disgrace him by giving him a subordinate position under

a youth he has trained. But Peter Frazer does not rebel; he accepts his fate.

He has balanced Yang with Yin; he has achieved harmony and repose. He

realizes that his life has run its course, and he is ready to go. He dies, easily

and without regret.

This same transformation takes place in two women characters. Stella

the gentle nurse has learned sympathy in her disgrace. She loves the

"heathen" so deeply that she understands their religion and for this under'

standing suffers expulsion from the mission and becomes a Buddhist nun.

Peter's wife learns not to rebel against her loneliness, and gives herself to her

children. Only a woman could describe so convincingly her struggle be
tween love of husband and love of children, and the conflict between Peter's

devotion to career and his obligation to family, a conflict which he does not

face, which she must accept.

The directness and clarity of Mrs. Hobarfs descriptions allow one to

conjure up the strange beauty of China. The old gray moldering walls,
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squalor within, patterned fields beyond, hump'backed bridges, thin tall

pagodas, bamboo huts and rice fields, temples with their bells—all are

dainties for our imaginative appetite.

Tang and Tin is vivid with exotic color, it surges with movements of

history, it is charged with problems and difficulties, and it is deepened

by a meditated view of life.

THE DIARY OF VASLAV NIJINSKY, Translated and Edited by

ROMOLA NlJINSKY

Reviewed by W. H. Hay

"Who wants to read a madman's diary?" But a madman is not so

different from the rest of mankind. It is not his logic that is at fault but his

basic postulates. But rarely do we find a clear picture of a mind working

from a set of these false premises. Medical case histories are bald and cold

observations by a spectator. Nijinsky gives us the picture from inside,

somewhat as Edgar Allan Poe does in some of his poems. Nijinsky allows

his pen to express freely the state of his mind in the days of the winter of

1919, which preceded the final breakdown. The diary is a mixture of memo-

ries of present life in St. Moritz, where he was staying, and a mass of loosely

connected delusions and fantasies. The two overshadowing ideas are the

guilty memory of his homosexual life with Diaghileff and a mystical Tols-

toyan worship of God.

Nijinsky's early life had been unhappy. His father had abandoned his

mother and her three children, and she had great difficulty in keeping the

family alive. During this period Vaslav's older brother, Stanislav, fell out

of a third story window, when the mother had left the young children at

home with an ignorant nurse. This fall resulted in injury to the brain and

eventually in insanity. At ten Nijinsky was admitted to the Imperial School

of Dancing. He had inherited a good brain as well as a magnificent body from

his dancer parents, and did well in his studies. Though mischievous and

playful, he always rather avoided intimate contacts with his fellows. At
eighteen he was graduated and there followed the years when he took Europe

by storm, though constantly exploited by Diaghileff.

Nijinsky's first years of privation started him on the way to with'

drawal from the world. At the Imperial School he was under careful super-
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vision, with few of the normal contacts with the outside world. Naturally

dancing absorbed much of his interest. It is said that during performances

his own personality entirely disappeared before that of the part he was

playing. He was well read, particularly fond of Tolstoy. This fondness

became exaggerated under the influence of two charlatans, and one of the

obsessions of his insanity was that he must go back to the land and be a

peasant. Nijinsky was far from being an ignorant dancer. He was a highly

sensitive and intelligent artist, with many lines of interest, with a deep

sympathy for man. Alternately hardened and protected by life, he devel-

oped an inner conflict that destroyed his connection with the world. In

its short vivid sentences and the intermingling of present and past events

this diary well portrays the thoughts of the last days before the collapse of

that great dancer, who still sits head in hand, seventeen years later, in a

Swiss sanatorium.

INTIMATE JOURNALS, by Paul Gauguin

Reviewed by Grover Page, Jr.

An edition of Gauguin's Intimate Journals, translated into English by

Van Wyck Brooks with a preface by the painter's son, is now available. It is

an appropriate time for an authentic document of this kind. We have been

hearing much about an extraordinary scoundrel—a successful middle-aged

stockbroker, who suddenly turned monster and painter, who abandoned his

wife and kiddies and sailed away to the south seas where he painted wild

pictures, behaved like a savage, and came to a bad end . . . This instanta-

neous death and transfiguration of a bourgeois into a painter is a unique

little story which has found many gullible ears. Gauguin's own Intimate

Journals is very apt to add to the confusion; unless the character of this

amazing man is realized, the reader may be in for some bumps and bruises.

"This is not a book," he begins, "for even a bad book is a serious affair,"

and then for two hundred and fifty-four pages Gauguin amuses Gauguin.

Not that the work is light and without important substance—far from it.

Herein is the spirit of the man and the painter : his insurgent ideas, his love

of shocking smugly respectable people, and his hatred of sham and hypocrisy.

In style Intimate Journals is a sprawling hodge-podge without the slightest
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attempt at order. The author calls it "All this—all that—moved by an

unconscious sentiment born of solitude and savagery—idle tales of a naughty

child who sometimes reflects and who is always a lover of the beautiful

—

the beauty that is personal—the only beauty that is human."

At the beginning he tells a few obscene stories, the purpose being, he

explains, to get rid of the respectable readers, so he can proceed to something

worthwhile. Rambling on, he gives us memories of his childhood; isolated

bits of philosophy; views on religion; scenes from native life in Tahiti;

tirades against civilization; estimates of fellow artists, particularly of Degas

and Van Gogh; stories of boxing, fencing, and pool; views on women (he

prefers them "fat and vicious")—in fact, anything that happens to pop into

his head. Taken sympathetically and with a grain of salt, Intimate Journals

affords the art lover an insight into Gauguin which he can have in few

painters. Furthermore, it is healthy, enjoyable reading.
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Outside Bend

By JOE T. RIVERS, JR.

Leavirig the multiple green of the river

Above its delta in a transparent gulf

Where islands of bleached wool rode on faultless blue-transcendent, serene, and

smiling;

Leaving the never reversing current,

We see\ the silent groves of the old par\,

Groves that rang with the shouts of hundreds a few years bac\,

Hundreds who rose at dawn to board a stately side-wheeler,

Hundreds who hung over the white rails and watched the Ohio ravished and

\new for a second the gigantic ecstasy of the river,

Hundreds who rushed down the gangplan\ and up this same quay where now we

wal\ alone except for each other,

Hundreds who shouted, laughed, and sang where now we dare not fracture

the stillness;

Dare not because this deserted valley of mirth is sacred to silence,

Sacred as the green par\s where the same deserters will finally gather to picnic;

Tes, I say, "'picnic,'" for they will find there what they sought up the river,

Forgetfulness among green things,

Cool rest for tired mothers,

And for their half grown children

Perhaps an eternity near the same adolescent whose nervous longing they shared

on the rose arched paths.

The roses are sterile this year and the arches are starting to totter;

The roller coaster, merry-go-round, and ferris wheel droop, their wor\ plainly

over;

Some of the mothers are dead and all have grown older;

The boys and girls are not finding whatever they sought on the hillsides.
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The Sacrifice

By THOMAS K. BROWN, III

WHEN the Jews, crowded out of North Philadelphia by their own
fecundity, began to settle in the southeast part of the city, the

population there, which had always been predominantly south

European, objected strenuously, and from the beginning there existed an

enmity which made the squalid lives of these tenement-dwellers even more

uncomfortable than it normally was. Actual pogroms seldom took place;

manifestations of race aversion were confined rather to social and economic

distinctions: the Jews lived their lives, the Italians and Armenians and

Czechs lived theirs, avoiding through a tacit hatred all those acts of soda-

bility and neighborliness which life in crowded tenements would otherwise

encourage, and taking care to patronize only shops managed by members of

their own race. The Jews were less numerous, and consequently at a

disadvantage; but their race was used to persecution, and they bore the

taunts and abuse of their new neighbors with the stolid silence which

was their habitual defense against aggressive injustice, for it had long since

become a part of their race consciousness that a show of belligerency only

encouraged oppression. And so these many races lived, crowded into

unnatural intimacy, their spirits imbued with the same squalor as their

physical surroundings, the many banded against the one in the age-old feud

of Aryan versus Semite.

The Rubenberg family was one of the first to migrate from North

Philadelphia, and consequently it bore the brunt of the first anti-Semitic

demonstrations in that part of the city. There were three in the family:

the parents and their seven-year old son Julius; and they settled on the

third floor of a grimy tenement on South Eighth Street, the other apartments

in which were occupied by Italian families. Immediately they were ostra-

cized. On hot summer evenings they used to sit on the fire-escape, trying

to keep cool, and once the little Italian girl next door had shouted over at

them: "Dirty SheeniesT Her mother had slapped her and told her to be

quiet, but she did not look at the Rubenbergs as she did so, and it was

obvious that the girl had been rebuked not for her abusive language but

for having taken any notice of the Jews. Mrs. Rubenberg had watched this

scene in silence, and neither she nor her husband said anything about it
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later. Little Julius, who had lived up to this time in a Jewish community,

and who was therefore relatively unaware of the hatred with which the

world viewed his race, wanted to know what "Sheeny" meant, but his mother

did not reply, knowing that he would soon enough find out.

And he did. He became accustomed to this term and to others; he

became accustomed to having his lunch stolen at school and to being ex'

eluded from the games at recess, to being jeered at and kicked and cursed;

and under this treatment he developed into a shy, frightened being, silent

and sullen, stolidly silent, like the rest of his race, under persecution. He
had no friends, and he learned to want none; he sat with his mother and

father on their fire-escape during the hot summer evenings, sullenly watching

the Italian children playing in the street below, and an unspoken under'

standing of his position in the world kept him from making any attempt to

join them.

He made no attempt to join them, but he did find a friend after a while.

How this friendship started he did not know, and he made no great effort

to analyze the situation. He found himself getting into the habit of waiting

after school for Giovanni Sacchi, a member of the Italian family that lived

next door to him. It was his sister who had called him a Sheeny. Giovanni

was his own age, a little larger and stronger, sometimes domineering and

cruel, but on the whole friendly and patronizing, and at times he seemed

genuinely to enjoy Julius's company.

"Hell,'" he said once, "I don't care if you're a Jew, just so ya don't

act like one, see? You're a nice guy so long as ya behave decent, and don't

bawl when somebody kicks ya one. Now my mother—she don't like me
messin' around wit' ya, says I shunt have nuthin' to do wit' no Jew, but I

tell her, 'Hell, he aint' gonna harm me none. I can take care of myself.'
"

Thus, while keeping Julius acutely conscious of his inferior race, he

nevertheless afforded him companionship. Perhaps it was his mother's

objection to this friendship which induced him to encourage it; for Mrs.

Sacchi had more than once spoken to him about it harshly, and had once

even mentioned the matter to Mrs. Rubenberg.

One evening she stood at the railing of her fire-escape and spoke to

Mrs. Rubenberg. She did not have to raise her voice, for the two fire'

escapes were only ten feet apart, but she did nevertheless.

"I want'a you tell your son Julius not to wait around all the time for

my son Giovannino," she said.

Mrs. Rubenberg looked at her for a moment stolidly.
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"Why?" she asked.

"You know why," said Mrs. Sacchi. "I don't-a like it. My kids has

Italiani to play with if they want to, or mebbe them Armenians, but it

ain't right for them to be playin' around wit' Jews . . . You don't belong

here any way," she went on. "You belong up in North Philadelphia, where

ya come'a from."

"I don't think my Julius vill do your Giovanni any harm," said Mrs.

Rubenberg. Her face was entirely expressionless.

"It don't-a make no difference wat you t'ink," replied Mrs. Sacchi.

"I don't like it, see? An' if I catch them two together any more, I'll beat

Julius on his'a tail till he won't-a want to see Giovanni again."

"You vill not beat my son," said Mrs. Rubenberg, and the solid decisive

ness in her voice showed Mrs. Sacchi that she meant it. "I vill tell Julius

not to be playing with Giovanni, but if he does not mind I vill not tell him

again."

"You better tell-a him," said Mrs. Sacchi. "I don't-a want none of my
children messin' around wit' no Jew-boys."

Mrs. Rubenberg stood at the railing of the fire-escape in silence, and

wondered whether her neighbor was equally careful about her other six

children. She said nothing to Julius about this conversation, knowing how
much his friendship with Giovanni meant to him.

Mrs. Sacchi observed that her son's associations with the Jewish

boy continued, and she beat him for it occasionally; but she expressed her

distaste for the situation most directly in a renewed and intensified hatred of

Mrs. Rubenberg.

Late that same summer a mild epidemic of typhus broke out in the

more congested slum districts of Philadelphia. The municipal health authori-

ties issued warnings and advice, and distributed antiseptics. The disease

broke out first in the Jewish section of North Philadelphia, and reached

the southern part of the city only after the population had been well warned;

and again the Jews were cursed and execrated as bearers of contagion and

filth.

A few of the Rubenbergs' friends in North Philadelphia fell ill of the

disease, and under this stimulus the Rubenbergs awoke to an activity which

they had never manifested under persecution. Care for a friend would send

them scampering around in excited, Yiddish-jabbering groups; defense

against an enemy would not. Occasionally friends would visit them in

South Philadelphia, and often Mrs. Rubenberg, and sometimes the whole
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family would migrate to their old residence. Little groups of people used to

gather in front of the tenement in which the Rubenbergs lived when Jewish

friends of theirs were visiting, gesticulating in rapid Italian, cursing the

Jews for their interdependence and exclusive racial loyalty. And in these

groups Mrs. Sacchi was always to be found.

Mrs. Sacchi's fervor in protecting Giovanni from Semitic contamina-

tion was not prompted by an inordinate love for her children. She had

seven of them, and had come to accept them as appurtenances of dirty and

uncomfortable living, a nuisance like all the other duties in her life, but

usually able to look after themselves and to be ignored. As long as she was

only dimly conscious of them as some of the objects, animate or inanimate,

which surrounded her, they had nothing to fear from her. But she was a

woman of aggressive temperament, headstrong and violent; and as soon as

any of her children—or her husband, for that matter—made themselves

obvious through disobedience or opposition to her will—in other words, as

soon as they ceased to be objects in her eyes and became rational, wilful beings,

she tried to assert her rights as sole human being in the household. Giovanni,

through his associations with Julius, ceased being an object to his mother

and became a malignant, antagonistic will, and the whole summer was punc-

tuated by frequent fights between them and was characterized by a growing

animosity. Mrs. Sacchi's anti-Semitic feeling grew in proportion to the

degree to which she was unable to impose her will on that of her small son,

and again she took the matter to Mrs. Rubenberg.

"Listen here," she said, "I told-a you about a month ago I dint want ya

to let your Julius mess around with-a my Giovanni, an
1

I want-a ya to

stop it, see? It ain't right."

"My son can take care of himself," said Mrs. Rubenberg.

"Yeh," replied Mrs. Sacchi, "an
1

I can take care of him too, if I ever

find him anywheres around me. You go horsin' up there to Northa Phila-

delph' wit
-1

all them other Jews, most of 'em sick wit' typhus, and then ya

come back here an
1

are tryin' ta give it ta us Italians. Well, I ain't-a gonna

stand for it, see? You keep that-a boy of your outa the way. Take him back

to Northa Philly, where he belongs."

"You vill please shut up," said Mrs. Rubenberg in an even voice. "You

ain't got no right to say such things. My boy is as clean as yours, and a lot

cleaner."

"Why you dirty Sheeny," said Mrs. Sacchi harshly, "are you tryin'

(Continued on Page 98)
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Stravinsky: fln Appreciation
By H. M. HENDERSON, JR.

THE news that Igor Stravinsky has once again visited America has of

course occasioned much comment, and has gained a place on the

front pages of most metropolitan newspapers. Such a welcome is

quite understandable when extended to the colorful and celebrated per'

sonality that is Stravinsky. But the excitement aroused by the composer's

celebrity is not as important as the polemics which will infallibly be re'

aroused in many circles by the composer's presentation of his newest ballet,

whose theme not, obviously, a conventional one, is a poker game. In the

past, critics have entertained widely different views as to the merit of

Stravinsky's work. Carl Van Vechten has this to say of him: "He is,

perhaps, the most vital of the modern forces in the musical world."

On the other hand, Cecil Gray, in his Survey of Contemporary Music

states

:

"It is possible that some day, like his old Charlatan in Petrouch\a, Strav'

insky will discover to his infinite bewilderment and consternation, that the

orchestra is not a mere mechanical toy
—

" Mr. Gray then proceeds to damn

him more utterly and irrevocably by the sweeping statement that he is

totally lacking, both in intellect and emotion. What are we to gather from

these widely divergent views?

Last winter I had the opportunity to see and hear one of Stravinsky's

most popular ballets, UOiseau de Feu. At the time, I enjoyed it without

reservation. A little later, I heard the music alone on the radio, and was not

impressed. Here was a problem. Was Stravinsky's music worth listening

to or was it not? As you have noticed, the critics didn't help; and even

if they had agreed, their agreement would not necessarily clarify my attitude.

Obviously there was but one thing to do, namely, to dig into Stravnv

sky's music for myself. The results of this research I am about to explain,

in the belief that Stravinsky, far from being merely a clever technician, is a

real artist. For the purpose of illustrating points, I have chosen three of the

best known and representative of Stravinsky's works, UOiseau de Feu,

Petrouch\a and Le Sacre du Printemps. My readers may complain that

Stravinsky should be judged in his entirety, so to speak. But the three

ballets above mentioned are far more frequently played than any other of his
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works, and are, moreover, the only ones of which I am prepared to speak with

any authority.

That you get out of a thing in proportion to what you put into it is a

common, even overworked, statement. This particular proverb holds true

for Stravinsky's music. One has to bring to the hearing of it a sympathetic

attitude. One must realize that the novel and revolutionary quality of his

works does not consist merely of a striking invention in the use and variety

of instruments, tone, rhythm, development, or better, the lack of it; but

that these characteristics are the result of a wholly different purpose in

writing music than that of, say, Mozart, Beethoven, or Brahms. This is

the crux of the matter. Upon consideration of his essential difference of pur'

pose must rest all judgment and appreciation of Stravinsky's works.

Now the purpose of music not pertaining to the ballet is simply, as I

see it, or rather, hear it, to create a series of pleasing sounds, and to evoke

some mood or moods, such as sorrow, joy, ecstasy, struggle, yearning, re

mance, weirdness, tragedy, spiritual ideals, etc., and to search and connote

these fully. This is accomplished by improvising some theme or themes,

building them up, imposing colorful chords and phrases upon them, and

making variations in them. All this is very intangible. No phrase of joy

or sorrow can be pinned down. There are a thousand ways to express one

emotion. The play of imagination allowed by music other than Stravinsky's

is very broad. One need only surrender one's self to the sound.

Now you will say, "What about tone'poems and operas? Do they

not illustrate action?" They help it, surely. But can you tell just what is

going on if you suddenly switch to an opera on the radio? And do you know

what is going on in Don Quixote without reference to the program notes?

The appeal of most classical music is largely connotative. Stravinsky and his

school revolt against this quality, and call it by a more unflattering name.

The master himself says, "I want to suggest neither situations nor emotions,

but simply to manifest them, express them. I think there is in what are

called 'impressionist' methods a certain amount of hypocrisy, or at least a

tendency toward vagueness and absurdity . . . Though I often find it

extremely hard to do so, I always aim at straightforward expression in its

simplest form." Briefly, Stravinsky's aim is to denote, not to connote.

While, of course, he does not fully realize his aim (music is music because it

differs from ordinary noise), still he comes close enough to be, in many

cases, unappreciated by those used to the connotative methods. For one

thing, Stravinsky's denotation or realism in treatment does not possess
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that transcendental quality, or vagueness, as the Russian so irreverently puts

it. And secondly, it is not always lovely, heroic, or harmonious. But must

music be all this? If we can enjoy Stravinsky's ballets, music need not be.

Now I have suggested that Stravinsky's works are largely denotative,

and as such, realistically executed. With this perhaps most important key,

let us consider some instances where our change of attitude may prove

helpful.

In the first scene of the ballet UOiseau Ac Feu, the Fire-Bird is pursued

by Prince Ivan. Accompanying the frenzied and terror-stricken attempts

of the fairy to elude her pursuer are swift spirals of tone from the orchestra.

An advocate of the more classical mode tends to condemn this passage as

flashy and disconnected. It is. But is not the Fire-Bird a glittering creature?

And is not her flight blind and flurried? In Petrouch\a may be found several

other outstanding examples of realistic treatment. There is the welter of

woodwinds, interspersed with the cynical mocking of the bassoons, to ex-

press the agonized cries of the love-stricken, rejected, despairing clown.

These notes are not transcendental. They are meant to depict one thing,

and succeed, I think, admirably well. Just as admirably has Stravinsky

described the ponderous and labored strides of the performing bear in the

carnival scene of Petrouch\a. The heavy, sometimes grating noises in the

basses, while not strictly beautiful, are quite acceptable to human ears, and

convey poignant impressions. Do not paintings portraying the ugly and

uncouth rate as art? It is necessary to realize that Stravinsky is painting

pictures in sound, to enjoy him. It may seem peculiar to you that one can

see the ballet coordinated with the music and yet remain unappreciative.

But many critics and theatre-goers still cry out against the sometimes un-

lovely, unheroic, cynical, always novel music of Stravinsky.

Now those who confess to being revolted, or at least left unimpressed

by him, when asked for another reason, invariably point to his lack of devel-

ment. Is this so heinous? It seems to us unfair to say, as many of those out

of sympathy with Stravinsky do, that this lack of development is mani-

festly a result of his ignorance of the first principals of music. Stravinsky,

it must be remembered, was a pupil of Rimsky-Korsakoff, and a favorite one,

at that. It is not Stravinsky's purpose to have development. He says, "I

have no use for 'working out' in dramatic or lyric music." The reason for

this lack of "working out" is bound up in Stravinsky's realistic treatment

of his subjects. He is avowedly endeavoring to portray episodes. In con-

sequence, his music is very naturally episodic. It is as foolish to condemn
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this quality as it is to condemn the counter point style employed by Aldous

Huxley. As the music is intended only to accompany action on the stage, it

need not take care to inform the listener by slow degrees that a change of

scene or action may be expected. The character of the music often changes

so abruptly as to startle and displease a lover of the old school. One addicted

to the regular development and iteration of the classical symphony is much
like Ling Wei who is accustomed to turn his small jade vase over lovingly

in his hands, and to gaze for long hours at the compact loveliness of it. The
abruptness and bright color of Stravinsky does not appeal to one possessed

of this esthetic sense. It jolts and jars him from his quiet meditation, as

must all realism.

I have not yet mentioned Le Sacre du Printemps. It, of all Stravinsky's

ballets, is probably the hardest to listen to without seeing the dancing,

which should accompany it. Many critics refuse to recognize it as music,

as did I the first two times I heard it. I was deeply pained. In fact, I was

almost tempted to chuck this whole essay over. How to write of this

monstrosity? Two things kept me at it. First, the ballet never fails to

draw large and appreciative audiences. Secondly, how could the creator of

UOiseau de Feu and Petrouch\a so revolt me? There must be something

in this primitive rite of spring that was worth listening for. The keys of

realism and denotation didn't make up for what at first seemed noise, noise,

and more of it—notes jumbled and hashed. All that was regular was the

ominous undercurrent of the percussion section. I carefully read the notes.

The music seemed to represent a primitive dance and rite of worship. The

titles of the various parts were significant: The Adoration of the Earth,

Vernal Dance, Ritual of Abduction, Dance of the Earth, Pagan Night, etc.

Plainly, the music was meant to be earthy if not downright lustful. So I

must approach the music in an earthy spirit? With an incompetent and

despairing feeling, I put on the record. Then, wonder of wonders, I became

for the first time infected with the music, discovered on the spot that Le

Sacre du Printemps must be danced to be appreciated. Not until one is a

part of the music can one appreciate the snarls, dissonances, and rumblings of

the primitive dance. Then in these tones of the orchestra you can feel the

fitful glare of the sacrificial fire, the thunder of drums, and human cries,

moanings, and stampings. Not until you're worked up into a frenzy of hard

dancing, can you understand the frenzied music. Such is the extent of its

realism. Lest our readers think me funny or even insane, I hasten to quote

Carl Van Vechten.
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"
. . .a young man occupied the place behind me. He stood up during

the course of the ballet (Le Sacre du Printemps) to enable himself to see more

clearly. The intense excitement under which he was laboring, thanks to the

potent force of the music, betrayed itself presently, when he began to beat

rhythmically on the top of my head with his fists. My emotion was so great

that I did not feel the blows for some time. They were perfectly synchronised

with the beat of the music. When I did, I turned around. His apology was

sincere."

No wonder the older critics condemn Le Sacre du Printemps as mere

noise. They think music inevitably bound up with the concert hall, that

music must be made exclusively of sweet, lofty, and noble stuff. To enjoy

Stravinsky requires a broader sympathy.

To the Reader

By THOMAS MORGAN

Formerly I used to write many verses on her name.

Well, all things change, and even this is not the same.

tAy love has now grown too great

For me to write about it.

I am become inchoate;

The reader will not doubt it.
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Lloyd Hall Anthology
By JAMES D. HOOVER

THE HALL

Where are Eddie, Tommy, Joe, Bill, and Harry,

The pure in heart, the campus \ing, the saint, the smoothie, the man of iron?

All, all are sleeping in Lloyd Hall.

One must get his eight hours,

One had too much football,

And one too much beer,

One had finished his prayers,

One had wor\ed all day on the "T^ews:"

All, all are sleeping, sleeping, sleeping in the Hall.

EDWARD EVANS TOOGOOD

I get a lot of quiet satisfaction

From something—how to express it? about us Friends

That sets us apart from other men.

If you would become one of us,

Tou must turn quietly inward

Into our own circle and join

Our own meeting,

Our own summer camps,

And our own secret fraternities.

THE SPORTS EDITOR

Maybe I cant toe the mar\ for the Baron

And go down swinging when Fritzie slips in a fast one,

But let me get out on the old gridiron

With the pigs\in cutting the clouds

And two high'power outfits contesting an epic battle
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With a dual whitewash till Wow!
A boot from the Ace chal\s up the winning tally:

Then the Muse grips me and words flow out as fast

As a Scarlet and Blac\ eleven on a victory march.

BIBLE BILL

My friends, you see I am happy

Even though I \now you ma\e fun of me
And say indecent things about me behind my bac\

I really hold you no ill will.

Even if you will not be my friends, after all

A man who has found God for a companion

Is not so badly off.

JOSEPH COLLEGE

Dic\, Goldie, and Fred are all my friends.

Most of us went to school together.

We get along pretty well

Since we buy our clothes in the same stores,

And li\e pretty much the same orchestras,

And go out with the same \ind of girls.

About the hour when the noon whistles blow

We sit down to play bridge,

And in the evenings go out for beer

Long after the weary wor\ers are home in bed.

THE CAMPUS RADICAL
When I spea\,

It is not my voice you hear

T^pt I the wild-eyed fool you used to laugh at,

Whose inmost dreams you \illed so cruelly.

T^pw when I spea\,

Tou hear the voices of oppressed millions:

Laugh that off if you can.
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TOMMY ROSEMONT

Among the names in the yearboo\ mine will be outstanding:

~bAy mar\s were consistently over eighty,

I was several times a class officer

And a member of the Students' Council,

I served on the "J^ews" board,

And in my Senior year I rose to become

Manager of Trac\.

Of that record my parents are proud,

Glad their son developed into an all-round man,

Full of the go-getter spirit.

The secret of my success?

Well, at the end of my writeup you will see, I hope,

Founders Club (4).

H. S. BROWN
Mr. Armour, one of my schoolteachers,

Recommended Haverford to me
As a quiet place where you could go and study

And still not be lost in the crowd;

And when I see some of the rowdy pictures in the "Collegiate Digest,'"

I am glad I picked out such a nice place

To pursue my reading in peace.

You dont remember me? I used to room in Founders

Till I heard a lot of fellows were moving to Lloyd,

And I thought Fd come too.

HARRY ARMSTRONG
All these poets, grinds, and holy boys ma\e me sic\.

Vd li\e to see some of them get out on the field

And roll around in the mud three hours a day.

All that's wrong with them is they just haven t got what it takes.

Isnt it so, old man?

Who wants to get drun\ tonight?
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Stinking flmish

By WILLIAM S. KINNEY, JR.

THE crew train had been shunted into the siding by the golf course

earlier in the evening and now it was illuminated by the flickering

intensity of oil lamps and it echoed with the loud voices of ten rugged

track workers. Moxie, the foreman, Studenski, Tamulis, the Lithuanian,

and three others were playing penny ante; the three Italians lounged in faded

green plush seats, talking and laughing in their native tongue; only Goldie,

the new man, was reading. Abruptly there was a commotion among the

poker players and gloating laughter; Studenski arose, cursing, and moved

away. Moxie shouted : "Hey Goldie, c'mon, get in the game!"

"No thanks," said Goldie, "I'm broke as hell."

Studenski lifted a gourd of water to his mouth from a pail in the corner,

spat and cursed. "Then how about comin' to the pump with me? This

damn stuff tastes like rotten tomatoes." The pump was a ten-minute walk

up the tracks.

"Sure," said Goldie.

It was midsummer and a cool night breeze pressed against the two men
as they slipped into the darkness and the sweet smell of mingled grass and

clover reached out from the bordering golf course. Hundreds of frogs

torpedoed in irregular confusion from the nearby swamp. From afar off

the loneliness of a dog's bark and the wail of a freight's whistle almost

blended into each other.

"Someday I'll learn not to gamble with them monkeys," said Studenski.

"Makes me mad at myself."

"Yeah," said Goldie.

In the silence the night cast over all her spell of incredible and soul-

tearing loneliness.

Goldie shivered. "Jeez, this place gives me the creeps," he said.

"Just wait till you've been here awhile," said Studenski grimly.

"Why?"

"Why? You'll damn well find out why! Swing a pick all day and sit

around doing nothing all night because there's nothing to do! Maybe go

down to this two-bit town of Hartville to get a beer, and you gotta sit with

a raft of lousy stinking Amish."

"Amish?" said Goldie. "What are they?"
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"A bunch of religious nuts that wear beards and overalls and drive

around in horses and buggies and won't use curtains or pins or anything

like that. All they do is play with pigs and they never take baths or change

their clothes. They're the greasiest bunch of fools you've ever seen."

"Jeez, that sounds crazy. What're the women like?"

"They stink too but they wear sunbonnets and plain green or blue

dresses—always plain, no fancy stuff—that go down to their ankles."

"Jeez," said Goldie.

And now they had passed the swamp and had come to a small lake and

lights from cottages along the shore gleamed comfortably in the waters with

darker hue than the reflection of the moon. The noise of the frogs was

blurred and behind them, radio jazz came low but distinct from across the

lake.

"Over here's the pump," said Studenski. "Someone's there now."

When she heard his voice the girl, who had been leaning against the

trunk of a large tree, ran to the well and began pumping furiously, with

hurried breathlessness. Studenski saw her outline in the moonlight and said,

"There's one of them now."

Goldie walked leisurely to the girl's side. "Hello," he said. "Here'

let me do that for you."

"No," said the girl.

"O. K., stubborn. Say, what's your name?"

"Lay off," said Studenski.

"Just call me Goldie. What'll I call you?"

The pump clanked on, making strange rhythmic noise in the silence.

"I think I'll just call you Lulu," said Goldie.
l

'Taint me," said the girl in a low guttural. "That's my sister. I'm

Ruth."

Goldie laughed. Suddenly the train rounded a nearby bend with

reverberating echo, and the headlight caught her full in the face. She picked

up the bucket and hurriedly started off.

"Say," shouted Goldie. "You're pretty, you know it? Darn pretty."

She turned her head and her teeth were very white. "Oh yeah?" she

said, and then the engine hurtled by, the earth trembling beneath it, and

she could be heard no more.

"She was pretty, too," shouted Goldie to Studenski.

"You better lay off," said Studenski.

"And she didn't smell bad, either. She smelled like Ivory soap."

He didn't see her again for a week and even then he wasn't sure that it
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was she. He was walking alone on the tracks to Hartville when he met her,

her blue cloth dress almost dragging on the stones of the roadbed. "Hello,

Ruth," he said.

She tried not to smile, but did. She was tall and well proportioned,

without makeup, but the windblown quality of her high, red cheeks and

sparkling brown eyes made her attractive. "Hello," she said.

'Til go with you."

"No."

"Well, then, I'll meet you up there on the golf course after it gets dark."

"Oh, yeah?" she said, and walked on.

He was halfway up the course picking his way in the semi'darkness

and cursing himself when he heard her. "Goldie!" she whispered.

"Ruth!" he said. "I didn't think you'd be here. Gee, I'm glad though.

That's the first time you've ever said my name, you know it? Here, sit

down and talk."

She sat down and he moved close to her. "You're awful pretty, you

know it?" he said.

"Oh, yeah?"

"Hey, can't you say anything but 'oh, yeah'?"

"What you want me to say?"

"Tell me that you like me a little bit. Can't you do that?"

"Nice night, ain't it?"

"Say, you know more than I thought you did."

"Oh yeah?"

Goldie laughed. She said: "I like it when you laugh."

"Do you?" He paused. "How many boy friends you got?"
" Mm. Lots."

"You like 'em?"

"Maybe."

"As well as me?"

"Maybe."

"Say, you sure believe in tellin' lots about yourself."

"Oh yeah?"

"Don't say that," said Goldie and he put his arm around her. She

jerked away and jumped to her feet.

"I got to go," she said.

Goldie took her hand. "No you don't."

"Yeah, I do. Pap'll be awful mad."

"So will I."
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"I don't care."

"Yes you do," said Goldie. "Come on, sit down, just for a little bit."

"I hadn't ought to."

"But you're going to." He pulled her down. "I'll be good."

She didn't speak.

"You are pretty, though, you know it. Honest you are."

She still said nothing. He could hear crickets chirping and frogs in the

distance.

"Gee, I like the smell of this grass. Don't you?"

"No," she said. "I smelled it too long. I'm awful sick of it."

"What do you like, then?"

"I like the city. Someday I wisht I could go there and live and have me
good times like other people."

"Don't you want to stay here with your folks?"

"No," she said. "It ain't no fun here."

"I'd like it here if I could see you a lot," said Goldie. He put his arm

around her again and wouldn't let her jump up. He tried to kiss her but she

fought furiously. "Lemme go! Pap'll be
—

"

"You don't care about pap now," he said.

She didn't answer and kept on fighting but soon she stopped and let

him kiss her for a long moment. Then she said, "I got to go," and there was

panic in her voice.

Goldie still held her. "Say you'll meet me here again tomorrow night."

"All right."

Then he released her. "Good night, Ruth."

"Good night."

He sat watching her until she became a shadow in the moonlight and

disappeared. The smell of Ivory soap lingered pleasantly behind her.

Darkness was floating down upon the countryside. Goldie stepped to

the door of the crew car.

"Where you goin'?" asked Studenski.

"Hartville." He stepped out.

"Wait a minute—I'll go with you."

"No. I'm goin' by myself."

"Like hell you are. You're alone too much and it ain't good for you."

"I know what's good for me," snapped Goldie, "and I'm goin' alone.

I'll see you later."
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"You'll see me now, I'm comin' with you."

Goldie shrugged his shoulders and they started down the tracks in

silence. Suddenly Studenski burst out. "You by God ain't foolin' me,

Goldie. I know damn well what you been doin\ playin' around with that

Amish woman. What the hell's the matter with you? You might get into

a lot of trouble doin' that, and the girl might too. Them old men are par'

ticular about who their daughters goes out with and if they found out about

this they'd all get together and raise hell with all of us. It ain't safe, and

you've got to stop it. Besides, it ain't natural. It's like goin' out with a

nigger, and you got to stop it, you hear?"

Goldie looked up at him with a crooked grin. "I been out with niggers,"

he said, "and they're all right. Yes, sir, they're all right."

Studenski stopped short, clenched his first, and grabbed Goldie by the

collar, but after a minute released him. "Oh hell, what's the use?" he said.

"I can't hit people like you." He started back toward the crew car without

looking at Goldie, who remained motionless for a moment and then turned

again to the golf course.

He sat beneath a clump of trees, waiting. Soon he heard footsteps.

"Ruth," he said softly.

"Goldie!" and she was there before him and her arms were around him.

"Hey, you sure throw yourself into it, don't you?" said Goldie.

"Don't you like me to?"

"Sure, honey. But look, I got bad news for you. We're leavin' in a

little while and I guess I can't see you no more because I got a lot of packin'

and things to do. We'll be back pretty soon, though, so don't feel bad."

They weren't leaving for two weeks, but she didn't know that. For

a while she was silent and then she whispered, "You—going?"

"Yeah," said Goldie. He saw the beginning and tried to stop her, but

she was trembling with her tears and was putting her hands to her eyes and

sinking toward the ground. "Don't, Ruth. Lord, I never knew it was as

bad as this. Please don't."

But her sobbing continued and became almost hysterical. "Take me
with you ! You got to take me with you, Goldie ! I hate this place ! I hate it

!

I hate everything about it and I hate my folks and I hate being Amish!

You got to take me with you and make me like any other girl! You got to

or I'll kill myself! I swear, I'll kill myself! You got to make me like you and

take me to movies and dances and things and get me pretty clothes and nice

things I ain't ever had! I'll do anything—honest I will. I'll make your

bed for you and scrub your floors and cook dandy food for you and do any'
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thing you want me to! Look, Goldie, you don't know what an awful time

I got when I hate it so much being like I am ! When you got here I thought I

could stand it as long as I could see you, but if you go I'll hate everything

more than ever and pap'll make me marry Roy, and Fll kill myself, Goldie,

I will! I can't stand it no more! Tell me you'll take me, Goldie! You got

to! I can't live like this!" She clung to him and her tears fell fiercely on his

face and he could feel her trembling tension and her agonized helplessness.

He felt weak and afraid in the face of her passionate plea and he thought

of Studenski's angry blast and was appalled at the mess he'd gotten himself

into and the effect of the lie by which he'd intended to get away.

"Ruth, gee Ruth, don't act like this. Stop for a minute and listen."

She made great effort and almost stopped but convulsive sobs occa'

sionally shook her.

"Look, Ruth," he said. "I wish I could do what you say but I just

couldn't and even if I did you'd have an awful time because you wouldn't

like me long. See, Ruth, something happened to me a long time ago and

I quit my job and ran away from home and I've been a drifter ever since and

never stay in one place long, because I can't help thinkin' of what a lousy

mess I made of everything. A bum's all I am, Ruth, and all I'll ever be, and

you'd hate me for taking you away. You see what I mean, don't you?

It'd never pan out an' I know it. You've lived here all your life and you

know what it's all about here. Forget you ever knew me and you won't

hate it long. Marry your guy and live here and have kids—that's the only

thing for you. You belong here an' I'm just a bum." He finished and with

a startled but vague sense realized that this was exactly the truth and that

he'd never before admitted it, even to himself.

No longer could she control herself then and she sobbed, "No! No!

No! I'll kill myself! It ain't like that, it wouldn't be like that! You ain't a

bum, and when we could get a place and settle down everything would be

swell. I dont belong here! I hate it too much. You're wrong! Wrong.'"

She raised her face and he could see her anguish in the moonlight. The
shadows of leaves swaying in the wind cut a crazy lattice across her wild

face until she buried it in his lap. "You've got to take me with you ! You're

wrong and I'll kill myself if you don't!"

Cold terror crept into Goldie's soul as well as sharp, sudden hatred. He
realized that he must calm her, that in her hysteria she was capable of causing

much trouble. "All right, Ruth," he said. "I'm wrong and I'll take you with

me. You hear?"

"Oh, Goldie!" she said and kissed him and the wetness of her face
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irritated his cheek. He gently pushed her away.

"Look, Ruth," he said. "Look into my eyes. You know what you're

doing, don't you?"

"Yes!" she said, "Oh yes!" and again she threw her arms around him.

He said, "Don't, Ruth, we got to make plans. Look, don't see me again

so your pap can't have no idea of anything. Just stick around home for a

few days and when I know for sure I'll meet you here and tell you when
we're leavin'. Then you can get your stuff together and come down and

get on the train and we'll be together. All right?"

"Yes."

"All right then. Go on home now before your pap gets wonderinY'

He strode off but she stayed beneath the tree still sobbing breathlessly.

While the crew cars were being hooked to the rear of the freight,

Goldie sat watching the track ahead nervously but he saw no sign of Ruth.

He hadn't seen her since that night more than two weeks ago, and in that

time he'd stayed close to the others so he wouldn't bump into her. The
others had become a little more friendly to him, although he was still the

most unfamiliar member of the gang. But the wildness and resolve of Ruth

had continually plagued him, and he was glad they were leaving.

The whistle blew sharply twice and Goldie jumped into the car with the

others as the train started to move. Then, when there was a momentary

pause to change the switch he saw her at the close of the bank which sloped

down to meet the roadbed some distance ahead. There was a standard

black shopping bag at her feet and beside her stood an Amish boy. She

turned to watch the train and saw his head stretching out of the window.

The train was picking up speed fast as it approached her. "Goldie! Goldie!"

she cried and started to run down the bank. The engine passed her and the

boy grapped her hand trying to stop her but she turned around with flash'

speed and slapped his face hard and rushed down the bank.

"Don't, Ruth, don't!" shouted Goldie. "Stay there!"

The boy was scrambling madly down the bank and was close behind

her as she raced beside the train, screaming, "I'll kill myself! I will!"

"Stop her!" screamed Goldie.

The boy reached for her waist and held her despite her repeated blows.

Goldie felt weak and hopeless as he watched her sink down. When he could

see her no more he drew his head in the window and with sickly grin faced

the others. But when his glance met theirs they quickly turned away.
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THE FLOWERING OF NEW ENGLAND, by Van Wyck Brooks

Reviewed by W. H. Hay, II

The Flowering of 7>{ew England is not an ordinary literary history. As
Mr. Brooks says in his preface, it is a study of the New England mind be'

tween the years 1815 and 1865 as shown in the lives and writings of the

authors of the period. He interprets the period in the light of Spengler's

theory of the development of a culture. A section develops a literature with

a town as its focal point, but the time comes when the town dominates so

much that literature is divorced from the soil, becomes self'conscious, and

falls into decadence. From New England at the end of the War of 1812,

George Ticknor and Edward Everett go abroad to study in the new, Roman'

tic culture of Germany and return to teach in Harvard. A steady stream of

German Romanticism pours into New England, excites the native character

to action. In the second generation come Longfellow and Emerson, who
express the social ferment of Brook Farm. Last comes Lowell's generation,

shown as characteristic of the decadent period of a culture.

Mr. Brooks has used the narrative form for this literary history, but

assures us that he has "not indulged in fiction" and "can quote chapter and

verse, for every phrase used in this book." He has in many cases taken

phrases directly from an author's writings. If we compare The Flowering of

J^ew England with a similar book, Bliss Perry's The American Spirit in

Literature, we can see the advantages of the narrative method in picturing a

period. Bliss Perry goes from writer to writer, giving their life, their prin-

cipal works, and a judgment on them. Brooks weaves a tapestry, picturing

every man to the life. It is the difference between a landscape painting and a

contour map. One gives vividness, the other may give precision. Never-

theless, a careful critic like Brooks attains accuracy, and gives the reader

a much sharper conception of the New England spirit than Perry. Brooks'

talent lies in his short, penetrating portrayal of character and his charming

style which make The Flowering of T^ew England not a scholarly dissertation,

but a story to be enjoyed.
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IT CANT HAPPEN HERE, by Sinclair Lewis and J. C. Moffit

Reviewed by James Dailey

Sinclair Lewis, first in his novel, now in a play, issues a stern and fearful

warning. He insists that we wake to the possibilities of a dictator in Amer'

ica, that we see the forces endangering our democratic government. Vig'

orously he destroys our assurance, shows how easily and wholly we may be

swept into the power of Fascists, into the power of such a politician as

Senator Windrip. He, a presidential candidate, promises aid to farmers, to

laborers, to big business, promises national prosperity and international

peace. To stir enthusiasm (to support his schemes), he uniforms a thousand,

then a million young men as Corpo(rative)s. America worships the new
hope, gives Windrip tremendous victory. Then the new day begins. With

power, without scruples, Windrip and the Corpos reign. Freedom vanishes.

Politician becomes tyrant. The press is muzzled, labor cannot strike, busi'

ness must surrender its wealth. Revolting citizens meet swift death. Con'

centration camps welcome editors and ministers. Mass murder is a daily

habit. American democracy bows to military dictatorship.

A typical American is Vermont Editor Doremus Jessup, who believes

that "it can't happen here." He stifles his early doubts, yields to the Wind'

rp appeal, makes no firm stand when the country could yet be saved. Truth

comes immediately and in terrifying shape. He must hold his editorship

under a brutal Corpo, a former servant. His son'in-law is shot casually, but

officially. His daughter is violently attacked. Turning too late to revolu'

tionary activity, Jessup himself is imprisoned. Action, understanding have

come too late—at tremendous cost. It can't happen here? Mr. Lewis makes

his audience rather less confident.

As propaganda this is extremely effective; as a play it is merely a work'

manlike dramatization of the novel. Lewis and Moffit achieve stunning

climaxes, but do not develop with continually mounting power the fury

and excitement of their material. They wisely choose one family to illus-

trate the typical attitude, the typical suffering, but they are not willing to

remain with the family—must scatter the appeal of their warning and lessen

its dramatic force. As to the nature of Fascistic horrors they leave no doubt,

but they obscure the motives and directions of their characters. They
present in full measure their fear, but are content to go no farther, to leave

unresolved the issues and the human elements of their play. The production

by the Federal Theatre in no way overcomes the faults of the play. The
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pace is often too relaxed, and climaxes are denied their whole sharpness.

The individual performances are capable, but do not fill out the simple stock

figures, average Americans, good and bad. The villains are properly suave

or ruthless as their roles demand. The good gentlemen are no more interest'

ing than their parts, lacking strength not only in action, but in expression.

The women are the most convincing, having greater opportunities to express

indignation and making much of them. These latter men and women serve,

as Mr. Lewis intends, the interests of propaganda, not of drama. They
show the nature of the future danger; they are respectable and intelligent,

but quickly misled and impotent in their bondage.

The Sacrifice

(Continued from page SO)

to get tough?" She shook her fist at Mrs. Rubenberg. "You dirty yellow

Jew'Sheeny
!"

"You doity wop,
-

" said Mrs. Rubenberg in an even voice. "You

doity goy'wop.''''

In answer to this taunt Mrs. Sacchi beat Giovanni as hard as she could.

Her prophecy came true. Julius fell ill, and ugly red blotches broke out

all over him. The doctor from the clinic said it was typhus, but not a bad

case; put a quarantine on the whole tenement, and promised himself that

the disease would not spread further.

But Giovanni got it too. The next day the doctor had to return, and

as he was leaving, Mrs. Sacchi came up to him and said that her son had a

fever and would he please stop in and look. But the doctor had a pressing

engagement, and assured her that he would come the next day. He did,

and an hour after he left four attendants from the clinic came and took

Giovanni to the hospital. His case was very serious.

Just as they were putting Giovanni into the ambulance Mrs. Rubenberg

came home from her marketing. At first she thought it must be Julius whom
they were taking to the hospital, and she ran up to the car, pushing her way
through the crowd, silently, and looked in. Then she saw Mrs. Sacchi
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standing to one side, talking volubly in Italian to one of the attendants.

When Mrs. Sacchi saw her she stopped talking suddenly; then she walked

slowly over to where Mrs. Rubenberg stood and said in a low voice,

"My son Giovannino, he is sick with the typhus, he has to to go to the

hospital." Then suddenly she spit in Mrs. Rubenberg
-1

s face.

The Jewish woman did nothing. Slowly she wiped the spittle from her

face with the edge of her shawl, keeping her eyes on the ground. The
crowd that had gathered was large, and they were all Italians.

The next day the two women met again. The doctor came to see

Julius, who had a fever but was in no danger, and Mrs. Rubenberg went

downstairs with him, listening to his instructions in silence, asking very

few questions. As she turned to go upstairs again she saw Mrs. Sacchi

standing at her elbow. They looked at each other for a long time in silence.

This time there was no crowd. Finally Mrs. Sacchi said,

"My son, he is still sick. The doctor says it is^a not bad, but he does

not recognize me when I see him. But I do not-a think it is bad.'" Then
she stood silent again. She made no threatening motion, and in her words

there was apparently no animosity.

"My son too is sick," said Mrs. Rubenberg after a pause. "He has

a high temperature, but he vill be all right. He does not need to go to the

hospital—yet."

"Giovanni, he got his sickness from Julius," said Mrs. Sacchi. Then

she turned and left.

Why she had spoken to Mrs. Rubenberg she did not know. Perhaps

she wished to give her a feeling of guilt; perhaps it was an example of that

force which pulls suffering people together. These two meetings marked

the beginning of a strange relationship. Every evening, by a sort of mutual,

tacit understanding, the two women met in the street before their houses,

exchanged a few sentences about their children, and parted. They gave no

solace to one another through expressions of hope and optimism; they

stated facts, and parted. And every evening, just as they were going, Mrs.

Sacchi said something unpleasant about Mrs. Rubenberg.

"Giovannino is worse," she said every evening, and there was a note

of triumph in her voice as she said it, almost as if she was glad that her son

was sick, so that she would have something about which she could revile

Mrs. Rubenberg. "Giovanni is worse. He caught the typhus from Julius,

an' you brought it here from them Jews in Northa Philly." She spoke in a

harsh, even voice.
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It gradually became obvious why Mrs. Sacchi sought these short

conversations every evening. Mrs. Rubenberg knew why she did, if Mrs.

Sacchi herself did not. But why Mrs. Rubenberg came to them she herself

did not know. Perhaps she felt, in the stolid, resigned way of her race, an

obligation to accept this abuse as punishment for the suffering she had caused.

"Julius is about the same," she would answer to Mrs. Sacchi, although

she knew that Mrs. Sacchi did not care.

Mrs. Sacchi spoke of other things besides her son's health. "The
clinic says I got ta pay somet'ing to the hospital," she said; and again she

seemed almost to welcome this expense, for she concluded : "You Jews got

all da money, and us others has ta pay for everyt'ing dat you ought ta pay for."

And then one evening Mrs. Sacchi was late for their appointment. As
soon as Mrs. Rubenberg saw her coming she knew what had happened.

Mrs. Sacchfs eyes had a peculiar fire in them, and her mouth was twisted in

a strange, staring triumphant smile.

Mrs. Sacchi stood for a moment before the silent Jewish woman, and

when she spoke her voice was brittle, as though she were suppressing a sort

of hysterical laughter and joy.

"I was at the clinic today," she said quickly. "I ast to see my son

Giovannino. The doctor he wunt'a let me do it. I ast him why and he

wunt answer. D'ya know why? D'ya know why da doctor wunt^a let me
see my son? . . . Because he was dead," she said slowly; "he was dead.

He died dis mornin
1

early." Her voice rose to a scream, and she laughed.

"An' you done it! D'ya know that, ya dirty Jew? You done it!" She

seemed shaken by some great joy, for her eyes were not fired with the light

of desperate grief, but with that of a fiendish triumph. "You dirty bitch

of aJew'Sheeny,you and yer dirty little Jew'brat come homin' in down here

on Eight' Street, an' ya kilt'a my son!" Mrs. Sacchi paused, and then once

more she spit in Mrs. Rubenberg's face, again and again, until she could

do it no longer.

And this time Mrs. Rubenberg did not passively accept her abuse,

although a large crowd of Italians had gathered. Silently she seized Mrs.

Sacchi by the throat and throttled her, forcing her down into the gutter and

choking her until her eyes strained from her head and her dirty stringy hair

flew in her face. Mrs. Rubenberg
1

s face was expressionless, but in her heart

was the strength of righteousness and avenging justice, for she acted not as a

Jewess, but as a mother exacting vengeance for the motives which had led a

woman to welcome the death of her child.
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Alter Ego
By JOE T. RIVERS, JR.

His hand can with, a rounder script than mine

Set down in jest the words that bleach my blood,

And carelessly pour out a ringing flood

Of sound, that shames my best constructed line;

And he has all the patience to refuse

Mere dirt and whirl the shapeless plastic clay

To forms suggestive of a seagull's play—
The cosmos finds a place in his design;

He builds his castles on a higher ground,

On pea\s I cannot scale for all I try

To steal his songs or match his endless art;

Some more than finite wisdom stirs his heart,

And yet, I \now that at my turn to die,

Where I shall fall, his body shall be found.
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Final Hour
A Story by L. CROSBY LEWIS, JR.

COME in, sir. You're the padre, I suppose, sent to shrive my immortal

soul. Oh, don't misunderstand me, I'm very grateful for the visit

and deeply appreciative of the honor implied. "The condemned

man was visited by his spiritual adviser." That's how the papers phrase it,

isn't it? The Times has carried my name in the headlines twice—when I

stroked the Oriel crew in the "Bumpers" and when I was convicted. I

wonder which article was more avidly read. Undoubtedly the one on the

conviction. What's a clean stirring boat race compared to a tasty murder

trial?

It has been hell, padre, but the worst is over now. When they told me
that the Home Office had refused to grant a reprieve, I think that relief that

the suspense was over outweighed my disappointment. Good Lord! Until

you've waited for news of a reprieve you'll never know the meaning of sus-

pense. The minutes are long days and the days years and all the while there

is the unnatural silence that grows more oppressive with each hour until

you feel you must sing or scream or beat on the walls—anything to break

down the ominous tangibility of the silence. I very nearly broke when the

man in that cell at the edge of the row was taken shrieking to be—uh

—

to be . . .

Thanks, padre, I'd enjoy a cigarette. I smoked the last of the box that

Anne brought this morning. It was fortunate that she brought extra

matches with them because I used so many that the last match lit the last

cigarette. It's odd that so little a thing as a lack of matches could upset

one, but if I hadn't been able to light that last smoke I would have burst

into tears.

Anne has been wonderful. You know, padre, she has been to see me
every time they would let her in. I don't know what I'd have done without

her understanding and sympathy. Oh God—it's all so futilely unjust ! To
think that I am to be hung in three hours for the murder of my brother

Richard. Richard, who with Anne meant more than life itself; Richard with

whom I played, went to school, to college, fought and hunted. If it weren't

so tragic it would be ridiculous. And he couldn't have known that I loved

Anne for I never even told her. It would have hurt him terribly and I would

never have had that happen. We were all three so happy together, Anne
with the baby, and Richard and I with the farm. Ever been to Wantage,
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padre? It's a short hour's drive from Oxford. There's a market place in the

middle of the town and every Thursday the farmers from the surrounding

country bring their sheep and cows to sell. I've always thought that they

come just as much for the conversation with each other as for the actual

business of buying and selling. It's a lovely town full of pleasant contrasts

of the past and the present. Northcoate Manor, where we lived, was two

miles to the west, in magnificent rolling country with fine meadows, patches

of woods and neat fences. Wonderful hunting country. Often in the fall

—

but you probably aren't interested, are you, padre? I don't quite know why
you should listen to a man who in twenty^four hours will be a terse notice in

an obituary column. But it does help to pass the time and that's what you're

here for. Oh don't worry, I'll make my peace with God when the time

comes but now I want to talk. How funny ! In a few hours I'll never talk

—

never talk to Anne again, never hear any more Mosart, never read any more

Poe. Ever read Poe, padre? You should. You probably wouldn't like him

but he'd do you good.

I will have another cigarette, thanks. In the batch of letters they

brought me this morning—my last mail—there was a letter forwarded from

home from Richard's tobacconists saying they had mended his pipe and

would he call for it when he was in town? He was always very sticky about

his pipes, always insisting that they were in the rack when not in use. When
we were at Marlborough he used to make his fag go through a perfect ritual

of cleaning his pipes every Wednesday and Saturday. Nothing annoyed him

more than when I used to drop cigarette ashes on the floor. And yet when
he used to get paint all over himself and the floor in one of his frequent fits

of manual labor he would never understand when I accused him of incon'

sistency. I think he was at his best when the three of us sat, as we often

did, before the tremendous fireplace in the library—Anne with her coffee

and Richard and I with brandy—and discussed commonplaces, the day's

hunting, the headlines in the papers, or our hosts at dinner the night before.

He had a most engaging sense of humor and a most amazing memory for con'

versations which he embellished as the occasion demanded with flashes of his

keen wit until I was often roaring with laughter. Anne seldom laughed but

she had one of those smiles that the writers call "deep" and which seemed to

me to show far more amusement and appreciation than any vocal effort.

You know, Justice always seemed to me to be a kindly sort of arbitrator

but here it is demanding in a cold impersonal fashion a life for a life. Certainly

my death will benefit the state even less than my life did whether I killed a
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man or no. I wonder how the person who really did kill Richard feels. Poor

devil, I wouldn't be in his shoes for anything. He must have been strong,

for the coroner said that Richard had only been struck once.

* * * *

That afternoon Richard and I had had one of our few violent quarrels.

He stubbornly insisted that he was going to sell the two hunters and invest

the money in some fly'by'night corporation. We had a few heated words

and I moved toward his desk from the fireplace where I had been standing

swinging the poker in my hands.

"You can't do it," I said, gesturing with the poker, "for Anne's sake

you mustn't. If I can possibly prevent it I won't let you do it."

"Don't be a fool, Alan, you can't stop me," replied Richard with an

uneasy grin.

"Oh can't I?" I muttered and turned so sharply to leave the room that

I tripped over a small table which fell to the floor with a crash. There was

a silence and I surveyed the mess. I dropped the poker and strode from the

room. I was thinking of how much Anne would miss her hunter and that

perhaps I could persuade her to interfere with her husband.

But the jury didn't believe me and said that after an argument I had

threatened my brother and when he mocked me I had struck him with the

poker and walked out of the room. The servants gave evidence that they

had heard us quarreling and were able to remember that part of our conversa'

tion that was most damaging to me. The motives ascribed to me were that

I coveted both my brother's farm and his wife. The K. C. managed to get

across some nasty innuendoes that were damaging to my case before my
counsel's objections were sustained. Good Lord! To think that the law

allows a swine like him to bandy Anne's name around a courtroom. I can

almost imagine myself murdering him, by God.

* * * *

One last smoke and then it's all over, padre. Do you have many of

—

uh—us to see tonight? I suppose all convicted murderers swear they're

innocent, but I really am—don't you see? Don't you believe what I've been

telling you? Ahhh of course you don't. But why? Why?
* * * *

"In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost Amen.
"O God who sparest when we deserve punishment and in Thy wrath

rememberest mercy, we humbly beseech Thee of Thy goodness to comfort

and succour all prisoners especially those who are condemned to die.''''
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Editorial

WE HAVE for some time felt that The Haverfordian, in common
with most college magazines, does not hold its rightful place in the

campus sphere. Too often have such publications, inspired by a

lean year or two, won the reputation of being the mouthpieces of a few people

who consider themselves intellectuals and who write slush which is not

worth reading. And after this situation has been corrected, if, indeed, it

ever actually existed, its atmosphere undeservedly hangs on and the maga'

zine suffers.

Obviously, this shouldn't be so. The publication is a medium which

should mirror the thought of the student body in fiction, in poetry, in the

arts, and above all in the manifold aspects of contemporary political and

social scene. And by that definition the magazine does not belong to a few

people but rather to that great portion of the student body which looks

upon the world with more than a glimmering of intellectual curiosity and

has something to say about it. Actual literary merit means little, for there

are few who are mature enough to turn out anything much above the level

of hack work, and conversely there are few incapable of expressing their

thought in words.

If you will remember, it was probably no later than a week after you

came to college that you, without seeing an issue, were prepared to curse

The Haverfordian with the oldest hands. The purpose of the changes

which we have made is to dispel that attitude and to make writing for and

an interest in the magazine something which is right and proper and desk'

able. Two of the new departments are designed to aid in meeting the need.

The World seeks articles on any subject, political or social, having to do

with the current scene, and the Arts wishes contributions from those who
feel that they have something to say about almost any form of the world's

culture, about anything from Michaelangelo to Stuff Smith. And cer'

tainly there are few Haverford students who cannot speak in at least one of

those two fields.

And if the student body will believe that The Haverfordian holds

an integral place in student activity, it can make it one of the best college

magazines in the country. The staff would welcome the criticisms, sugges'

tions, and reactions of every person in college. But above all it would weh
come writing, and writing in a wide variety of fields.
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THE ARTS
devoted to modern as well as classical forms

Nocturne
By GROVER PAGE, JR.

IT
IS not often among painters that there appears a man whose life is one

of purity, loftiness, and sheer beauty—an artist who as a man is free

from all that is base. Michaelangelo was an ill-tempered, uncouth

crank; Cellini a murderer; Van Gogh somewhat of a fool; Whistler a sham;

Gauguin a braggart—and so on. It is often these worldly qualities which

give their art vitality. Goya's participation in life as a healthy red-blooded

man and not as a misfit dreamer is clearly shown in his pictures, which for

the most part deal with bull-fights and war. Living in a time of great dis-

order (Wellington and Napoleon were making a bloody battlefield out of

Spain) he coloured his canvasses with his none too spotless soul and they

came out the better for it. But once in a while there appears a pure soul

whose pictures reflect the light of mystical inspiration and whose beauty is

heavenly. Among these is Albert Pinkham Ryder.

It was natural that Ryder so often used the sea to give expression to

his moods and ideas. He was born in 1847 at New Bedford, Massachusetts.

Two of his brothers were sailors. In those days one didn't sail about in

huge ships with swimming pools and bars on board. Those were the days

when men went down to the sea—a grim sea—in tiny sailboats; the days

when whalers circled the globe. To Ryder the sea had a far different mean-

ing than to us. He was not a romantic Rockwell Kent trying to resurrect a

dead spirit; he lived and painted when Kent's pipe dream was a reality.

This early environment and Yankee heritage stayed with him all his life.

Like all children he began to draw at an early age. An unknown artist saw

some of young Albert's clumsy attempts and told his father that the boy
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had rare talent and remarkable feeling. "I don't know—I don't understand

him,'" the father replied, but wisely allowed him to continue his art without

opposition or interference.

The lad approached his work with a quiet but firm determination. He
felt that he possessed the power to paint pictures that would live through

the ages. So he went calmly to work, hard work. No painter was ever less

Bohemian than Ryder. He seems to have sown no wild oats; his youth was

spent in quiet, serene reflection. He loved his fellow beings deeply and

enjoyed wandering about in large crowds watching their antics, but dis'

sipation was not for him.

And so he grew up, from a shy youth to a giant with huge broad

shoulders, a magnificent leonine head, kind eyes, and a "gentle voice like a

Quaker's conscience." He lived as simply as a hermit. "The artist needs

but a roof—a crust of bread and his easel," he said, "and all the rest God
gives him in abundance." In all his long life of poverty he called on his

friends for help only once—at seventy he borrowed a pot of beans. A news

boy from whom he bought papers recognized his picture and asked, astonished,

"Youse the guy what's mug's in the papers? I t'ought youse was a bum.''

There is a story about a young violinist who moved next door to his studio-

He heard her playing, introduced himself, proposed, and was refused—all on

the same afternoon. This vague rumor is the only record of a woman in

Ryder's life.

Ryder was almost entirely self'taught. Hence his work is remarkable

in its originality. But it is not a freakish originality achieved by strained

attempts to be different. Nor was it an attempt to break with convention

—

Ryder painted as he felt and saw, uncontaminated by schools, fads, and

theories. He enrolled in the New York Academy, but drawing and painting

from plaster casts threw him into such a depression that he quit school after

a short time. His departure was not a dramatic quarrel with the professors;

one day he merely didn't come back. He returned to nature to paint the

sea he loved so much and to regain his self-confidence. His marines almost

without exception are nocturnes; an expanse of rolling water, a tiny sail'

boat, all under a soft, moonlit, broken sky. On his one trip abroad he amused

his friends in Venice by painting moonlights in broad daylight. "Toilers of

the Sea," "Moonlit Cove," "The Smugglers," "Ship"—they all portray the

soul and the very smell of the sea with their soft greens and blues. In different

moods are "Jonah" and "The Flying Dutchman," showing the sea in storm.
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And what did the critics have to say about them? Naturally the indoor

sailors said that he didn't know a thing about the sea.

Besides his marines there are the exquisite little phantasies which filled

his dreams. He never consciously sought an escape from reality. He was

one of the few successful mystics in art. "The Way of the Cross" and

"Resurrection" contain the very charm and beauty of the tales of John or

Matthew, and the "Temple of the Mind" gives us his poetical philosophy.

One night a waiter told him of his having bet all his savings on a horse that

came in last in the Brooklyn Handicap. The same night the waiter killed

himself, and this gave Ryder the idea for his most famous picture, "Death on

a Pale Horse," or "The Race Track." Death rides a swift horse furiously

around a deserted race course under a gloomy, monotonous sky. In a similar

mood is "Death Rides the Wind."

Owing to his use of poor pigments and his bad painting habits, Ryder's

pictures are at present in extremely poor condition. He frequently worked

over patches of half dry paint and the result of the unequal drying of the

two layers is today resulting in dangerous cracks which may bring complete

destruction to many of his pictures. And we can hardly afford the loss, for

his complete output was small. Probably no other painter worked as slowly

as he did. "Macbeth and the Witches" was on his easel for eighteen years;

when somebody asked about its progress he replied, "I think the sky is

getting interesting." A patron who had paid for a picture in advance was

told six years later that it was still not finished. "Shall I have my funeral

procession stop by your studio for it?" "Even then if it is not finished they

must wait," was the reply. He was incapable of turning out slip-shod,

inferior work. Unfinished sketches did not interest him. He saw each

picture through to its fullest realisation; he knew what he wanted: "a halo

in every picture."
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A Story of the T^eu; South

The Pride of the Caldwells

By J. WALLACE VAN CLEAVE

SHE was a very old lady, and a shabby one, living on in a one'Story frame

house where she had always lived. There were stores on each side

of her now, and a factory two blocks away, but she still held on, shut'

ting out the world with a small rusting iron fence and a swinging gate. In

the back yard an old pear tree showed a few blossoms in the spring, and

there was an oleander tree in a tub. Some moss and ferns that had been

planted near the house years before still carried on.

She was not one to change her ways. Miss Caldwell they called her, or

Miss Jane. She lived alone, and refused help from anyone. Sometimes a

boy came to see her, a boy as shabby as she was, with an earnest, intense

look. He was her brother's grandson, and except for him she was quite alone.

But the Caldwells, she would tell you, were the best people. They
were rich, and the men were handsome and the women beautiful, and they

were all proud. Proud of themselves and their family and their homes and

their slaves and everything that went to make grace and happiness. That

was before the War. She could remember riding over the fields with a West

Point cadet who sat very straight in his saddle but in the end did not ask

her to marry him. She could remember when General Morgan borrowed her

grandmother's carriage for the wounded. And now all she had was a fine

old sideboard, and some spoons which were nearly worn through. She made

quilts when her eyes felt strong, and the rest of the time she spent rummaging

through old boxes, reading musty letters, or, most of the time, simply looking

out of the window.
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Her nephew found her like that, sitting and looking out of the window.

He was thin, and had a watery, bloodshot look about him. The blood had

run thin in this last Caldwell. But she adored him, and rose to meet him,

standing like a grand lady at a reception, handling her plain black skirt as

though she were on a dais. And he bowed to her dramatically, like a courtier,

as she had demanded of him when he was young, and now expected as a

matter of course. They sat down then, and began to talk.

"I met Elizabeth Porter the other day," he said. "She's very attractive.

Her family were related to grandmother, I think.

"

Miss Caldwell sat even straighter than she did ordinarily, looking down
her nose. "You must not see those people," she said.

"Why? They were very nice, I thought."

"Your grandmother's name was Porter," she said, "and she married my
brother. But we Caldwells hate all the Porters and always must. They

thought my brother wasn't good enough to marry their daughter. And
who were they but a lot of upstarts with some money? No one ever heard

of them fifty years before, and the Caldwells were older and prouder than

anyone. Your grandmother was a bridesmaid at Hannah Lithgow's wedding,

and when it was over she slipped upstairs from the reception—she said her

slipper hurt—and she crept down the backstairs, and your grandfather was

waiting there in a carriage, and they drove off and were married. The
Porters never forgave her, and hated her, and cut her off without a cent.

And when your grandfather saw old Mrs. Porter at church one day and

thought he would be generous and Christian and speak to her she took her

fan and struck him in the face, in church, before everyone. She thought she

would be proud too, but she was a little dumpy woman, not worth two cents

compared to any Caldwell that ever lived. So you see, we have no use for

the Porters, and you must not."

The young man looked weary, as though he had heard the story before.

"You must keep up the pride and traditions of the Caldwells," she

continued. "You must hold yourself straight and be decent and honorable

and proud of your family and yourself. And you must never give the

Porters an inch, or forgive them anything."

"Aunt Jane," the young man said quietly, "that was sixty years ago.

Don't you think we could forgive them now?"

"The Caldwells can never forgive the Porters anything."

He rose to go then, bowing stiffly, and she rose too, standing very

straight and stiff. He noticed that her shawl was torn, and that the windows
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were dirty, and that the wall paper was peeling off. He noticed that his

Aunt Jane was a very plain woman, and must always have been so. As he

went out of the gate he noticed that the creaking hinges were rusted and

would soon give way. He saw her through the window, still standing stiffly,

and as he walked away he thought of her dreaming of romance, of fans and

bright silver, of carriages and slaves, of the West Point cadet riding over the

fields, and he thought of her nursing her old hatred into remembrance. As
he walked along looking at his own shabby clothes and worn out shoes, and

thinking of his Aunt Jane, he unconsciously straightened up, and held his

chin proudly. Then after a while he slouched again and ambled along as

he always did. He was, after all, a very shabby young man.

Succes D'Hiver
5yRENE BLANC-ROOS

Un soir dans une gare vers la fin de l'automne

Lorsque pendant longtemps on ne setait vu

Je constatais que quelque chose d'inconnu etait venu

Avec vous; et cela me rendait triste en somme.

Peut-6tre la facon que vous aviez

De parler, de regarder autour de vous

Comme si le monde entier devenu fou

Vous avait laissee la dans un isolement de glacier.

Pourquoi (c'est ridicule!) auriez-vous peur de moi, pourtant

Depuis ce jour vous n'aviez plus confiance

En ces choses qu'on vous lisait dans votre enfance . . .

Nous marchions lentement vers le guichet et en sortant

On voyait la neige de ce nouvel hiver tachant

De se detourner du vent.
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Eating as an Art
By BUNICHI KAGAMI

WHEN I speak of Japanese dishes you would be reminded of chop'

sticks and, some of you may be, of Sukiyaki and Tempra. But these

are very little and unimportant part of Japanese dishes. Especially

of Sukiyaki, which is rather well-known and popular, it is relatively new and

may be one of the unrefined Japanese dishes.

Old and traditional Japanese dishes have been highly refined through

long history. Perhaps nowhere else in the world is eating so closely associ-

ated with art as it is in Japan. The people have developed the cult of eating

for the purpose of enjoying art; consequently art is pressed into service

whenever a meal is taken. Not only are the environment and the utensils

made to enhance the pleasure of eating, but the food itself is so prepared as

to appeal to the aesthetic senses. It may be fairly said that Japanese dishes

are prepared especially for admiration. Accordingly, the traditional and

most refined art of making Japanese dishes has become very difficult for

amateur ability of the family staff. The great majority of Japanese entertain

their guests with formal dinners at restaurants rather than at home. This

has brought about the existence of many pure Japanese restaurants where

artistic eating has been developed to near-perfection.

To some of the exclusive restaurants, one must be introduced before

accepted as a patron. And if the patron wishes to make sure of getting a

certain room in these restaurants he may find it necessary to apply two or

three weeks in advance. These are owned by makers of beautiful dishes

—

and what more logical than a potter's conducting of a restaurant as a

medium for displaying his art?

In these gathering places of epicurean aesthetes, so exquisite is the serv-

ice that girls of good family do not feel demeaned by working here as maids.

Rather, they appreciate such an opportunity to perfect themselves, through

practice, in the art of etiquette, flower arrangement, and tea ceremony. Nor
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are they permitted to chat with the guests, to serve their Sake (rice-wine), or

otherwise to interfere with the enjoyment of art.

The approach to the eating place must give a suggestion of seclusion, of

remoteness from the workaday world; so that it is almost invariably a

gate-way, from which one may follow a path, short perhaps, but bordered

with concealing bushes and trees. The entrance is cozily low and graciously

wide which, with the sheltering roof and long, broad step, gives an inviting

air. Through long corridor guests may be led to a pure Japanese room. The
rooms are respectively named and the menu as well as the dishes vary accord'

ing to the room. Guests should wait meal, appreciating the flowers

arranged at the foot of a painting hanged at the Tokonoma-alcove. When
they have seen all painting and flowers, there is the immense garden to be

enjoyed—waterfall, ponds, streams and bridges, winding paths, fine trees

and bushes.

Meanwhile, meal is served. As the first course in a formal dinner,

Sake is served on a tray placed before the guest. When this tray is removed,

three trays for the meal proper are set. The bowls and plates may be black

or red lacquer, and gray or light green china respectively. The lacquer

bowls may be designed with pine-tree, bamboo or plum-blossoms,—indicat-

ing respectively "ever green, bending but not breaking and sweet braveryin

adversity.
-

" The soup is served in these lacquer bowls. Lobster and crab

meat or slashed raw fish meat with greens may be served in a dish shaped

like a lake, gray, with a design of ferns and grasses and a texture reminding

one of a sandy shore. Soy or Japanese sauce is served in a small dish shaped

like a boat. The vegetables may be served on a plate which simulates one

leaf overlapping another. In the bottom of a deep, straight-sided cup a raw
egg may be put, like the reflection of the moon in the depths of a mossy well.

From a black lacquer tub, which the waitress keeps beside her, is taken the

pearly steamed rice. And the guests take up the new willow chop-sticks.

Even when the food has been eaten, the beauty of the dishes remains;

and the guests may philosophize that so it is with man—though time may
remove him from his place, still the beauty of the earth remains. After the

proper course of dinner, a tray for cake and tea is served. This part of the

course in formal dinner has been developed and refined to the art of the tea

ceremony which we are now dealing with as an independent art from dinner.

And so we might go on indefinitely, giving innumerable examples of

the union of art and eating. This much is evident, the young women who
would be good cooks must have some artistic sense, for they must put art

into their cooking.
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The Bird and the Pool

By FREDERIC PROKOSCH

Last night I dreamt about a bird—
A strange and sunlight-aureoled bird:

He lived upon a golden tree

That blossomed in a distant land;

And there he sang deliriously

Unto a thousand waves aquiver

Upon an emeraldine river,

While southern breezes floated past

Li\e moving camels on the vast

And simmering wastes of sand.

And while he sang, this wond'rous bird,

Flying through the woodlands, heard

The silver whisperings of the cool

And crystal waters of a pool—
A pool unruffled, shadowless,

Bordered by the tangled cress—
A hidden, sleeping pool that lay

Unrippled on the windiest day.
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Hither, through the forests ringing

With his joyHmpassioned singing,

Came the sunlight'aureoled bird

And lighted on the dar\ pooVs edge,

Shadowed by the cress and sedge.

To him did the pool impart

Secret whisperings that stirred

The sleeping depths within his heart.

He flew through regions ne'er before

Crossed by mortal—regions where

Cliffs rose summitless and bare

Into grayness: where the roar

Of torrents endless as the night

Filled the aged roc\s with fright.

At last he found a jewel rare,

Invaluable—who \nows where?—
The sunlight's and the oceans daughter,

And brought it to the pool's dar\ water,

Lighting softly on its edge

(Shadowed b^ the cress and sedge);

And there from off the dar\-green brin\,

He let the jewel fall and sin\—
It san\, without a sound or trace,

But for a single watery ring

Slowly, slowly widening

Upon the pool's unruffled face.

And the Sun'bird, songless, soundless,

Gazes down into the groundless

Depth; the pool lies motionless,

Bordered by the tangled cress.

This I dreamt about a bird—
Strange, oh sunlight'aureoled bird.'

(Note: Reprinted from the May, 1924 issue. Mr. Prokosch, Class of

'25, is the author of "The Asiatics" and "The Assassins.")
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Last Night

A Haverford Mood

By ANTHONY C. POOLE

OH MY Lord! Two o'clock already. What's this—a magazine?

Well so it is, pages and pages of advertisements. Turning over

pages and sopping up dully a lot of nothingness. Magazine, enough

of you, so there you go, flop on the floor. The room looks horribly empty

and quiet. Three hard white lights burning. On the middle of the floor an

ashtray, pieces of yesterday's newspaper, and a shoe. Clothes and books

and litter on the couch and desk, and that empty chair over in the corner

with the white light shining over it. All so quiet. The ticking must be

my watch. And that moth keeps circling and bumping around the bulb.

The window is half open, and outside there is a soft wind blowing. The
newspaper on the floor rustles in the gust. The lamps burn on, the moth

flutters, and the watch ticks. Someone is asleep in the next room, behind

that closed door. Far off in the night somewhere the sound of a train breaks

the stillness and is gone. Yes, two o'clock already.

I take a deep breath and stand up. The chair creaks. Another cigar

'

ette. I light it, and walk slowly up and down the floor. Those few type'

written sheets over there on the desk and the light glaring down on all the

poor meaningless mess. Good Lord, thin}{, man. That's a paper you've got

to get in by tomorrow, do you realize that? Do you? Action—action

—

start the wheels moving. Paper. Write. Well? No use? No use. Another

deep breath. I toss the cigarette into the fireplace and walk to the window.

There's a warm wind blowing in, and the night outside looks black and

inviting. The dark branches are swaying, and the moon drifts through

ragged clouds. A good walk out there in the night ought to clear the air.

That's it! That's what I'll do. I turn back into the room, take one last

pitying glance at the litter of papers, the glaring lamps, and the fluttering

moth, and march out the door, down the steps, out through the trees,

walking furiously.
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The wind, the moon, the trees swoop down and carry me along in a

torrent of darkness. Far up there through the tree tops the moon is riding

through black ribbons of clouds. I take deep gulps of the sweet warm
wind, and feel like a god. Looking back, I can see the tiny light of my win'

dow receding in the distance. Down through the lane of trees arching far

upward into the darkness—walking, walking. Past the pond, past sleeping

houses, down onto the highway. Massive hulks of trucks rumble past like

black monsters, the only sign of movement on the empty streets. Far down
the road a light gleams—the dog'wagon; the only spot of light on this

desolate expanse of cement and rumbling juggernauts.

Now I am inside, sitting at the counter swallowing magnificent hot

coffee. Sitting there feeling serenely apart and superior to the totally unreal

microcosm around me; mere puppets of people—those two men over in the

corner growling and muttering over their steaks and saying Jesus Christ

periodically for no apparent reason, and over on the other side the small man
with the pockets under his eyes and the two giggling women in evening

dress—all, all unreal, poor crawling animals.

Out into the night again, and down the lampless street. Swinging

along up the road, up through the trees reaching to the stars. The pond

stretches out quiet and clear in the moonlight. The city sounds grow faint

and distant, and nothing remains but the great shadowy trees and the wind

and the level waters drifting so silently at my feet. Here and there a star

glitters on the silent ripples. For a long time I stand there in the whispering

darkness. Time ceases to exist.

Suddenly the spell is broken; a car swings up the road and rattles

past. I watch its lights disappear up the hill, and then start walking fast,

eyes to the road.

Soon I am back in the room. Nothing has changed. I walk to the

stack of papers, tear them up, and fling them joyfully into the fireplace. I

sink down on the couch with a contented sigh. The window is open and I

can feel the wind blowing gently in. It is three o'clock. It is rather pleas'

ant sitting here doing nothing. I suppose I shall go to bed in a little while,

but I don't know.
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DOCTOR FAUSTUS, b> Christopher Marlowe

Reviewed by James Dailey

Bold are the Federal gentlemen who venture to revive Marlowe's Doc'

tor Faustus. They must attract a modern audience to an unfamiliar piece,

rude in form, remote in its symbols. They must put life into a "classic" that

has spent an unusually long period in its shroud. Their method of solving

the problem is simple—they stage the play with great skill, with striking

effects. They envelop the action in a multitude of mysterious curtains and

unexpected lights, add fire and smoke, and a touch of real brimstone. They
employ a projecting apron of the Elizabethan type and, for the seven deadly

sins, a troupe of marionettes. The audience is completely charmed. It is

hypnotized into silence, if not into understanding; it becomes wholly

absorbed in the marvelous variety and surprise of effects. Unfortunately

such methods of production do not illuminate the play itself. A sudden rush

of actors to the front of the apron sends illusion off in a great hurry. The
marionettes are equally distracting, are also too much for the play. More
helpful, more nearly successful is the use of the lights and curtains; these

—

in innumerable combinations—conjure up a realm of mystery, bring with the

darkness and vagueness of their effect, hell and the powers of evil close to the

imagination of the audience.

The only hope for genuine revitalization of the play lies in the actors

—

who are, however, generally eclipsed by the backgrounds that should be

merely serving them. To such a condition there are two exceptions, a stray

clown and Faust. The former is cleverly inventive, light in touch, though

not on foot; knows how to involve his audience, completely discovers the

value of an early comic episode that wins the audience for the play. On
Orson Welles, as Faust, the real burden lies—and by him it is honorably

borne. The nature of Faust's struggle he projects clearly, alternating with

the varying degrees of emphasis required, between remorseful agony over

his sin and fierce delight in the fruits of that sin. He creates a feeling of

terror that carries the play through its last difficult scenes; conveys the

strength that led Faustus along his fatal path. As far as it is possible he
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gives life to the mouldering Doctor, and overcomes the dramatic lapses pro'

vided by Mr. Marlowe. His presence makes Faust something more than a

stage'designer's holiday.

HIGH TOR, by Maxwell Anderson

Reviewed by Wm. S. Kinney, Jr.

The second of Maxwell Anderson's three plays of this season is a

fantasy, a blend of biting prose and of blank verse, which is, we fear, some'

what of an artistic failure, although a gay, diverting, and unusually enter'

taining one, far superior to the average box'office success. The play takes its

title from the name of a mountain bordering the Hudson in upstate New
York upon which all of the action occurs.

The theme of the work lies in a contrast between the pioneer ways of

living and the present emphasis upon the great god finance, which leads to

the conclusions that change is inevitable and that to attempt to stand in its

way by living as did our ancestors is a futile path to personal integrity. And
to carry out that purpose Mr. Anderson places on his mountain a galaxy of

fascinating characters, including the crew of an old and lost Dutch ship

whose members have gained immortality, the youth who holds his father's

mountain home in spite of the efforts of amusingly crooked real estate sales'

men to wrest it from him, three young bank robbers hotly pursued by the

State Police, the sole surviving member of a forgotten Indian tribe, and,

believe it or not, a huge steamshovel. These divergent elements mingle in

the course of a mad twenty'four hours, to create a strikingly original play

which is in part lusty and inordinately funny vaudeville comedy and in part

pure lyric beauty equalling if not surpassing that of "Winterset.'''

And in that blending lies the fault. Mr. Anderson's original purpose

seems to have been to write a fantasy, an allegory if you will, dependent

chiefly—and rightly so—upon the element of beauty, the poetic force of

which would remain with the audience long after the play itself had vanished.

But he evidently became carried away with the hilarious possibilities which

his players, particularly that steamshovel, opened to him, and as a result he

differentiated his characters too sharply and made the transition between his

comedy and his poetry too harsh for the radiance to remain and to grow, and

grow it must if the aim is to be fully achieved.

That, though, is really a minor point, for High Tor is exceptional

entertainment, and is acted by a competent group of players. Most important
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is Burgess Meredith, the mountain's owner, who has lost none of his amazing

ability to catch the soul of a piece of blank verse and send it ringing out from

the stage, and here proves that he is a comedian of high order as well. Peggy

Ashcroft, the wife of the Dutch ship's captain, possesses undoubted charm

but is not equal to Meredith and gives an impression of trying too hard.

Charles D. Brown is the most gusty of the Dutchmen, and the others are

capable if not inspired.

THE WOMEN, by Clare Boothe

Reviewed fry Wallace Collett

The Women adequately fulfills Dr. Johnson's definition of the great end

of comedy
—

"making an audience merry." While it is true that Clare Boothe,

the author, has something to say in her play and does say it, nevertheless the

audience is certain to come out of the theatre in a gay and laughing mood,

chuckling over some of the sallies of wit, and remembering very little of the

serious import of the play.

There is not a single man in the cast of thirty-eight, although manhood

is a factor in the theme of the play and is the motivation of the plot. Men
are not needed. The women, these women, are quite competent of directing

the course of events and of disposing of their men friends. This absence of

men gives an atmosphere of femininity that would not otherwise be possible.

Conversation is always controversial, emotional, and usually gossippy

—

here, the Women talk as men never hear them. The all female cast also

makes possible a freedom which at times becomes daring when scenes a bit

immodest are shown with a touch of smart naughtiness. It is as if Miss

Boothe were trying to show that she has "been around." Scenes are laid in

a maternity ward, in a ladies' store fitting room, in an exercise salon, in a

Reno hotel room, in a bathroom, and in the ladies' room of a night'dub, and

the frank conversation and unreserved actions used in such places are not

restrained.

The play is appropriately named The Women, not The Ladies; there is

only one lady in the plot, and in the end she finds that she must become a

female to get her man. Mary Haines, the Manhattan apartment heroine,

holds fast to her calm lady-like submission after losing her husband, Stephen,

to a seductive blonde because of the gossip-mongering of her catty friend,

Sylvia, but at last she becomes disillusioned and resorts to a little wily detec-

tive work in which she loses face but gains her one'time and still beloved
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husband. Along with this main plot are carried several other love intrigues

which show all sorts of New York and Reno amours (as affected Princess

Tamara repeatedly calls them). There is plenty of spice in these affairs, and

a great deal of real wit in the cracks with which the Women are continually

bantering each other. Indeed, some of these are so epigrammatical that they

are certain to become popular sayings.

This isn't great comedy, but it is good comedy and very representative

of our contemporary stage. We are swinging away from the sentimental

comedy, in which the country girl newly come to the city is almost ruined by

the handsome gangster, to fast moving plays of this type which have much
in common with the English Restoration comedy of manners. The successful

revival of Wycherly's The Country Wife now on Broadway bears out this

observation. Wit and complicated action are requirements made by today's

audience, and The Women has both.

AS YOU LIKE IT, by William Shakespeare

Reviewed by George Mathues

The recent successful production in the British cinema of As You Li\e

It, was the result of directing very fine dramatic material with a wise pur-

pose. On every occasion artistic restraint set the tone. The lines of crude

comedy were carefully removed; only sharp wit or wise epigrams were left

to the fool and to the clowns; and every player acted within the bounds of

his part. There were no innovations to startle anyone.

Elizabeth Bergner's impersonation of Rosalind disguised as a man,

exposed a mischievous young maid mocking the gravity and manners of the

male with delightful moments of womanly hesitation and confusion. Laur-

ence Oliver as Orlando gave a steadiness and manly vigor to the part that

strengthened the tone of the play. The settings, too, the costumes, the

music, were all creations of taste, of quiet beauty. The woodland and palace

scenes avoided spectacle. The simple, yet impressive, architecture of the

Duke's palace finished in black and white, afforded a background that con-

tributed to the scenes but did not intrude on them. The aged, gnarled oaks

and heavy turf of some ancient English forest were quite in the pastoral

mood. The director insisted that everything that was to be seen or heard

should reflect the happy, easy atmosphere of romantic comedy. This general

excellence of cast and properties, this sustained mood of pastoral joy, gave

the piece an unity of effect which was utterly disarming.
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Fog
By WILLIAM D. HALSEY, JR.

THE Young Lady from New York leaned on the rail and stared at the

water unhappily. The propellor thresh curled back from the stern,

dirty white in the fog. It was most depressing and quite opposed

to the travel poster spirit. Suddenly, flicking her cigarette into the opaque

nothingness of the sea, she turned and reentered the lounge, slamming the

door behind her. A wisp of fog followed gently after her and turned back

with gentle reproach from the cold steel of the door.

The Parisian Gentleman sat in the bar, carefully clutching his whisky

and soda. He mournfully studied the cherubim who were built into the

frescoed ceiling. They all had the same benevolently cow-like face, and he

decided that if all the cherubim in heaven were the same cherubim he would

be careful never to be in any danger of having to go there.

The Captain was sleeping soundly, and noisily, in his cabin. His snores

were surprisingly similar to the guttural mumblings of a dreaming hog.

He was not a very successful Captain, and at times this disturbed him. A
more intelligent man would have been unhappy—the Captain would merely

take another drink.

The Second Officer stood on the bridge, staring out into the blankness

and being irritated by the regular bawling of the fog horn. Unfortunately

he was a young man and a sentimentalist. As a boy he'd wanted to be a

sailor and do all sorts of glorious things, but he'd found this very difficult.

The opportunity to be heroic always came when he had indigestion and was

not in a history-making mood. Furthermore, he wanted to get married and

the lady, who was quite definitely not a sentimentalist, refused to have him

until he was a First Officer.

The Ship plowed on in the steady, businesslike manner which, above

all else, made it dear to the profit-loving hearts of the directors of the Line.

In books of a certain sort all ships have a personality and are commonly re-
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FOG

An Original and Highly Diverting Story of a Shipwrec\

ferred to as "she,"" but the Line didn't go in for personality very much and

this particular ship seems to have been neuter. There was little of that

cooperation for a single end which all of Kipling's ships possess—in fact the

turbines often seemed to disagree violently with the rest of the machinery.

There was a Lookout posted at the bow, but as he was only half awake

little can be said about him. Drowsiness is not a state which readily lends

itself to intelligent description. It was, however, unfortunate for him that

he should have snoozed so deeply, because an accident presently occurred for

which the Board of Inquiry later held him responsible. The fact that his

being awake could not conceivably have had any effect on this accident was

not mentioned by this Board, which takes the attitude that someone must be

blamed as soon as possible after a disaster at sea.

This Accident, which had such disastrous results for the Lookout,

came about when the Ship struck a reef which the Captain carelessly assumed

to be some twenty miles to port.

There was no sudden shock. A crumpling could be felt, but there

was certainly no indication of great damage. Practically no one was dis-

turbed except a Middle-aged Matron who had spent the voyage annoying

the Poor Darling Sailors with questions about Life At Sea. Only the fact

that she drowned presently prevented her from writing papers about A
Shipwreck.

The Twelve Jewish Stenographers who had taken the trip because it

was cheap tottered out of their staterooms dressed in sundry highly-colored

cosmetics and wearing high-heeled pompoms. They were quite terrified,

and the emotion added nothing to their charm.

The Captain was awakened and dashed from his cabin to the bridge,

cursing the Lookout and the general malevolence of Fate. He forgot the

Fog completely, which was unjust as it was to blame for everything.

The Ship began to slide gently off the reef; boats were lowered but

usually they overturned and invariably they were almost empty; the

Parisian Gentleman sauntered forth from the deserted bar with a bottle of

Scotch under his arm—he considered the whole affair as a stroke of extra-

ordinary good fortune. The Young Lady From New York met him and they

went into the dining salon, where the orchestra was attempting to uphold
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the tradition of the Sea by playing "Stardust." The effect would have been

greatly enhanced if the trombone player hadn't vomited and fallen from his

seat, which was a somewhat disconcerting event. But the audience,

which consisted of only the Parisian Gentleman and the Young Lady from

New York, were not disturbed; in fact they weren't even listening.

Very shortly the Ship began to show unmistakable signs of giving the

whole thing up, and everyone left aboard promptly tried to leave. The
Captain remained—he felt it was his Duty—but he would have been far

more impresive if he had been wearing something besides a pair of bright

blue underdrawers.

The next morning a few, a very few, survivors were picked up by a

Coast Guard Cutter. Among them was the Young Lady From New York,

who was found clinging to an oil-can with more than maternal affection.

The Fog has never made an official statement, although the Young Lady

From New York swears she heard a faint chuckle at intervals all through

the night. But she is, of course, very imaginative.

The Temple

By THOMAS MORGAN

In the country of the Oxus,

Where the mighty Tamur fought,

Lay a great and gloomy temple

Round about with silence fraught.

Shrine to an unknown god it stood

Where once with many a chant

The ancient priests did sacrifice

And priestess" danced their mad bacchante.

Ruined now, its glory gone,

Its walls and pillars fallen lie;

iNo more the brassy cymbals ring;

T^o more the solemn crowds go by.
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THE ARTS
devoted to modern as well as classical forms

w

MELVIN A. WEIGHTMAN discovers

Treason!

IntheSRL

ELL by now, neighbors, you've probably all seen the following

item which appeared in the Personals column of the Saturday

Review of Literature for February 13, 1937.

LESLIE HOTSON, Haverford's boy-wonder literarydetective,

after several free trips to England, declared in his "Shallow" book

that "Merry Wives" was written in 1597- Dr. Cairncross, who did

not leave his study, dismisses Hotson's notion and sets 1593. Hotson

wrote in "Atlantic" that "Shakespeare" signed London documents;

and refused to reply when shown that the signature was "Shakspe."

Will he reply to Dr. Cairncross? George Frisbee.

The first shock of amazement and anger over, you must have wondered,

as I did, who this George Frisbee person is and why the dependable old SRL
ever admitted him to its pages. He must have known that Dr. Hotson was
sailing about February 1st and timed his craven attack accordingly. After all

it was no secret in literary circles that Leslie was "off" to England for a serri'

ester's "detecting." Well, thought Mr. George Frisbee (if that is his real

name, which I very much doubt), here is my chance. And, as the Bard

himself says, "How oft the sight of means to do ill deeds, makes deeds ill

done!" The merciless Mr. Frisbee sank the knife to the hilt. The quotes

around "Shallow" fooled nobody—we cannot help realizing what he thinks
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of Dr. Hotson. The last sentence too is a stroke of diabolical genius. "Will

he reply to Dr. Cairncross?" Will he reply indeed! Unless Mrs. Hotson

remembered along about Christmas (the busiest time of the year) to notify

the Saturday Review of the impending change of address, Dr. Hotson will

never even read this item, let alone reply to it. I'll bet even money that if

George Frisbee goes over to 3 College Circle right now he
1

!! find the Saturday

Reviews piled high on the doorstep, along with the London Times and a

couple of quarts of milk. But Mr. Frisbee never thought of Hotson's being

away when he wrote the piece. Oh no.

And just who is this upstart Dr. Cairncross and where is this study

from which he never strays? One theory is that he is just a pleasant figment

who never strays out of George Frisbee's imagination, and I'll have more to

say about that later. But how a man can decide that the "Merry Wives"

was written in 1593 without lifting a finger, so to speak, is a problem that has

captured my imagination. Divine inspiration is "out of bounds," and doesn't

count. Of course Dr. Cairncross could have employed a periscope (or a

chair) and looked through the transom into the living room without leaving

his study, but I doubt very much whether the solution is or ever was in

Dr. C.'s living room. The whole thing is plain as daylight: the answer lies

in Frisbee's own word "study." A study implies books, ergo the good

Doctor read it in a book. Any child knows, although apparently these two

don't, that you can't believe everything you read in books. Perhaps, you

conclude triumphantly, Dr. Cairncross and Mr. Frisbee are the unsuspecting

dupes of some crafty literary "fakir," who has an insidious and obscure reason

for persuading the world that the Merry Wives hit the boards in '93. Just

wait till you hear the right answer, though.

If this had been George Frisbee's only offense I might have put it down
as a temporary derangement and allowed the poor "fellow" to enjoy his shame

and confusion in private. Since January 1st, however, he has published and

presumably paid for six items, containing a total of 445 words at seven cents

a word. This adds up to $31.15, a considerable sum in any man's language

and one of my chief reasons for believing that George is no scholar. He
persists in spelling it "Shakespeare," too, and if he thinks that's one word,

he's living in a Fool's Paradise. I'll wager the business department lost no

time informing him that "Shakes-peare" is a fourteen^center.

On January 30 he announces that Dr. Cairncross, "orthodox Strat'

fordian scholar, demonstrates conclusively that Hamlet was written by
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Shakespeare before 1588." He doesn't say whether Dr. Cairncross left his

study to cast this pearl, but I suspect he didn't, and the reason is clear

enough once you think about it. The doctor couldn't come out because then

people would see that Dr. Cairncross and good old George Frisbee are one

one and the same person. "Will he (or they) reply to Dr. Weightman?" I

doubt it.

To get back to that money problem. The cost of six advertisements

hints at a syndicate backing an underhanded and systematic plot to destroy

something or other. I had a little trouble finding what they were trying to

destroy. For awhile I thought it was Haverford College : besides the thrust

at Hotson there is mild reprimand for Dr. Christopher Morley. Maybe
George Frisbee is only Dr. Frank Aydelotte, I mused, but was heartily

ashamed of myself after a little reflection. Yale, though, is mentioned twice

also and Stanford likewise. George is nothing if not impartial. The most

likely solution is that it is Yale he is after, and his scrupulous care in giving

equal space to Haverford and Stanford tends to confirm my suspicions. The
reason is not hard to find. Yale has been "on trial" with liberals ever since

the dismissal of Jerome Davis, and this is an attempt on somebody's part to

undermine further the University's prestige. It must be obvious then to

every intelligent adult that the name "George Frisbee" is just a "front"

for the American Student Union, which has been prosecuting the Davis case

with some vigor and to little effect. The ASU is notoriously rich (sup'

ported by Moscow, as a matter of fact) and they can well afford a few dollars

for propaganda in the Saturday Review. George Frisbee indeed!

Well, it's all out in the open now, and we might as well let bygones be

bygones. In George's own words (February 6, 1937) "I forgive and will try

to forget."

On second thought, if he isn't happy here let him go back where he

came from, the dirty Red. He can stop on the way, if he wants, and find out

what Hotson's reply to Cairncross is. I'm confident our "boy^wonder liter'

ary'detective "will vindicate himself fully.
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The First Japanese Novel
By BUNICHI KAGAMI

J
HAVE at least discovered how hard it is to find a woman of whom it maybe

said, "Here at any rate is the one. Here no fault can be found." There are

plenty who may be considered fairly tolerable, girls of superficial sensibilities,

ready with their pens, and competent to give intelligent responses upon occasion.

But how hard it is to pitch up any of whom you can say that here is one who com-

pels your choice. Often they have no thought for any accomplishments but such

as they themselves possess, and depreciate those of others in a most provoking

way. Some, again, there are, made much of by their parents and not allowed to

leave their side, who, while they remain within the lattice which bounds their

future, may no doubt make an impression on the hearts of men who have had little

opportunity of really knowing them. They may be young, attractive, and of

sedate manner; and so long as they are without external distractions, they will

naturally, by the assiduous imitation of others, gain some skill in frivolous pastimes.

. . . Those born in a high station are made much of by their friends, and their

faults are concealed, so that in outward appearance they are naturally second to

none. In the middle class, there is greater freedom of expression of individual

feeling, and thus the means are afforded of distinguishing among them.

Who would believe, upon reading this passage, that this was written

over nine hundred years ago by a Japanese woman author? How realistic and

vivid these words still sound to us, living in the twentieth century. Yet they

were written about three hundred years before Chaucer's Canterbury Tales !

The Genji Monogatari, from which I cited this passage, is the first Japanese

novel in the real sense of the term. It is in fifty-four books, which in the

standard "Kogetsusho" edition runs to no less than 4234 pages. The genea-

logical tree alone of the personages who figure in it, comprising several Mika-

dos, a crowd of Princes, Princesses, and Imperial consorts, with a host of

courtiers, occupies eighty pages. The Genji Monogatari is generally supposed

to have been finished in 1004 A.D. The authoress, Murasaki Shikibu, was

a court-lady attached to the Empress Aki-ko. This would explain her famil-

iarity with ceremonies, institutions, and customs of the court of Kvoto. Her

writings bear unmistakable testimony to the fact that she moved in the best
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circle of her time and country. She did more than write a successful novel.

Like Fielding in England, she was the creator in Japan of this kind of fiction,

—

the prose epic of real life, as it has been called. Before her time we have noth'

ing but myths, stories, and tales far removed from the realities of daily life,

and poetry which had been developed considerably.

Prior to the Genji Monogatari, our history of literature can be traced

from the beginning of the eighth century. "Kojiki" or "Record of Ancient

Matters" was completed in 712 A.D. It is a mythical history of the early

Japanese traditions beginning with the creation of the world until it comes to

a close in 628 A.D. Early in the ninth century, the "Manyo-shu" or Collet

tion of Thousand Leaves" was completed. It consists of more than 4,000

pieces of poems of free verse or of thirty'one syllables, belong chiefly to the

latter half of the seventh and the first half of the eighth century. Poetry was

almost the only form of expression from that time until our novel.

The hero, Genji, is the son of a Mikado by a favourite concubine, whose

colleagues are all jealous of the preference shown her, and are continually

annoying her in a petty way. She takes this so much to heart that she falls

ill and dies. Her death is related with much pathos. Genji grows up to be a

handsome and accomplished youth of a very susceptible disposition, and his

history is mainly an account of his numerous love affairs, and of his ultimate

union with Murasaki, a heroine in all respects worthy of him. It continues

the story up to his death at the age of fifty'one.

The work is realistic in its best sense of the word. There is in Genji

pathos, humour, keen observation of men and women, as they are, in their

daily lives and surroundings, their sentiments and passions, their faults and

weaknesses, and an appreciation of the charms of nature. Though the Bud'

dhism had been known to Japan in the sixth century, the people in the capital

of peace were enjoying their this-worldly lives and even the teachings of

Buddha did not touch their heart to its core.

About two centuries after this time the bloody dark age came in sight.

War after war, great fires, famine and earthquake, these calamities made the

people's minds pessimistic. Buddhism became rooted firmly in the depth of

their mind. There appeared many historical works on the rise and fall of the

war lords, which show the principle that life is subject to decay and pros'

perity is to decline. The author of Hojo\i or T^ptes Written in a Humble
Cell of 1212 A.D. begins his work as following:

{Continued on page 144)
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Two Sketches

I. The Corner

IT
BEGAN to be dark, and he turned the collar of his coat up. She was

late. She was to have met him there on the corner at the hour. It was

the right corner. She was always late like this. He wished she had

said some other corner, one not so lonely. There was no wind, making

it seem colder. When there's a wind a man can stand out of it in a doorway,

and feel warm; this way it was cold everywhere, cold and quiet, and dark.

He wished she would come. He wished she would not keep him

waiting always. He wished she would not come, so he could go home and

be warm again. He wondered if she kept him waiting deliberately.

It was quite dark, and she was later than usual. Perhaps she would not

come after all. He thought he would wait ten minutes, and then go home.

He was angry, and his feet were cold. She was selfish, she should be taught

manners. Then he remembered her face, with her funny blond hair blowing

sideways into her eyes, and her eyes laughing at him when everything else

about her was grave. He wished he did not have to meet her like this,

secretly, on some street corner. Perhaps she was not coming. He saw that

it had been ten minutes. Perhaps she could not help being late, perhaps she

was hurrying now. Then if he left she would come and wait and be cold,

and no one would come and she'd go away. She was always late. But not

as late as this. Perhaps she was laughing about him now, in some warm
place, thinking of him standing foolishly alone on an empty corner, stamping

his feet or blowing in his hands. Perhaps she had some better things to do.

It wouldn't be hard.

He wondered why he liked her at all. Why he put up with her. Then
he remembered her blond hair blowing, and the laugh in her eyes.
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TWO SKETCHES

by J. WALLACE VAN CLEAVE

II. The Pier

AND the wind blew, softly rippling the still water, and the ripples

brought designs to the swell slapping against the pier, and the pier

curved to a point in the water, cutting it like a graceful ship of

stone. And on the horizon were dark clouds gathering. There were sea

gulls drifting, and circling slowly, white and clean in the sun. And yellow

sand shining, fading away to thin points in the dark clouds.

The water sparkled in points of light between dark patches, and the

wind brought a clean smell of fresh water made pure by the sun and the sand.

And then a haze covered the sky, bringing leaden sands and leaden water,

deeper and blacker.

The clouds moved then, coming up from beyond the horizon, gathering

and rolling together and rolling on. And the wind blew, sharp and stinging,

whipping the water into small choppy waves. The swell at the pier became

choppy, sending spray flying. The gulls sailed away with the wind, crying.

The clouds rolled in.

Rain fell then, from the dark clouds into the dark water, gently at

first, then furiously, beating the waves into foam, and the wind blew the

waves into whitecaps which teetered and toppled onto the pier, hurling spray

high in the wind.

And the air was wet with spray and rain, and cold with wind, and the

waves slapped rhythmically against the pier, and the air was cold and clean

and the rain was clean, and the spray and the sky and the strong cold wind,

and everything was clean and fresh, and then I was clean too, clean with the

wind and the rain and the spray and with everything that was clean.
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Editorial

WE SHOULD like to take this opportunity to thank the student body

for the general interest shown in our first issue of the magazine, to

promise them that a vigorous policy will be continued, and to remind

them again that the responsibility for its maintenance remains directly

upon their shoulders. But we are, to say the least, heartened by the improved

attitude toward the publication.

The greatest debt, however, we owe to those who have handed us a

goodly number of manuscripts, intended chiefly for inclusion under one of

the new departments. We have received no less than five publishable articles

having to do with "social and political forces at work today
-
'"' and it has

really been a hard job deciding which were the most appropriate. The
same problem of difficult selection has also met us in picking out every piece

which is included in this issue, and as result we ihin\ we are presenting a

somewhat better magazine. And may we once more point out that if the

improvement is to go on, writing must go on, and that those who keep

plugging at it will inevitably succeed and eventually become members of the

board. Only through lively interest making for a wide choice in material

can the Haverfordian subsist, and we won't be completely satisfied until

every one in college who has had an unconventional job or who has gone

abroad or who has lived in an interesting district in this country has put down
his experience on paper and submitted it to us.

Finally, we should like to urge those who have not been in the habit

of more than glancing through the magazine to read it pretty thoroughly

this time. We're positive that there is something or other in it to appeal to

everybody on the campus.

Photographs suitable for cover illustrations are wanted. They may be

unlimited in subject and do not need to be cover size, though they should

be in approximate proportion to its dimensions.
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THE WORLD
social and political forces at work today

The "Manhattan" Sails
By O. N. RAMBO, JR.

{Note: The author, a former member of the Class of '38, was active in the recent New
York Seamen's strike as a member of that faction of the Union which eventually lost.J

IT
WAS three-thirty A. M. when we climbed the steps at 22nd Street

and Eleventh Avenue into New York's Seaman's Strike Headquarters.

Usually we turned in our picket cards at this time and were dispatched

to our regular piers for the four to eight watch. Today we were informed

that we were to mass-picket pier 60, as the shipowners "thought they could

sail the Manhattan."

Most of us realized that the ship would sail in spite of a thousand

angry men incessantly milling about the elevated highway pillars in front

of the pier. We knew how, after the crew of some 500 had first walked off,

many had drifted back and the International Mercantile Marine had accu'

mulated sufficient scabs to put the great ship to sea. Our hopes lay in con-

verting all possible stragglers who would try to go aboard sailing morning,

as well as in our own contact men who were planted aboard ready to walk

off just before then, so leaving the ship without her legal complement of

crew. A group of us with missionary tendencies walked east along 23rd

Street stopping taxicabs and subjecting their occupants to a mild inquisition.

These activities were rudely interrupted by a policeman who was escorting

a scab by way of taxi. He had removed his hat to prevent recognition and

jumped from the car brandishing gun and stick and so thoroughly wild'

eyed that we retreated.

On 18th Street the pickets were more fortunate. In the gutter was a

pool of blood; it had come from a scab-running taxi-driver whose car had

been dumped.

Before daylight the mass picketers, wearily double-filing around the

steel pillars, had been able to vent their justifiable hatred of strike-breakers

by letting fly a barrage of rocks on each cab as it drove up to the gates.

Dawn brought the "Cossacks," or mounted police, and temporary quiet

as a horse cordon formed around the moving line of men. As the battle
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lulled, our "rolling kitchen''' brought us coffee in milk cans and a welcome

ration of two tailor-made cigarettes, which were, among our crew, very rare.

By the time the longshoremen had begun to shape up, a savior of the

cause appeared in the form of a truck driver who said that local 808 of the

Brotherhood of Teamsters had voted not to pass through our picket lines.

At every possible approach to the pier we stationed men whose duty it was

to persuade drivers from entering the gates. They were successful until

sedan loads of strikebreakers arrived. Their leader conferred with the

police lieutenant, who moved the entire line away from the gate, accusing

the men of blocking traffic. A strikebreaker mounted the running board

of each truck and convinced the driver he'd be safer inside the gates, so there

he went.

Nonetheless, all of our activity went for nothing. The United States

Lines, owners of the ship, had advertised for men in out of town papers as

far west as Cleveland and had hired such underworld characters as "Chowder-

head" Cohen to round up others in New York. As the recruits arrived, they

were boarded in the third-class quarters of the idle Panama-Pacific ships which

were in the same dock. At scheduled sailing time the owners were able to

replace all those whom we had planted on the Manhattan, and the boat had

sailed before we were even conscious of the fact.

The Case for the Spanish

Loyalists
By HARRY H. BELL

THANKS to the assiduous campaign of deliberate misrepresentation

being carried on in the pulpits, on the radio, and in the conservative

and sensational press, the American public has absorbed a number of

erroneous impressions concerning the present rebellion against the legally

constituted Spanish Government. According to Father Coughlin, John D.

M. Hamilton, and the "impartial" editors of Time, what really happened

last July 18th was that the God-fearing people of Spain—the believers in

"law and order"—rose up in spontaneous indignation against the atrocities

of the "Reds." In the Hearst headlines "rebels" have become "insurgents"
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or "nationalists;" the Government forces are referred to as "lust'crazed

communist mobs'''
1

and "terrorists."

In last February's elections the left parties received the clear majority

of 246 out of 473 seats in the Cortes, and the Popular Front came into power.

Its strength was reaffirmed in the run-off elections of March. It was neither

Communist nor Socialist, and Communists were not represented in the cabv

net and Socialist leader Largo Caballero did not become premier until last

September—in the middle of the war, when military efficiency made necessary

a reorganization.

The Popular Front Government gave amnesty to the thousands of

political prisoners taken in the cruel suppression by the Moors of the As-

turian revolt of fall 1934. Excessive land rents were reduced and wages

were raised. Small traders and proprietors were protected. Separation of

church and state was enforced (hardly a radical step; we took it a century

and a half ago). Schools were secularized. The most important part of the

program was the pushing of the land reform. Spain suffered from farm ten-

antry and absentee landlordism, important causes of her economic backward'

ness. In 1931 at the beginning of the Republic the law had provided for the

division of land among the peasants, but when the landlords came to power

in 1933 the laws were interpreted in their favor. In the four years after

1932 1,360 peasants received only 17,000 acres. But in the first two months

of the Popular Front regime 3,000 peasants got 50,000 acres.

Meanwhile there had been sporadic rioting between the extreme

Anarchists and Fascists. Some churches were burned; there were some

assassinations. Much of this disorder and terrorism had been provoked by

the militant reactionaries. Fascists defended their rebellion on grounds that

the Government was unable to maintain order, and if Spain has gone "Red"

it is because the war has radicalised the moderates.

Who were the forces who attempted the coup d'etat on July 18?

There were the absentee landlords and about 95 per cent of the clergy, both

desirous of maintaining and expanding their class privileges. There were

some of the conservative peasants in the northwestern provinces. There

was the lunatic fringe of little Hitlers. There was the army, especially the

officers. The complete lack of popular support for the Fascists is attested by

the fact that, even with the trained army and the aid of their financial

"angels," they must depend on thousands of Moors and German and Italian

"volunteers." To "save Spain and Christianity" General Franco has to

(Continued on page 14S)
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reprints of current interest

A Roaring Romance of 1902

The Key to the Mystery
([Note : The following story first appeared in the issue of April, 1902, and is

quite representative of the type of fiction written for the magazine at that time. The
author's name is, for our purposes, unimportant—but, if you're curious enough to

ask, we'll be glad to give it to you.

J

NO, DICK, I won't marry you. I like you
—

" she paused, a misty

film spread over her dark eyes. "I love you—better than any man
I have ever met; but marry you, never! You would be miserable

and so would I. I have always had my own way in life, and I mean to until

I die,—afterward, too, if I can. I had often thought that you would ask me,

and now it makes me feel so happy that you have. Oh, say something,'" she

exclaimed a little impatiently, "do say something. Don't be so submissive.

There you sit, a splendid specimen of manhood, but as docile as a kitten, no

matter what I do or say. Dick, you are too irresolute.'"

"Well, perhaps I am, and perhaps I am not. Would you love me better

if I were more firm?'"

"I would respect you more. Every woman needs some one to sling her

around, jam her into a corner, or sit on her if necessary, when she is rebellious.'"

"I'm afraid I might sling and slam and sit on with no avail in your

case.'"

"Dick, you are the most provoking man I ever met."

"I'm glad of it," he said good-naturedly; "Til not need any practice to

stir up those domestic squabbles you have determined upon,—after we are

married.'"

"I have told you we would NOT be married. Aren't we soon going to

fish, Dick? You are sailing so far to-day; but it's delightful, where
—

"

"We will try large fish to-day, and are going to the shoals."
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A strong wind carried them rapidly along and soon they were skirting

the edge of rocks. Dick jumped to the bow, slipped the chain through the

steeple in the rock, inserted a lock in the links, held the key in his hand a

moment for her to see, then with all his power threw it far away into the sea.

"What did you do that for?" she asked, her voice filled with surprise.

"We are going to stay right here; chained to this rock, key ten fathoms

deep, until you promise to marry me before the autumn leaves fall. I may

lack firmness, but remember, I lack a key also, and we are fifteen miles from

shore. I have provisions for two months. Now let's fish while the tide is

right."

Margaret's dark eyes rested upon him ominously.

"There's no hurry," she said with a grim smile. "There will be plenty

of time and no fish left before I promise you,—remember. When you are

ready, we'll begin."

For two hours they angled. The sun was going down. Across the

water the wave crests looked crimson as though they were set with coral.

Meanwhile Margaret glanced at him restlessly. Now and then she lost a

fish; as it darted off, she darted upward. "You know, Dick," she remarked,

"I have several very important engagements tO'night."

"I glory in your popularity, bur our engagement will be the most impor'

tant one you have for tO'night."

"Richard, I want you to understand that I too have firmness," she said

with a slight touch of defiance in her tone. "Get that key this instant." He
skillfully landed a fish.

Without hesitating, she leaned over the side of the boat and called

pleasantly, "Please get my line loose, Dick. It is fast upon the bottom of the

boat."

Courteously, he went to the side to investigate. She gave him a wicked

shove, and he fell headforemost into the water. "Get the key!" Swim for

it! Dive for it! Get it!

Dick's hat floated upon the surface of the sea. She looked at it for a time

with glaring eyes.

"Oh, Dick! Dick! Heaven, what have I done!" she screamed aloud.

"I have drowned him! Oh, Dick! I loved you! I would have submitted

!

Dick, Dick ! so kind, so true, so loving ! I forced him to this ! I would marry

you tonight if you were
—

"

"Would you really, Margaret. I'll just take you at your word." The
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calm voice sounded from under the bow of the boat. "I was detained in

loosening the line."

Margaret shrieked with joy as she rushed forward.

"Forgive me?" she sobbed.

"For what?"

"Pushing you overboard."

"Why certainly. It was a good joke."

"Where did you stay all the time?"

"I only remained under the bow until you offered such a liberal reward

for my return."

"Then you heard?"

"I will give you until September." He drew her close and kissed her.

"But how can we unlock the boat?"

"I have another key in my pocket, dear."

They looked into each other's eyes through the dim twilight. A soli'

tary star watched them from above.

The First Japanese Novel
(Continuedjrom Page 135)

The current of a running stream flows on unceasingly, but the water is not the

same: the foam floating on the pool where it lingers, now vanishes and now forms

again, but it is never lasting. Such are mankind and their habitations. In a splendid

capital where the dwellings of the exalted and of the lowly join their roof-trees

and with their tiles jostle one another, they may appear to go on without any interval

from generation to generation. But we shall find, if we make inquiry, that there

are in reality but few which are ancient. Some were destroyed last year to be rebuilt

this year; others, which were great houses, have been ruined, and replaced by

smaller ones. The same is true of their inmates. ... In the morning some

die, in the evening some are born. Such is life. It may be compared to foam upon

water. Whether they are born or whether they die, we know not whence they

come nor whither they go . . .

Thus, reflected in their literature, we see the sentiment of the Japanese

people changing from one of optimism in the earlier period to one of pessimism

in the time of the dark age.
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THE HUNDRED YEARS, by Philip Guedalla

Reviewed by Dwight D. Currie, Jr.

In The Hundred Tears, Mr. Guedalla presents to us a new and strikingly

original type of historical writing. Instead of binding himself closely to the

continuous stream of history, he has selected what he considers significant

events and enlarged upon them. But in describing these, he has not lost

sight of the whole panorama of history and has been careful to relate each in'

cident with the whole. Upon finishing the book, one is rather surprised to

find that he has not read, as expected, a series of essays, but rather a sweeping

and inclusive account of the last century.

The book opens on a summer morning in 1837 with the accession of

Victoria to the throne of England and closes with the death of George V in

1936, and from the pageant of the intervening century are drawn forth those

scenes which have proved most important to the contemporary world. The
tide of revolution which swept Europe in 1848 is carefully described and the

contrast between the uprising in England and that in France skillfully drawn.

In the next section, one is confronted by an apparent non sequitur in a minute

description of the arrival of the first trainload of grain at Chicago. But, as the

series of snapshot glances at events progresses, the conviction grows that

each one of these subtly connected to all the others and is a part of a great

composite picture which increases in size as the book unfolds. The surrender

of Fort Sumter, the proclaiming of the German Empire in 1871, Queen Vic-

toria's Diamond Jubilee, the massacre in the Winter Palace Square at St.

Petersburg and the collapse of Russia in 1917—these and many other similar

happenings pass before the reader in kaleidoscopic array, each one adding

something to the whole great canvas until at the end the picture is complete,

and the reader has the satisfying sense of having cornered a hundred years of

history and not missed a thing.

There can be no question as to Mr. Guedalla's abilities as an historian.

It is quite apparent that he has taken the greatest pains to be absolutely ac-

curate on even the smallest points. But at the same time, while dealing with

minutiae, he has not lost a sense of the true significance of events and his

interpretations are lucid and plausible.
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The style of the writing is for the most part clear and terse even to the

point of being epigrammatic. But, there is a peculiar quirk in Mr. Guedalla's

writing which creeps in apparently without his being able to control it. It is

especially noticeable when he is describing something of a rather abstract

nature and takes the form of long, involved sentences whose original thought

becomes lost in the jungles of its own verbosity. But happily, these occasions

are rare and are far outweighed by the book's general excellence.

From the very fact that the author undertook to cover so great a period

in such a short space, the book was in danger of falling into the category of a

sort of Wellsian "popular history'"; but the seasoned scholarship and fine

interpretive abilities of the author have saved it from this. It fulfills admir-

ably his avowed purpose of throwing "a light bridge of narrative over a chasm

of a hundred years."

OF MICE AND MEN by John Steinbeck

Reviewed by H. M. Henderson, Jr.

The latest novel by the author of Tortilla Flat can perhaps be described,

superficially at least, by likening it to James Hilton's very successful novel,

Goodbye Mr. Chips. Both this and Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men are of

about the same length, have the same wistful quality about them, are written

in a direct and simple style, and make pretty fast reading.

But here the likeness stops. Goodbye Mr. Chips told of an old English

schoolmaster, a product of Victorian Culture. Of Mice and Men is the story

of the wandering cattle'ranch hands of our own West.

Our two vagrants are not unfamiliar types. George is the smaller of the

two, more alert, self-possessed, intelligent. Lennie, his companion, was

"his opposite—a huge man, shapeless of face, with huge pale eyes, with wide,

sloping shoulders; and he walked heavily, dragging his feet a little, the way a

bear drags his paws."" Lennie is not bright; he is prone to forget events

several minutes after they occur, and he has a fatal fetish of stroking things he

likes. He keeps mice in his pockets to stroke as he pounds the highway.

They're always dead, because Lennie, in his excitement, strokes too hard.

The oafish Lennie is something of a liability to George, who frequently ex-

plodes:

"God a' mighty, if I was alone I could live so easy. I could go get a job

and work, an' no trouble. No mess at all, and when the end of the month

come I could take my fifty bucks and go into town and get whatever I want.

Why, I could stay in a cat house all night Get a gallon of whiskey,
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or set in a pool room and play cards or shoot pool. . . An' whatta I got,"

George went on furiously. "I got you. You can't keep a job and you lose me
ever' job I get. Jus' keep me shovin' all over the country all the time. An'

that ain't the worst. You get in trouble. You do bad things, and I got to

get you out." His voice nearly rose to a shout. "You crazy son'of-a'bitch.

You keep me in hot water all the time." He took on the elaborate manner of

little girls when they are mimicking one another. '
'Jus'

1

wanted to feel that

girl's dress—jus' wanted to pet it like it was a mouse'—Well, how the hell

did she know you jus' wanted to feel her dress? She jerks back and you hold

on like it was a mouse. She yells and we got to hide in a irrigation ditch all

day with guys lookin' for us and we got to sneak out in the dark and get

outta the country."

But despite George's tribulations, he sticks by Lennie. The two need

each other and share a common ideal.

"Guys like us, that work on ranches, are the loneliest guys in the world.

They got no family. They don't belong no place. They come to a ranch an'

cork up a stake and then they go inta town and blow their stake, and the first

thing you know they're poundin' their tail on some other ranch. They ain't

got nothing to look ahead to."

Lennie was delighted. "That's it—that's it. Now tell how it is with

us."

"O. K. Some day—we're gonna get the jack together, and we're gonna

have a little house and a couple of acres an' a cow and some pigs and
—

"

"An' live on the fatta the Ian,'''' Lennie shouted, "An' have rabbits."

So Lennie and George work to realize their ambition and become en-

tangled in several interesting situations through Lennie's stupidity. The
climax of the book raises the old lump in the throat in much the manner as

did the passing of Mr. Chips.

Mr. Steinbeck is thoroughly at home with these, his favorite characters,

the "vagabonds and human flotsam that drift about in odd backwashes of our

civilization." He portrays them with feeling and evokes all our sympathy for

them. In addition to his understanding of human nature, Mr. Steinbeck dis'

plays gifts of imagery and an ability to portray lyrically the beauties of the

country forming a background for his book.

On the whole, Of Mice and Men is well worth the couple of hours re'

quired to read it.
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The Case for the Spanish Loyalists
(Continuedjrom Page 141)

kill Spaniards and Christians with Foreign Legionnaires and the savage

Mohammedan Moors, Berbers, and Riffs, whose chief incentive is the lure

of plunder and a more or less justified hatred of Spain.

"But the Reds are attacking the Church!" Anything that may happen

to the established Church in Spain will have been deserved. As largest

landowner and employer it has much responsibility for Spain's economic

degradation, and as educator it bears much of the blame for the fact that

before the Republic half the population was illiterate. It has always played

an active role in politics. According to a catechism of 1914, to vote liberal

was "usually a mortal sin." The Church openly supported Primo de Rivera's

dictatorship in 1923. It opposed the Republic in 1931. But when the Re-

public set about to separate church and state and to dissolve the Jesuit order

(which it could legally do under the Concordat of 1851), the clergy that had

made the Spanish Inquisition famous began to howl about religious perse-

cution. It is only natural that the Church holds little respect and influence

among the Spanish populace today. Nevertheless, the Popular Front

Government re-appointed the Spanish ambassador to the Vatican.

When the revolt broke out, churches were used by the Fascists as points

of vantage from which to fire on the militia. Rebel ammunition was stored

in them. The Bishop of Pamplona granted 100 days plenary indulgence

to any one killing a Marxist. The organized Church took advantage of the

leniency that had been shown toward it by the Government. No wonder

that the extreme fanatics retaliated in violent demonstrations against churches

and priests

!

Dictatorship will probably be the outcome in Spain no matter which

side wins. But if the Loyalists lose, it will have been shown that basic re-

forms can not be accomplished in present day Europe by ballots and par-

liamentary majorities without the mutually destructive sabotage ofthe selfish

and short-sighted minority. The situation in Spain is an omen and a chal-

lenge to the few remaining democracies.
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manship which make Brooks Brothers' Ready-made
Clothes so instantly distinguishable from others, are

as apparent this Spring as ever—and our restrictions
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Cross Currents

By JOE T. RIVERS, JR.

I went bac\ in the winter,

In that strange winter when the snow failed

And the earth was dull gray green and brown but mostly earth,

And the s\y dripped sloppily clouds,

And I put the \aya\ carefully down till it rode fluff light on the broad Ohio's

heaving high brown bosom:

In the calm water along the shore

Floating forests of driftwood scratched the \aya\ s\in and threatened disaster,

So fearing the plunging billion gallons I fled before

The wind away from the angry river;

But the whitecaps in the midstream called me bac\—
The dirty half white caps that danced where the upstream wind met the current's

downstream trac\:

In the middle where the wind swept down from ?^ebras\a,

Where the water was free of driftwood and the sewage of Cincinnati was too

well mixed to be noticed,

I rested to roc\ and sway with the easy pitch of the rollers,

I breathed and the air was clean, crystal and free from coal soot;

I found a true silence—not the dead stillness that hangs in an empty cathedral

But the genuine living silence, born of rough water's violent union with wind

from the prairie,

That blots out sound and anaesthetizes the hearing . . .
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How to marry by mail

Love Marches On
By T. L. SIMMONS

"Vernon, ?i. J. A bewitching young miss in search of romance. Age 21,

5 feet, 5 inches, 128 pounds, fair rosy skin, auburn hair, and dark green eyes,

has $5,000.00, and a steady income. She will answer all letters and exchange

photos. .

."

AND that means, dear friend, that she will answer yours if the Jane

Fuller Club (Copyright 1937) will accept your $5.00, enroll you

among their duly registered, and send you her name and complete

address. If you are particularly fortunate, they might even send you the name

and address of the "romantic and beautiful young lady from New York

City, age 23, 5 feet 6 inches, 136 pounds, dreamy brown eyes, a gorgeous

figure, and a loving nature, with $1500.00 a year!
1

'' All this and more was

offered to several curious and enterprising Haverfordians who sent for detailed

information to a half-dozen matrimonial and correspondence clubs, several

weeks ago.

Along with the many regular offers received were very special offers to

try the clubs for one month, three months, one year (instead of an indefinite

time) for prices as low as fifty cents, during which times full club privileges

would be granted ! Of course, these remarkable offers were good for only a

limited time, and one must Act Immediately to effect one's Greatest Advaw
tagel Some of them were motivated because of the "floods of letters during

recent weeks" from people "in all parts of the United States, ranging in age
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from 18 to 70 and beyond" (way, way beyond; apparently no limit!).

Another special offer was made because Mr. J. W. Schlosser, who is "in

correspondence with marriageable ladies and gentlemen of every age and rank,

rich and poor, in every part of America," has "a lady member living in your

state" whom he thinks will interest you, for whom he has promised to find

a congenial companion, and whom he thinks you will find very interesting.

And the Get Acquainted Correspondence Club's special offer of $2.00 for

twelve months simply has to be acted upon, because it is Good for Only 20

Days, It May J^ever Appear Again.

Now the object of each of these clubs is very much the same in the

general statement. The American Correspondence Service (Registered)

wishes "to pave the way for a lasting understanding in the relations of

friendship, romance and marriage." The Get Acquainted Correspondence

Club desires simply and clearly "to bring together ladies and gentlemen and

make them acquainted"—and they find that after a few letters, marriage

often results but you are under no obligation. The Standard Correspondence

Club (Old and Reliable) wants to "introduce and place in correspondence

ladies and gentlemen desiring marriage." And Mr. Schlosser, the owner,

will have you know that your "Five Dollars will entitle you to all the priv-

ileges and benefits without any extra fees or charges of any kind, until Cupid

ties the knot." Jane Fuller's managers, in their "Confidential Way to Meet
Your Ideal," even stress the point that JS[o Matter How Particular You Are,

they can Secure Tou Any Kind of a Wife Tou Want in a Very Short Time.

The A. C. S. (above) emphasises what they mean by "Personal Service" and

warns you against the "flowery words and catch phrases" used by other

correspondence clubs who are certainly out for no good, and who, fie on them,

have no altruistic motives

!

There is no limit to the variety and number of the lonely hearts whom
they can offer as correspondents and potential "Ideal Mates" to you. Would
you desire a widow? Fine ! The A. C. S. comes forth with a wealthy widow,

a pleasant widow, an attractive widow, a kind-hearted widow, a college-bred

widow, and a French Parisienne widow, all in one breath. If it's money you

value most, Mr. Schlosser (Established Over 38 Years) has for you a widow,

age 54, worth $25,000; a brunette, age 23, worth $17,000; a middle-aged

lady worth $30,000; a blonde, age 19, worth $15,000; and finally, if you like

the wealth of the landed aristocracy, a widow age 55, who owns a large farm

!

In the matter of beauty, Jane Fuller's prize catches tend toward dark brown

hair, golden blonde hair, shiny black hair, red gold hair, hazel eyes, grey eyes,
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blue eyes, dreamy brown eyes, big brown eyes, and, if possible, even bigger

brown eyes. Among all the clubs we find that some are "pleasingly plump"

while others are almost exceedingly so. To wit: "5 feet one inch, 154

pounds. . . considered good-looking." One wants "a home life and babies;"

(see Mr. Simpson, president of the afore-mentioned G. A. C. C. for further

details), another is fond of animals; a third likes the movies; and a fourth

would like a widower with children. Mr. Schlosser (Business Sacredly

Confidential) in his four-page paper with its photographs offers, among others,

No. 48713 from Georgia whose "great desire is just a little home with loved

ones and a loving husband and happiness," and who "would never tire of

keeping the little home the most interesting place in the world."

Although the pressure of answering floods of letters necessitates use of

printed and mimeographed forms, a serious and intelligent specification as to

the type of correspondent desired, brought the following personal "P. S." to

one of our number from Mr. Simpson of the G. A. C. C. (Indorsed as a Com-

mendable and Worthy Institution). The "specification" was as follows:

"I like buxom babes with lots of you know what!" and the personal addenda

read: "Just let me know the age and type ladies you wish to meet. We are

the largest organization of the kind in the country with members in every

state of the Union. We have plenty of fine Pennsylvania girls and ladies all

around you there, or you may have new friends—as many or as few as you

wish—just any place you want them, and everything is strictly high class and

confidential in every way. Would be more than glad to introduce you, Mr.

A , regardless of how particular you may be." A great, great deal for

one's money if advantage is taken of the 12 months for $2.00 special offer.

Of course, a few minor similarities are found in the introductory letters

of some of the clubs. The S. C. C. (An honest, Legitimate Enterprise—Mr.

J. W. Schlosser) for example, states:

"Whether you join our Club or not, accept our advice as a friend and marry. You do

not know what it is to live alone, uncared for, unknown when old age overtakes you.

Solitude fills one with horrible agony. Solitude at home by the fireside at night is pro-

foundly sad. The silence of the room in which one dwells alone is not only silence of the

body, but silence of the soul, without father or mother, sister or brother, wife or children

—nothing but a wasted past to look back upon, nothing but a lonely, painful deathbed,

and an unwept and unhonored grave to look forward to . .

In somewhat the same vein—at least with the same underlying current of

thought—the Jane Fuller Club (Satisfaction Guaranteed) addresses prospec-

tive members as follows

:
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"In conclusion, dear reader, whether you do business with me or not, accept my advice as

a friend and marry. You do not know what it is to live alone, uncared for, unknown,

when old age overtakes you. Solitude fills one with horrible agony. Solitude at home

by the fireside by night is so profound, so sad. The silence of the room in which one dwells

alone, it is not alone the silence of the body, but silence about the soul, with neither father

nor mother, sister or brother, wife or children—nothing but a wasted past to look back

upon; nothing but a lonely, painful deathbed and an unwept and unhonored grave in

the future. .

."

Yes, as I said, there are a few points of similarity here and there, and the

same integrity and altruism of purpose is so much a part of all the Clubs that

at times it is confusing as to just whose literature one is reading ! It sometimes

seems safer not to commit one's self to any particular organisation. Mr.

Simpson of the G. A. C. C. (Confidential) states: If You Connot Use This

Invitation, Do J^ot Throw It Away—Give It to Some Unmarried Friend Who
is Lonely!

You, dear friend, may consider yourself invited!

Concerning Reviews

With the next issue, we are thinking of making an experiment with the

review department. We have rather felt that there has been a lack of unity

in this work as it is now conducted, as well as that not enough territory can

be covered in such a limited space. Our proposal is to institute a book

column, written by a single person, which will appraise as a whole the sig-

nificant literature of the preceding month and, perhaps, tie together loosely

the books mentioned. This sort of thing is now being done by many pub'

lications with satisfactory results, but before we commit ourselves definitely

we should like to know what those interested in this phase of the magazine

think of it.
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War Note
A sketch

By THOMAS MORGAN

I
SEE by this morning's paper that the Mar Cantabrico bearing planes and

other munitions of war has been sunk in the Bay of Biscay by the In-

surgent cruiser Canarias. It seemed a sad event to me. I saw the

Cantabrico once, in the harbour of Barcelona, and to me she appeared as a

beautiful big ship, at least in comparison with my own. To a young American

abroad for the first time, Hog Island, the building-place of an Examelia, cannot

hope to be as romantic as Bilbao—the home of a Mar Cantabrico.

My friend the Cynic would, I know, be sure to interrupt at this point.

"Why," he would ask, "isn't Hog Island as romantic as Bilbao?" Outside

of the obvious lack of beauty in the name Hog Island, it is a vague place in my
mind; somewhere near Philadelphia, I believe, though I can't be sure. (I

found out only yesterday that Mare Island is in California; I always used to

think it near Philadelphia, too.) Hog Island seems to be filled with the

hammering and riveting of war-time ship-building. Ships are launched by the

dozens to the music of "America" or "Over There." It is a stirring sight

in my mind now, but it did not stir me than when I sat in a dirty rowboat

rocking on the waters of Barcelona harbour, looking up at the glistening paint

of the Mar Cantabrico and wondering where Bilbao was and if it should be

pronounced Bilbow, as the sailors said. I still don't know how to say it.
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It is sad enough to think of the shell-torn hull of a fine warship sinking

slowly to the hiss of escaping steam and the noise of bursting shells, but to

think of the same thing happening to a cargo-ship, to think of that bright ship

resting now in the mud and slime on the bottom of Biscay Bay, her hull warped

by shelhfire, her super-structure blackened by the flames of exploding car-

tridges, is not at all a pleasant thing. Cargo-steamers don't fit into pictures of

that sort. It is not too bad to think of a freighter, heavy-laden, fighting a

heavy sea and defeated, crashing at last on some foam-covered reef. That is

part of the duty of a freighter; to fight its enemy the sea and to win or per-

haps not to win, but to go down to a glorious defeat before a well matched

enemy. To think of the same ship fleeing before a heavy-armed cruiser,

straining at every valve in her fight for a few more minutes of useful life, only

to go down in a puff of black, flame-shot smoke and a gurgle of oily water;

that may be spectacular and even glorious, but it is not fitting. Whether the

cruiser is Nationalist-Communist or Insurgent-Fascist does not matter to me.

It is the thought of a bright boyhood memory smeared suddenly with powder-

smoke that is horrible. We have so many pleasant memories of our youth, or

should have, and we will not lose one of them ifwe can prevent it.

'Archaic.

Meditation
by ROBERT M. 2UCKERT

I sit in my room at Entry Smith

And say to myself: "Gee whith,

My theme is due on old March ftth.'
,,

Which is poetic license, sith 1

Ws really due March fourth.

(Reprinted from the Issue of March, 1935)
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A small'town story

The Last Good Spring
By WILLIAM S. KINNEY, JR.

BEFORE that advance in transportation which the economists so

loudly hail, the annual outdoor festival of the Methodist Church had

been the outstanding event of Hartville's early spring, and even now,

with Akron and its movies and stores and crowds and cheap night clubs

only half an hour away, it was looked upon with something of awe. It's im'

possible to bestow properly upon any one person the credit for keeping alive

the spark of veneration, but Mother Nature must be given her share in it.

Somehow or other, she had managed to build up the tradition that spring

never really came to town until the Methodists had held their annual fete;

a tradition built up by several years of bitter early April which, beginning

with the very day of the festival, had turned swiftly and inexplicably into

brilliant, agonizing spring, and one which had served to fight offvaliantly the

challenge of automobiles and asphalt roads. And so by this time, it was deep'

rooted, but more than that it was lively, for about the fifteenth of every

January the good Reverend Sharpe began to be besieged with the question of

when he'd decided spring was going to start that year. The Reverend always

had a witty answer, too, and it was never the same as his last had been, where'

fore his congregation thought him a fine fellow.

And so it was that the Graftons, who were among Hartville's most

select and latest rising families, woke up on the Saturday morning of the affair

with expectations which were pushed even higher than ordinarily because,

true to custom, it was the finest day which the season had yet seen. Whole'

some and restless country town smells ran riot in the streets ; the Amish came

into town for their shopping an hour earlier and tenfold more smiling than

ordinarily; the fat groceryman, John Berg, was more confident than ever that

the Indians were going to win the pennant this time; and even the stolid

Dutch engineer on the Wheeling and Lake Erie's early morning passenger
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train waved gaily at half a dozen boys playing marbles at the side of the

station. Mr. Grafton pushed a comfortably tousled head into the room of his

favorite son, Joe, who was the pride of the senior class of Hartville High, and

shouted at him to get up and see the swell day, and then bring brother Luke,

an Akron rubber worker for the last three years, back into consciousness.

"Whee, Dad!" howled Joe, "Isn't this a perfect festival day though?'''

"You sure that Marge doesn't have something to do with that 'Whee'?"

laughed father. "Go on and get Luke up."

Joe conceded to the spirit of spring by not putting on his slippers to run

to the attic and rouse Luke, and by whaling him with two pillows instead of

the usual one, which brought forth a proportionately more disgusted "ugh."

"Going to the festival, lad?" said Joe.

"Naw," said Luke. "Not on a bet."

"Well, you lousy unpatriotic gumshoe, what's the matter with you?"

"No fooling though, Joe, do you really still get a kick out of those

things?"

"Sure I do," said Joe. "They're good fun, and besides I'm taking

Marge. You would, too, if you'd only get up enough guts to come once in

a while."

Luke got halfway out of bed and sat with his head in the palms of his

hands. "Aw nuts," he said. "You haven't got any idea, kid."

"Phoo!" said Joe.

By the time Luke was ready for breakfast Joe had wheedled permission of

the car for the evening from his father and had announced that his brother

was a sorehead and wasn't coming.

"Aw, nuts," said Luke again.

"Well, all I can say," said his mother, "is that it's mighty strange that

everybody else in this town can have a good time at that festival and help the

church besides, and you can't."

"Don't you worry, mother, there are lots of others. There's not a boy

at the plant who's going, and neither are Louie or George or Alice or any of

those people."

"What I can't understand," said Mr. Grafton, "is just why you can't

stay in town once in a while and enjoy the place. I know that you young

bloods have got to have your fun, but what's the trouble with the fun here

after all? Honestly, Luke, it's beyond me. Look at Joe here for instance.

He isn't wild to go running off to Akron every single night in the year, and

you can't accuse him of not having a good time."
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"Yeah, but you just wait till he gets out and sees something, instead of

making up to his teachers and being captain of basketball teams."

"Bushwah," said Joe.
* * * *

Joe started to clean up about four-thirty because he'd decided that he'd

like to tear around in the country for a while before the festival with Marge

and have milk shakes for supper somewhere. He came bounding down the

stairs singing "Minnie the Moocher" off-key and cut Minnie short to

shout "Hey, ma, where're the keys?
1 ''

Of course a lecture came with them. "You be careful, Joe. I don't

want to see my son's name in to-morrow's obituary column. Now, promise

me."

"Aw, don't be silly, mother, you know how careful I am."

"Yes, but you've got to look out for the other fellow these days. Why,
I just heard to-day that . .

."

"I'll be all right, don't you worry. See you there."

Before he went to pick up Marge, he drove around for a while thinking

of just how beautiful she was and just how much more beautiful she would be

since it was spring. Then he marvelled at the way girls became pretty all of

a sudden, over only a summer, and he wondered if anyone had ever written

any poetry or anything about that. He ought to read more poetry; it gave

a person such a comfortable feeling.

Marge saw his car stopping and bounded out to meet him. "Isn't this

perfect, though?" she smiled in her nice voice.

"You bet," said Joe. "C'mon, get in, and I'll take you for the ride

of your life."

So they went off to the country, not saying much but feeling a great deal.

The world was becoming green again, almost like you see in the technicolor

movies, thought Joe, and there were those exciting spring noises which never

came at any other time, and there was the breeze which would soon become

the cooling in-between breeze of dusk, and there was the sun, now brilliant

and warming, on his left, and all of this made up an air of gentleness, but of

inspiring gentleness calling loudly for action, which was the glory and the

religion of spring. And then they reached a stretch of broad, straight, and

deserted highway, and Joe stepped down on the accelerator as hard as he

could, and Marge put down all the windows, and the breeze came in, almost

breaking their eardrums, like a thunderclap, like the command of a God, and

was so powerful and all-engrossing that even the spring seemed no more than
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a pleasant background for it. When they came to a curve and traffic and had

to slow down, the first thing they heard was a plowman, working on one of

those immaculate squares of farmland into which the Ohio plains are divided,

singing some hymn in a deep and penetrating bass. That was the climax, and

it gave Joe a theory.

"You know, I bet this sort of thing is what preachers are really talking

about— I mean, let's say, that God was born in some fine spring.
1 ''

"You marvel, you ! That is a nice idea, though.""

But even God couldn't be serious on a day like that, and when they

reached the nearby town of Kent, they were bubbling with suppressed

ecstasy. They shouted "Glue!" as loudly as they could to people on the

sidewalks, they choked on their milk shakes over inanities, they bought some

jelly beans and gave part to a pair of street urchins and threw the rest at

pedestrians and automobiles, and by the time they got back to Hartville, they

were so worn out that their fun had to be quiet for a time.

The festival was held in the baseball field right at the edge of town, now
decorated with strings of hard white lights relieved occasionally by a colored

one. About fifteen booths were on each side; most of them were gambling

stalls of which Bingo was the favorite, several benches being continually

filled with her devotees. The novelty introduced by this year's directors

was a fortune teller at whom the few Amish present gazgd with awe. In the

center was the largest stand of all, and there good Methodist housewives

sold ice cream made by the Sanitary Milk Company, and cake baked by other

good Methodist housewives. At the rear, in short left field, was the band

platform, and that body, led by Berg the grocer, was playing one of their old

favorites when Joe and Marge entered. It was "You Nasty Man," and it

sounded like a funeral dirge, but nobody minded and the children who spent

all of their time staring at them thought the noise was grand.

Almost all of Hartville was there, entire families, isolated farmers,

groups of children, and a few in their twenties. Only the babies seemed not

to enjoy it, but this was parents' night and infant howls did them no good.

Joe and Marge met their friends Tommy and Betty, and spent the time

wandering through the densely packed aisles with them, snatching at bits of

conversation with everybody and saying that everything was fine. In fact,

everybody was, on this one night of the year, absolutely on the top, and that

was the whole point of the carnival. They saw briefly Martha Gedge,

daughter of the town's richest man, who had been a tire company executive

for ten years and then been committed to an insane asylum. Martha was
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supposed to drink all the time and to be subject to epileptic fits, and they half

expected to see her fall to the ground foaming at the mouth and shrieking,

but she was only looking bored and saying nothing. They saw Eugene Lyons,

president of the Hartville Screen Door Company and one of the town's few

country'dub members, eating ice cream and laughing. All of the merchants

were there, holding to their behind'the'counter manners in spite of normal

dress. The Amish stared at the crowd furtively, as though expecting that

they would be stricken dead because of their presence at a frolic; they had no

money to spend frivolously and for Methodist benefit. Johnson, the middle-

aged barber, was with a woman the town had never before seen, and tongues

buzzed in curiosity. Wagner, the druggist, was with his wife and ten-year

old son, and all were eating drizzling vanilla ice cream cones. While the band

was resting, John Berg was everywhere, laughing, talking about the Indians

and Earl Averill, who wasn't capable of staying in a slump for two years

running. John was working to get the town incorporated, because he thought

he would make a good mayor. And then all of the nearby farmers had brought

their families and you could tell that most of them were farmers from a mile

away. It was indeed a gay crowd.

Joe and Marge realized that it was not the letter but the spirit of the

affair which counted, and were not disappointed at the lack of excitement,

but excitement of a sort came nevertheless. They sat down at a Bingo table

next to the enigmatic Martha, still hoping for fits, and Marge and Martha

found a close union of interest when their luck was good on the same game,

and they reached three numbers before "out" at the same time.

"Twelve," said the officiating deacon of the church. Martha had a

twelve and darted a triumphant glance.

"Eight." Marge had one of those.

"Six—nine—four." Marge screamed with delight.

"Seven." They were even again.

"Eight—two—one."

"Bingo!" screamed Marge and Joe together, and Martha shrugged her

shoulders and left the table.

The prize was a mama doll, and it was proudly exhibited to everyone

they saw. Most of their good friends wanted it, they said, for little sisters,

but Marge was firm. "It's going to be a keepsake," she said, "and I'm going

to give it to my own little girls."

The gaiety began to calm before ten o'clock, because Hartville slept

early and because the directors intended taking no chances that boredom
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would seep in, so Joe and Marge went over to the ice cream stand where

Joe's mother served them with cake she'd baked herself and made them pay for

it, and on top of that told Joe to get home early. But she made up with Marge

by kissing the doll and making it say "mama" and laughing genially.

Leaving, they were conscious of the sudden stillness and the now cooler

breeze and the delicate new moon, and this consciousness quickly brought

about a sensation of aloneness more powerful than they'd ever felt before, and

they stopped at the side of a back road and turned on the radio and watched

the few late Amish horses and carriages which went clattering by and talked

soulfully and sincerely and emphatically for an hour and decided that they'd

had a riotous and glorious evening and that they were a glorious couple,

and other related matters. And they parted with a glow of rapture which

they were sure had rarely been equalled in the world's history. The glow

made it difficult for them to get to sleep and Joe's rest was broken by Luke's

drunken weaving up the stairs and, in spite of his attempts to be quiet, falling

halfway down the flight leading to the attic. But when you're in the grip of

rapture, it takes more than that to make you angry.
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THE ARTS
MELVIN A. WEIGHTMAN tells

What's Wrong with the

Movies

The other day I was leafing through the April issue of Silver Screen,

dreamily sketching mustaches on the pictures of beautiful girls, when the

following paragraph caught my eye:

Qamille—Splendid. The Paris of Alexandre Dumas (1850) is captured perfectly in

this profoundly moving story of the tragic lady of the camellias who loved not wisely

but too well.

The effect on me was at first unnoticeable, since I am notoriously stolid

and unexcitable. At length, however,I donned my thinking cap and reflected

a bit, and here is what I decided : the trouble with the movies is they culti'

vate the beast in man and let the spiritual side atrophy. That neat phrase

about the lady "who loved not wisely but too well" is a typical example of

what I mean. The euphemism is too transparent to fool anybody, let alone

American children. Why not come right out with it and call her a Fool of

Fate or one of Love's Derelicts? Vice is bad enough, but when it wears a

sugar-coated mask—well, you see what I mean. While I'm on the subject,

that crack about capturing the Paris of Alexandre Dumas (1850) riled me a

little, too. I saw the picture and believe you me, they not only captured it,

they beat it to a pulp. Grim, stark realism may be all right in its place, but

nobody is going to make me believe Paris was so depraved. Next thing we'll

have the Paris of Baudelaire (1850) on our hands, with Janet Gaynor and Joel

McCrea sipping absinthe (iced tea) in full view of our wives and children.

Nor is that an isolated example. Take this picture which, while not re-

ceiving as favorable "press" as Camille, gets a benevolent nod from the

reviewer.
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Lets 7ita\e a "Million—Fair. A genial yarn about a soldier whose war bonus be
comes a bone of contention among his relatives and friends. Finally, the worm turns,

and the soldier recaptures his precious money and makes everybody sit up and say

"uncle."

Genial yarn indeed ! The sadistic streak latent in any man who can make

everybody sit up and say "uncle" gives me the cold shudders. And you

will notice the crass emphasis on material success—the frenzied fighting with

friends and relatives, until finally he recovers his "precious" money. Better

to sacrifice a thousand war'bonuses than to alienate the affections of one

friend! (The relatives will stick around anyway.) I contend that the pro'

ducer missed the real point of his genial yarn entirely : the moral is that the

government nearly started another war by paying off the last one. As the

late Arthur Brisbane put it, "Money is the root of all evil."

Well, as I went on through the magazine, I think I found the cause of all

this immorality and subversive social teaching. Hollywood is a pretty dis'

illusioned and cynical place. After all, these actors and actresses have seen

Life, and they are a little blase and jaded by now, so the studios have to keep

a firm grip on their private lives. A little of it crops out in spite of everything

now and then. Boris Karloff, who has always been one of my favorite mon'

sters, is a good example. According to Silver Screen, he has "a happy home
life, but the studio has something to say about that." Probably he would be

all the time terrorizing the family if his employers didn't keep a close watch

on him. Then, presumably on account of some mental or moral infirmity,

"Carole Lombard can't get dressed except as the studio commands." One of

these fine days Hollywood is going to be treated to an impromptu Godiva-act

because some absenMninded official forgot to call up Carole and command her

to get dressed.

Sometimes, they claim, a tough hombre on the screen turns out to be a

timid soul, who "has the jitters every time a gun is thrust into his hands for

picture purposes, like Akim Tamiroff or Jack LaRue." Jitters, eh? It's my
private theory that these men have an unsavory past which the sight of a gun

recalls. People who aren't used to guns don't get jittery when they are

handed one : they brandish it around and point it coyly at their friends. This

looks to me like a case for Melvin Purvis and his Post-Toastie Junior G^men.

Of course, it is all very well for the studios to shield Hollywood's moral

lepers from the general public, and their attempt at reform is highly commend'

able. Sometimes I feel they are too zealous, though, and tend to overreach

themselves. Gene Raymond, every inch a curh/'haired Adonis, can't do

oh ! just lots of things, you and I do without thinking. He's probably doing
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penance for some awful studio crime. "And when it was discovered that

Gene likes to jump, too, that was promptly forbidden," Silver Screen confides

in a stage whisper. Not even with joy, boss? Let's hope he isn't cast in a

picture with Akim Tamiroff or Jack LaRue. He'd probably break his con'

tract the minute somebody handed one of them a pistol. "Dick Powell may
drive a car, but not a pony—it's in the contract." I suppose automobiles are

safer in the long run (!), but I should think Dickie'bird could handle a Shetland

with a minimum of risk. Anyway, you don't drive a pony where I come

from—you sit on it. Sometimes it walks.

Please don't get the idea that all actors are morons or rakes. Now take

George O'Brien— there's a swell guy for my money. No nonsense about

studio restrictions with him; he's old enough to take care of himself. Just

read this review of his latest picture

:

farX Avenue Logger—Good. Handsome George O'Brien is the virile Easterner who
is sent to his father's western logging camp to get a few well-needed knocks. He not

only gets the knocks, but manages to save a rival logger from ruin, and ends up by marry'

ing the man's daughter.

Of course that plot of the Easterner "hardening up" in a logging

camp has been done before: I might almost call it "hackneyed." But saving

a rival logger from ruin adds the touch of altruism which pictures like "Let's

Make a Million" so sadly lack. And he probably didn't know until he saved

him that the fellow had a beautiful daughter. It sounds like a good healthy

picture and that's what we need today. After all, there is enough ugliness

and misery in life without having to put up with it in art too. (And that

means you, Mr. Farrell; I guess you've noticed that James Hilton is having

two pictures produced
!)

I read an interview in the same issue, and I've decided that Jack Oakie is

the white hope of the American cinema. He can lead us back to a new and

saner way of living if anybody can. Kipling's "If" is Oakie's favorite poem
and the greatest moment of his life was when "he received a letter from his

mother." This is apparently the same mother for whom he bought a mink

coat while struggling along on a meagre salary, "even though he had to

economize for weeks thereafter." He's married now and has a house which

overlooks the Pacific. Whether mother and the mink coat have moved in on

the newlyweds yet the dispatch doesn't state. Probably if Boris Karloff's

mother had come in the beginning, the studio would never had have to look

after his domestic happiness. Let's all write to our favorite stars and make

them Mother-conscious. Let's you write anyhow—I've done my part.
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Seaside Song

By STEPHEN GUTHRIE

Hold hands and sing one loud song more;

Old Dar\ness fears our fire's roar;

Bold moonbeams chase him from the s\ies

Down to the ocean floor.

Behind us towering cliffs arise,

Royal star'crowned majesties

Who hear our merry tune and echo very soon

The same song o'er.

Two giant lovers our shadow ma\es

Against that roc\ where the jirelight sha\es;

They quicldy moc\ our merest move—
See, her hand he ta\es.

The waves with nodding heads approve,

But, running up to spy our love,

Each stumbles with a shoc\ upon our sentinel roc\,

And falls and brea\s.

The moon sin\s down in his cloudy bed,

Blows out the light and hides his head;

Old dar\ creeps bac\ through the open door

Of the roc\y colonade;

The running billows charge the shore,

Their bare claws red with the fire's gore;

Our song's diminuendo is drowned by the wind's crescendo.

You re afraid?

Though our shadows die a^quivering,

And foam in the wind be shivering,

That wind with our song accompanies;

Let hills forever ring.

Old stars may blin\ their tired eyes;

The warmth of my hand to yours replies;

We'll see how Dar\ness qua\es when rousing Day awa\es;

Hold hands and sing.
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Why She Kept Him Waiting
A Story by J. WALLACE VAN CLEAVE

YOU have been,"" he said, "too long over a simple thing. Two years

is too long for a simple thing."

"Yes, two years. You might have known though. I told you that.

I told you I might wait and wait, and never know. Waiting is a hard thing,

and brings evil to some people. It is my evil."

"Waiting, yes," he said slowly, "and I have waited. Or perhaps you

don't remember."

"I remember."

"Then think, girl, what it means to a man to wait for two long years,

two years and never know a thing, waiting and wondering 'til, well, 'til your

blood runs cold and your mouth is dry. 'Til your tongue sticks to the roof

o' your mouth for dryness, or to your lips if you try to lick them. And all the

time waiting like a terrified thing with shifty eyes."

"I am sorry for you. I would not hurt you."

"Hurt me? No, you could not do that. Only the evil could. But

waiting's our evil, and it's in us now. I can shake it off still, if you can. But

before long, the evil will win and have us old. Old and dry. I'ts being dry

and withered and wrinkled that scares me. You'll see then, all the life in the

world will be brine, and though you drink it all, you'll be drier than before.

You'll be old, and the evil will have won. O, let's you and I be young for

once, not old before our time."

"You speak," she said, "of waiting. I have waited too. I have waited

more than you in my time. I wait in order to be sure, or for fear of something,

though I'm not sure just what. Waiting's my evil, and your's too now."

"You know," he said, "I can remember a time when life was gay, and

you were my angel who made it so. I can remember stars and moons, and
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bright lights shining. There were more moons then than now. I remember

the feel of your hand in mine, and the proud way you walked, and your hair

blowing in the wind. I can remember a time when God in His heaven seemed

by us, or perhaps you have forgotten."

"I remember."

"Well, and if you remember, how can you wait, and make me wait?

What is it you think I'm made of? I'm wasting now, and you're wasting,

walking with dragging steps and looking at the ground, waiting for something

that won't be coming."

"Perhaps you're waiting, too, for something that won't come. Perhaps

you're waiting for your dream of me, not me."

"I'm not a dreaming fool."

"What if I should choose tonight, and be wrong," she said. "What if

later you should see that you were wrong about me? I want to be sure. Try

to see that I want to be sure."

"You'll not be surer later than on this night. I can tell you that.

You'll never be sure until you choose, and stop your waiting. Then there

will be time for being sure."

How lovely she was, with her skirt and her hair blowing, standing

shadowy in the night. "Yet I will wait," she said, "and you will wait, too,

for waiting's our evil."

"Good bye then, for now, good bye. I'll try somehow to bear it."

When he was gone, she walked up to the door and stood for a while

leaning against the doorway, with her hands on the cold stone. When she

went inside, she sat in her great chair, dreaming and drowsing, dreaming of

happiness lost, of gay, of bitter deception, and most of all of waiting. Then

when later they found her there, in her chair, they took her up in their arms

and carried her, rigidly quivering and icy cold, to her room, and wiped her

mouth, and wrapped her in the blankets which were their secret, and hers,

waiting until the fit should pass.
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BOOK REVIEW
WE ARE NOT ALONE, by James Hilton

Reviewed by Anthony C. Poole

After resting on his laurels for some time, James Hilton has come out

with a book that keeps well up to the standard of his three previous successes.

It is not as glittering and expansive as Without Armor and Lost Horizon;

the mood is the more gentle one of Mr. Chips. But here Hilton is toying

delicately with an idea, a puzzle. The result is a well rounded, cleverly con'

structed pattern of events cloaked in that tranquil charm which is Hilton's

peculiar gift.

We Are ?{ot Alone is the story of David Newcome, the "little doctor"

of Caldurbury . Detached, wistful, in his late forties, possessed of a shy sense

of humor, he is the author's favorite type. Once again, Hilton uses the device

of the prologue, which in this case takes the form of a memoir on the trial of

David Newcome for the alleged murder of his wife. We catch a glimpse of

a weary and bewildered little man sitting quietly in the court room and finally

dozing off, while his conviction is being brought about by an excitable war'

time court working on circumstantial evidence of a pathetically complete

nature. Throughout the story which follows, we are thus forewarned to

watch the accumulation of events, each minute detail of which is so innocently

fatal to the ultimate destruction of the pair.

Married to a prim efficient daughter of a rural dean, the sort ofwoman
who was "always on the committee ofthis, that, and the other," David New'
come had learned to live placidly and gently his own modest doctor's exist'

ence "in communion with life rather than with individual fives," and to

leave domestic government in the hands of Jessica.

Chance brings him on a windy night to the Caldurbury theatre where

a dancer has met with an accident. Fate continues to play its little tricks, and

Leni, a lonely disillusioned German girl with "a little crushed smile" comes

to live with the Newcomes as governess for David's neurotic problem child,

Gerald. A bond of infinite tenderness springs up between these two.

"There was something between them pouring always in invisible streams."

Watching her, one day, she looked to him "so still and calm, so much a part

of all that he sought beyond the fret of existence, that he caught his breath at

the sight; and all at once he realized something he had long been experiencing

without notice—an unclenching of every nerve whenever he came into her

presence, a secret renewal of strength to take up every stress when he was left

alone. And he thought that it was a strange thing, at forty'six, to know the
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sweetness and terror of existence as if one had never known them before, to

look back mystically on the incredible chance of human contact, to feel some

finger of destiny marking the streets of Caldurbury where he had walked and

talked with a girl."

This finger of destiny touches every happening in the book and directs

it toward the end. A flat bicycle tire, a late train, an overheard exclamation

—

all have their tremendous significance. David and Leni, intoxicated with joy,

journey to the coast and spend an idyllic night in a wood. Then the blow falls

and a month later both are hung for the accidental poisoning of Jessica. It is

hard to believe that the natives of Caldurbury could sit back and see their

beloved "little doctor" condemned. It is exasperating to see David so com'

placent first in the face of Jessica and later before a war'mad court. But we
must overlook these flaws. At the very last, the doctor flares up in his cell at

the preacher and the governor in a bitter outcry against the crazy miseries of

the war that is raging in Europe. It is at this moment that his story takes on

its meaning.

Flowing between the lines is a tenderness which only Hilton can convey.

In a literary world stiff with Aldous Huxleys and Thomas Wolfes and ex-

tremes from emotionalism to slick cynicism, it is a relief to breathe in a little

simplicity and delicate sentiment for a change. Whether it is the author's

best or worst novel is a matter of personal taste, but We Are J^pt Alone does

at least, like its predecessors, stick curiously in the mind of the reader.
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Sonnet

By WILLIAM D. HALSEY, JR.

Despite thy wisdom, O Sage, I said,

It is not in my heart to envy thee

When at the sight of love is bent thy head

And from thy words is made a sophistry.

But yet I need thy aid, O Man of Thought,

For what was white is now turned dull and gray,

And all my heart revered has late been bought

By that which none respect and all obey.

With anger not, but chill remorse alone

I see her soul within a font of lead;

That faery face now from my life has flown,

And all I loved has from my soul been led.

But answer, Sage, thou cans't not to me tell

For thou hast never had a soul to sell.
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THE WORLD

More about the late sea stri\e

Picket Duty
By O. N. RAMBO, Jr.

DUTCH was our picket captain. He was a member of the West Coast

Maritime Federation and one of the very good reasons why five

of the Dollar Line fleet, now looking as deserted as if they were in

the "bone yard," were tied up in New York. West Coast men were as new
blood to our strike; they represented the complete organization which they

had so dearly won in the '34 strike, the unity for which our own "Rank and

File" leaders told us we were fighting for. So the ten of us who were assigned

to Pier 46 for the morning four to eight watch learned the science of picketing

from a veteran.

Unless there is a mass demonstration to greet an incoming ship or to

discourage scabs and passengers from boarding one which is about to sail,

dock picketing appears to the bystander to consist merely of an orderly

parade of two sign'dad men before the gate of each "hot" pier. Dutch

posted the sign bearers reluctantly, realizing that they were a mere formality.

He had better use for his men.

Someone was always on the lookout across the street. His job was to

"call all hands" in case a "Goon squad" attacked the pickets. A car full of

strikebreakers, usually armed with baseball bats, made up one Goon squad.

When his pickets and guards had been posted, Dutch would comb the streets

nearby for scabs. If a man had a suitcase, he was invariably investigated,

force being used if necessary. Dutch once stopped a negro who, quaking and
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scared, kneeled down on the pavement and said, "Honest to God, mistah,

there's just some roller skates an
1

toys in heah for my kids ovah in Hoboken."

That wasn't even a good story, but Dutch opened the suitcase, and lo and

behold ! there were the roller skates.

The narrative of another negro was even less plausible. He saw us at

about the same time we noticed him, and, realizing what we were, he immedi'

ately backed off in another direction. We shadowed him up and down the

streets for about an hour before we finally caught up to him.

"Hey, there, fellow, what're you doin'?"

"I'm lookin' for my father.'"

That stumped us for a minute, but we got on the right track again

when we asked him what his father did. He didn't know about that, he

couldn't be sure. He did know, however, that the elderly gentleman was on

Pier 46.

"What's he doin' there?"

"I don't know for sure—I think he's drivin' a truck."

So we wouldn't let him pass, and he wasn't smart enough to parry

Dutch's questions. After a futile fifteen minutes, he wandered sadly away,

and the last we saw of him he was heading for the Harlem subway.

Dutch was really a considerate picket, though, in spite of all his tough'

ness. We saw one strikebreaker who hadn't had the good fortune to run

across our bunch. His inquisitor had beaten up the negro first, and then

decided to ask questions; the result was that the unfortunate Harlemite

headed for the police station a bloody mess, his face beaten to a pulp, and one

eye closed and the other actually out of its socket and hangingdown the side

of his left cheek. The police asked him to identify his assailant before they

would give him medical attention, but the culprit was never, to my knowb
edge, caught. Even if he was, it wouldn't have bothered us because we had

a lawyer who was a wonder at that sort of thing and would have had him out

in no time. The lawyer's name was Glickstein.

Another scab, also one who didn't come into contact with us, was

foolish enough to allow a picket to steal up behind him. This picket, too,

held no brief for the formalities of the case, and proceeded to hit the scab

on the back of the head with a brickbat; the latter, however, was an extra-

ordinarily sturdy individual, and also had the ability to meet each new situ*

ation fearlessly. This time, he pulled out a gun and fired four shots at the

surprised and retreating picket; he unfortunately must have been a bit

nervous as a result of the brickbat, for all four shots went wild.
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George, one of our best men, also had his homicidal moments. Once,

he ran across two scabs carrying suitcases, but the scabs were weak and

George was strong, and he gave them both, and at the same time, the beating

of their lives. Two children playing in a doorstep had been much amused

by the proceedings. After George was forced to stop because the police

were coming and because they had a few old grudges against him, he tossed

the scabs and their suitcases to the children, telling them to "keep the slobs. ".

The law didn't lay its hands on George that time, either; he escaped by

running up one entrance to an L station, crossing the tracks, and running

down the other.

The pickets were not all roughnecks. There was one boy there who
claimed that his father had once been the prime minister of South Africa.

He did have a cultured manner, too, had gone to the same prep school as I

had, and knew some of the fellows I did. I'm pretty sure he wasn't a fake,

but just a rich boy in search of adventure with a sociological tinge. None
the less, he stepped right into the spirit of things one night, when, with

several others, he ran across "Chowderhead" Cohen, an underworld czar

who was then occupied in rounding up scabs. By the time Chowderhead

managed to make good his escape, he realized that his false teeth had been

broken and scattered all over the sidewalk.

It must not be thought that the pickets never were injured. One
night the captain of our eight to twelve watch was jumped on by three un'

known men and stabbed in the stomach. This put him in the hospital for

a stretch, but soon he was back on duty. The magnificent Dutch, however,

swaggered through it all without a scratch.

Dutch really was the king of them all, and a good fellow to boot. His

worst misfortune was that he had been born low in the social scale, and had

found it difficult to climb to the place to which his intrinsic worth entitled

him. Even though we eventually lost, it was he and others like him who
enabled us to keep the struggle going as long as we did and who gave the

opposition more of a tussle than they had in the beginning counted on.
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The Road Map of Illinois

ANONYMOUS

ONE more tack, down in the lower right-hand corner, and the road

map of Illinois would be up on our wall, and rainy Monday nights

(such as this) would be a trifle less drab in the future. In fact, I had

the hammer poised ready to come down on the rusty, brass thumb-tack,

when he stood in the doorway and commanded my attention.

One eye was completely closed, and the other, although gleaming enough

to compensate for its departed mate, had a perennial squint which imparted

the impression that he was full of a piercing blue light that had only this

stinted single aperture as an outlet. Very shabbily clad, he carried over his

right arm a large basket, filled with candy bars and aged peanuts, while in

his right, suspended by a feeble cord, there were several more boxes of color-

fully wrapped commercial sweets of doubtful vintage.

A green cap completed the ensemble; this was the only exterior feature

that didn't mark him immediately, for, provided only so small an alteration as

a reversal of social status, it might have served as the crowning glory of a

Sunday golfing outfit. And there he stood on the threshold of my room,

looking extremely moist and something more than shopworn.

"Where's thuh basketball game?" His voice was slow and plaintive

almost to the point of being painful. To my knowledge there was to be no

such game on the campus tonight, but the vendor assured me "Mr. Carter

had called him up," and I soon found myself escorting him to the gym.

His pace was thoroughly compatible with the rest of him—slow and

labored. The driveway in front of Barclay was full of puddles into which he

stepped with an incredible lack of deftness. Upon reaching the point where

the driveway meets the grass, he failed to anticipate the slight rise, and tripped

and fell flat on his face, inhaling water and grass, exuding a kind of philo-

sophic chagrin, and scattering his poor wares all over the lawn. Visibly

unhurt, he picked himself up, and I apologized profusely, and helped him
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recover the merchandise. With the intent, perhaps, of setting me at my
ease, he leered and pointed to his lack of eye, saying, "I only got one of 'em;"

thus explaining his fall, but inadvertently embarrassing me further.

Anticipating another accident, I helped him up the steps and into the

gym. Sure enough, there was to be a basketball game between two local

semi'professional teams. Slowly and carefully my charge disclosed his mission

to Doc Leake, his voice sounding now more plaintive than ever, reminding me
of the coughing motor of a car trying to start. "The other feller hurt his

hand, see? And Mister Carter, he said I c'd c'm'out here'n' sell at this game

tuh-night, see?
11

Doc saw, but was quietly adamant : no vendors were to sell at any bas'

ketball games at the college. In vain the man repeated his pathetic recitative,

ever citing the name of "Mr. Carter" and of "the other feller, who hurt his

hand
11—the latter accompanied by a gesture of the hand toward the face.

Meanwhile, I stood behind him, silent but inwardly bewailing my impotence

in the whole affair, for it was now obvious that the candy^butcher had come

out to Haverford in vain, and would have to go back, plodding along the

wet streets, and being bounced about by crowded busses, at considerable

detriment to his exchequer—for this would indeed prove a barren evening.

I was glad I was behind him, for I couldn't see his disappointment.

There was, I was now noticing, a smell that seemed to pervade him, com'

bining the worst features of fresh berries and perfume. We walked out the

door and down toward Lancaster Avenue, where he was to catch his bus for

Philadelphia—there to ply his trade on the more frequented side of City Hall

Plaza, which because of the inclement weather would not be very busy

tonight.

Having little else to do, I walked with him and carried his basket

—

a foolish gesture, I afterwards thought, for by doing it, I at once destroyed

his symmetry and about thirty per cent of his pathos, and made him feel

indebted to me.

"Yuh been here long?
11

I answered his idle query, and at once he

began to tell me of his own son, coughing at regular intervals.

"He's one smart boy, but he's awful lazy. He won a scholarship tuh

La Salle, but he ain't gonna take it. His mother 'n' I, we hafta get him outa

bed every morning, and some days, why he don't even go tuh school at all.

He'll never amount to nothin'."

The basket was heavy, and the candy and peanuts were shielded from

the drizzling rain only by a few thicknesses of newspaper. I asked whether
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this would protect them. "Naw, it's all right. They ain't gettin' very

wet." Once more he began to speak of his son, and this only heightened

his already pitiable condition. I muttered a few words about how his son

would turn out well, probably. The man wouldn't hear of it, covering him'

self more closely with his drab coat and a hopelessness that amounted almost

to a quiet martyrdom. As we reached the highway, the bus stopped, and I

left him. I still had the rusty brass tack in my hand, so I went back and fin'

ished putting up the road map of Illinois.

After Flood
By JOE T. RIVERS, Jr.

There in the spring again, I met the river

Convalescent after her mad debauch,

A shameless wench who would not stoop to as\

From any man forgiveness for her sins;

She showed herself to be all women and their moods—
Quiet, coy, virginal, and slim

Then broad and matronly—a dowager

Whose mandates cowed the willows on her sands,

And now a flexile dancer at her waist in the narrows

Dragging her ban\s to destruction with liquid caress,

One moment a screaming virago, clawing at roc\s in the rapids;

Then half a mile lower, a nun in her cloistered garden:

Whatever spirit animates this stream

Must be a woman s, for no man would dare

Confound his fellows with such endless change;

Therefore no logic can resolve her rare

Malignant ways; no law can \ill

Her lawless passion for the land;

Her virtue? Let it tarnish past repair,

There is a fool in me that loves her still.
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THE ARTS
A burlesque article which really says something

Ban on Burley
By T. L. SIMMONS

WHAT HO, and whither are we drifting? It does seem as though

burlesque in New York has reached its complete and absolute

denouement as a result of the recent action of License Commissioner

Paul Moss. The celebrated Minskys and their lesser brothers-in-business

have been wandering around in semi-dazes for the past week or so, wonder-

ing if it might have been better to have invested some of their money in

government bonds. In spite of all the publicity and press notice given—
practically devoted—to the "art" of the strip-tease during recent years,

burlesque has been in the process of "going, going," and now it's gone.

Humor has been getting lower (if such can be considered as possible), skits

and scenes have been getting fewer, "comedians" and "actors'" have become

increasingly both pathetic and apathetic, and concentration on the "glory

of the flesh" has prevailed. Not flesh just dragged out and stood up to be

looked at, but gliding, sliding flesh which twines around the stage accom-

panied by the shedding of clothes, a spotlight, and the focus of bulging eyes.

Always a good six or eight square inches of rayon, curtain material, or

mosquito netting still with the flesh as it whisks off the stage, however, so

it's always been strictly moral and legal. Every one of the three or four or

five times that it happens during the production, that is

!

So, burlesque was rolling along pretty much unmolested by Legions of

Decency and Commissioners and things, and nobody seemed to feel that

strip-teasers ought to wear another hat maybe, or at least heavier make-up.

Nobody in the business seemed to remember that once in the dear dead days

beyond recall, burlesque used to be a rather good variety of lowgrade enter-

tainment, and that the element of nature in the raw used to be a secondary

part of a show which concentrated on healthy and vigorous comedy. It was
comedy which was coarse and a shade unrefined, perhaps, but it was good for

what Brooks Atkinson calls "a night out of bounds." And at least it was
clever, and participated in by comedians who took a wholehearted interest

in it. Before burlesque became a concentration on sex and nudity without
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the bother of having to look through a keyhole, it provided a field of eiv

deavor which produced such top ranking and respectable comedians as Joe

Penner and Jack Pearl. From the burlesque stage they were able to work
their way up to Broadway and the big time, and they didn't have to undergo

a complete change of outlook on life to do it.

A certain amount of intelligence used to be imperative for the under'

standing and enjoyment of the entertainment which burlesque offered, and

the completely forgotten man couldn't be enticed in from the gutter, at a

special matinee price, because in those days, it wasn't entertainment which

catered to man's chief instinct. Thighs and legs were exposed with what

might have been considered shocking frankness, and burlesque was sur'

rounded with an atmosphere of "naughty'but-nice," but in general the aim

of producers, writers and comedians was to put on a clever show. With
this aim in mind, the body and sex—or, more simply, the sexy body—was

not the primary consideration.

The degeneration of burlesque was caused by this very state of affairs.

Although the burlesque stage could never be considered on a parallel with

musical comedy and vaudeville, it was not very much farther down on the

scale of entertainment. It was simply a similar type of entertainment for

a lower class of people. It was not a very great step, therefore, from that

level to the Broadway stage, and burlesque acted as a sort of feeder for the

more dignified theater. As Broadway discovered burlesque comedians who
could be clean, clever, and funny, they were quickly risen from the ranks, and

the supply of number one comedians in the burlesque field was rapidly dimin'

ished. With the comedy element being thus weakened, burlesque had to

fall back on its legs—the legs of its female performers, that is—and the result

was a growing concentration on the power and attraction of the flesh. After

all, the managers didn't care where their money came from as long as it kept

coming, and they realized that there was always a lower intellectual level

whose tastes could be satisfied. And since it was a lower intellectual level,

there seemed to be no reason to worry about a very artistic display of flesh.

Flesh it was, and flesh it would be, in great quantities. Quality, if it could be

found, could be used in special spots in the show, to be revealed by the

artful method of the "strip," otherwise known as "Drop the handkerchief."

But the decree was for quantity in capital letters.

Thus it became rather foolish for a comedian to waste any talents he

possessed by trying to become the hit of a show which was playing to an

audience which probably couldn't understand him even if it tried. By the
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time the paying customers had recovered from one strip act, they were already

looking forward in eager anticipation of the next one, and comedians were

nothing but gaps and space fillers. The script writers didn't have to worry

about being particularly funny or clever either, and the result was that they

resorted to handing out large doses of smut and dirt, and much very odorous

"humour," all of which was handled appropriately by all concerned.

Skits and scenes were thus relegated to oblivion as far as their importance

in the show was concerned. But the flesh—ah! the flesh. There was some'

thing to be glorified in a most colossal and stupendous manner. New houses,

neon signs, the invention of sipper-fastened clothing, and the rise of the

Minskys were all combined to change the spelling of burlesque to the more

phonetic and easily understood "s-t-r-i-p." "One good strip-tease deserves

another," became the motto of burley houses throughout the country, and

the customers began to demand rain checks if there were less than three on

a program. For a while there was competition between the original burlesque

and the innovation of the tease, but after a short struggle, instinct conquered,

and the tease prevailed. It was easy. Producers now needed only three

things: first, enough intelligence for wide publicity work and the counting

of gate receipts; second, a number of bodies-beautiful-without-brain (the

more the merrier); and third, a large number of people in the vicinity with

time on their hands or little intelligence, or both.

And that's why the purging of burlesque as it exists today, and its

extinction in the present form, may be a pretty good thing, no matter what

your moral standards and sentiments are about the matter. A good healthy

upset may mean the rebuilding of burlesque as a fairly decent form of enter-

tainment, enabling the competent comedians which do exist in that field now
to prove their mettle, and producing shows in which they will have an

opportunity to exert themselves and become headliners. Clean burlesques

may be able to fill the growing demand for vaudeville which is now being felt,

especially in small towns, throughout the country. Several years would be

necessary before this could be accomplished, but it is a strong possibility.

There is room in that field of art known as the stage for such burlesque

—

burlesque as it existed before the "fact-of-flesh" was seised upon and ex-

ploited. But first, the present connotation of the name must be eradicated,

and that can result only from the wiping out of all the big city burlesques in

existence—and that includes even those most "glorified" in our own city

of Philadelphia . . .

Paging Mayor S. Davis Wilson and his Right Honorable Committee

of One!
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The crisis of the legitimate stage

Broadway Hopefuls

By WILLIAM H. REAVES

DESPITE many protests from doting parents, interested friends, and

the already sadly overtaxed population of New York, every year

many would-be artists surge to this entrepot with highly ambitious

ideas and extremely low cash supplies—they want to sing, dance, act, paint,

or write. All of them have made a success of some sort at their prep school,

high school, or college. All have been advised to "go on with their work'"

by dear, dear friends who, most unfortunately, have very vague ideas con-

cerning what "going on with" an artistic career implies. They are certain

it must be "tremendous fun"" and that one meets "such interesting people.'"

If it were their own son to whom they were giving such advice, they would

first hesitate a long while, but, in all probability, if they have a son, he is a

dolt and so they are spared such a crisis. Thus encouraged by these friends

and by the magic of applause, these poor deluded children collect as much
money as possible and set out for New York and a brilliant career. Of the

many—oh! so many long-haired, besmocked, sex-talking pseudo-artists, I

shall say only that their Greenwich Village, left-bank antics will never make

them artists. Many intelligent people consider artists queer because they

allow their opinions to be colored by seeing these mistakes of God. It is

more interesting, by far, to follow the tortuous path of the less flagrant, more

gifted soul who goes to New York, let us say, to get into the theatre.

He is imbued with the most Elizabethan ideas about the theatre being

an art and an ardent belief in his own ability; needless to say, he will soon be

divested of both these naive ideas. Before leaving his native home, he has

been deluged with letters to producers, producers'
1

friends, secretaries or

valets, or to anyone connected in the least possible way with a producer.

Having these letters, the applicant is under the quaint delusion that a pro-

ducer will see him and will "take an interest in him.'" The producer may see

him—I have been given to understand that it has happened, just as Haley's

Comet once appeared in the sky, but I have never even heard of a producer

really taking an interest in such a letter-bearer. There are many producers

and people connected with the stage in other ways in New York who prate
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on for hours on end about the great fire of interest which consumes them every

time they even think of young talent. They devote entire mornings of their

precious time lecturing to various women's clubs about their unquenchable,

unflagging thirst for the young people. They hope to see them, want to see

them, practically beseech the Y. T. to show itself so they can display their

great interest. More, they profess the same interest in young playwrights,

too, and give away Big Cash Prizes for the best play. Unfortunately, they so

word the attendant contract that is it very difficult for them to find anyone

who will accept their prize. After hearing these violent outbursts, it is quite

amazing to see how rapidly their consuming fire is quenched when they are

confronted with the would'be actor. They send word that they are much too

busy, and will he return in two, three, five, or six weeks, or even six months.

The return trips, it is unnecessary to add, are as unproductive as the first;

the answer is always the same. Ultimately the actor begins to disbelieve the

producers' fervently expressed desires to see him. This is too bad because,

of course, the producer really means everything he says, but he is so busy

airing his wonderful ideas about what he intends to do to aid the young

people that he never quite has the time to see them. It would be impossible

for any producer to see everyone, or to devote attention to all people who
came to him via letter, but they see no one, even if the letter be from their

own sweet little mother.

Nepotism having failed, the artist now endeavors to find a position

through the more ordinary channels. This merely means that he joins a

young army of actors and would-bes, who go from office to office every day of

the week in the hope that they will be noticed by a producer. They will do

anything in the world to have attention directed to them. Obviously, the

glamour of the theatre now begins to wear a bit thin. In the offices, the actor

is confronted by a gunvchewing, red'nailed, nasal-voiced, henna-haired

office girl with a face as hard as granite and a brain of the same consistency.

It is this creature who determines whether or not he sees the producer, and

thus a great deal seems to depend on the judgment of a person whose chief

characteristic, like that of so many bankers, is an utter disregard for any

feelings.

Except when casting is in progress, the hope of seeing the producer

is obviously very limited. For most producers, the larger scale ones, it is

almost impossible to hope for any part unless you have been sent around by

a good agent, and no good agent will handle any actor whose work he has

not seen, a policy which limits his clients to those who have already appeared
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professionally. The only fallacy in this perfect little scheme of things, then,

is, when does one get a start? This point quite escapes the brilliant intelli-

gence of the theatre world, save for the very few who have been blessed with

some brains. A few producers take unknowns. Invariably, however, they

cast to type; that is, if the young man who comes in while he is casting ful-

fills all the requirements that one of the characters in the play demands, he

is given a chance in the reading, and if he displays ability, even if he doesn't

sometimes, he is given the role. This is the only hope for the inexperienced.

If he succeeds in his essential type, then he may branch out and prove any

dramatic talent that he may possess by doing entirely different type parts

with equal or greater success. How long a period of time will elapse before

one of the few producers will demand his exact type is, of course, an im-

possible question. It may be two days after he reaches New York, and it may

be five years.

It is probably quite as amazing to learn that all of the arts are managed

in just such a disgustingly slipshod way as the theatre. The fault may be

largely attributed to the empty heads of the producers and the players.

Although it is perfectly true that the Broadway audience is a peculiar animal,

it also is perfectly true that they have shown themselves capable of appreci-

ating a good play (they have little opportunity to display this intelligence,

heaven knows). The theatre, for the greater number of actors and producers,

holds no interest other than the momentary one. If a play is produced

well and acted well, rest assured that it is motivated only by an ardent desire

of getting the public to part with its money, certainly not by any passion to

further the art of the theatre. This being the case, there is, of course, no

experimentation—that is left to the schools and colleges. Broadway offers

only those plays which the producers think the public will attend, which

confines their activity largely to dirt, sex, and history. It would be heresy

not to mention the W. P. A. theatre project at this time. We merely say

that narrow-minded political connections prevent us from giving credit

where credit is doubtless due ! Broadway may, some day, pull itself out of the

slough into which it has sunk and may allow new life to be instilled in the

drama, but first it will have to have a few people of intelligence projected

into its midst, and any person with the slightest bit of a brain has enough

sense to stay far away from it

!

The one salvation for the American stage is, and has been, obvious

for a number of years; strangely enough, even the critics seem to have grasped

(Continued on page 195)
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A T^ew Menace Strides at Havcrford

The Pixie Parade
By THOMAS MORGAN

I
am sure there are pixies in the college. They may be elves or fairies

but I think they are pixies. No other species of elfin fauna save pixies

would do what these creatures do. Now I do not mind pixies in the

abstract, but pixies in the concrete, or in my room, are another thing entirely.

I have, I fear, an un'pixie-like mind and so do not appreciate them in their

full beauty.

I admit I have never seen a pixie, either in the college or anywhere else,

and a good thing it is too, for my mind I am sure is not capable of bearing such

a strain. Never having seen a pixie, you say, if you have followed this so far,

how am I so convinced of their presence in the college? It's very simple.

Who else takes at least one or two cigarettes out of my case, usually the last

one or two? What is worse, who else, if it be not pixies, takes one or even

two packs out of every carton of cigarettes I buy from the Co'op, on credit?

This happens, no matter how carefully I hide the carton. Which brings out

my main objection to pixies in Haverford College and that is their infernal

malevolence. Pinching my last cigarette of a rainy Sunday evening is not

the thing I mind the most, though I admit it doesn't exactly make me chuckle

with glee, but there are other tricks of theirs which leave me quivering in

helpless rage. Perhaps I had better explain at this point my belief that each

and every student has a personal pixie to bother him. Mine is named Oddle,

an old pixie name, by the way. Oddle has a trick which is a doozy if I ever

saw a pixie trick, and I have seen all too many. His favorite is this: I go

to bed late at night after winding up, setting, and otherwise arranging my
alarm clock with the pious expectation of awakening in time to make break'

fast. Of course, I not only miss breakfast, but I also miss collection, for which
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I have no more cuts, and I barely make class in addition. And why? Oddle

has crept out of the woodwork and shut off the alarm. You have doubtless

experienced the same trick from your pixie.

That is still only minor. Oddle's strong point is the phone. He waits

until I want to phone and then crawls into the phone box. First he whispers

the wrong number to the operator, then he makes a busy signal in my ear,

after I have lost the first nickel. If by some mistake, he lets me get the

right number, he informs me of this fact by reaching out of the receiver

and dropping a lighted firecracker in my ear. What I really do mind is his

nasty habit of catching the nickel when, and if, it is returned to me. He
keeps the nickel. I figure he must be quite a rich pixie by now.

Oddle also steals mail, a Federal offense though he may not be aware of

it, and probably wouldn't care if he were. It is my only explanation for the

appalling amount of mail I do not receive. My roommate has the same

trouble with his pixie. Which brings out another point I want to make

about pixies, their complete lack of imagination. All their tricks were

thought up by some grandfather or Ur'Pixie, and they have only been imita'

ting him ever since. I am sure anyone around the college who manages to

keep his eyes open will have noticed by now that the tricks I have mentioned

are ones which his own pixie has pulled on him at least once. Don't think

I am in favor of teaching a pixie any new tricks; I am just pointing out that

they dont have any imagination.

I have, of course, painted only the highlights of the pixie situation;

there are other aspects and jolly doings on their part which I cannot even

mention in print. These are the main ones though. The question is what

is to be done about them. I think you will admit it is useless to ask the

college to do anything. Before they could really get organized, we would all

be completely crazy, so we must help ourselves. But how? I myself know
of no good pixie traps or exterminators. You can get exterminators for

termites, roaches, and rats, but not pixies. I know; I have asked several

exterminating companies and none of them have had any helpful suggestions

to make. To be exact, none of them have had any suggestions at all, at least

suggestions about pixies. They all said nasty things about me, though, for

which I will get back at them after I have solved the present problem.

The only solution I can think of is propaganda. Put up signs all over

the campus hinting that Temple and Bryn Mawr, not to mention Villanova

and Swarthmore, are all woefully underpixied. And as for Pennsylvania;

something in the way of a slogan: "Pennsylvania is peachy to pixies,
,,

for
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example, might do the trick. Something should be done though, and done

quickly before I, and probably most of the rest of you, are driven away

from our Alma Mater. Does anyone have any good suggestions; something

guaranteed to rid us of the pixie menace, and thus permit me to sleep once

more of nights? If anyone does, won't he please, please come to my aid,

and quickly?

Love Eternal

As I loved the blossom upon the bough—
So I loved thee then, so I love thee now,

And then as now, and evermore,

As the world goes round, Vll love thee more.

And if thou be not true to me,

I will be true, but not to thee.

We are pleased to announce several new additions to the board. The
cooperation between the Crow's Nestor and the Haverfordian is again

renewed by the election of Trumbull L. Simmons. Two freshmen, H. M.
Henderson, Jr., and W. D. Halsey, Jr., take their places, while Anthony C.

Poole officially becomes review editor.
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THREE COMRADES, by Erich Maria Remarque

Reviewed by Dwight D. Currie, Jr.

Erich Remarque here again gives us a picture of that lost generation

in Germany who learned too much too soon. In All Quiet on the Western

Front, they were shown in the midst of the horror of the war. In The Road

Bac\, they returned to a fatherland shaken by defeat, revolution, and

general disillusionment. And now, in 1929, they are men of thirty, living in

a torn and unsettled country, themselves bitter, cynical and fatalistic, trusting

and believing in nothing except perhaps a comrade or two. They drink,

fight, carouse with an abandon born of complete despair and are quite indifF-

erent to any new misfortune that may come to them.

The story is that of three men of this generation who support them'

selves in a hand-to-mouth sort of way by running a small shop. Their

principal joy in life is an old automobile that they have fixed up and re'

modelled into a racing car, and aside from this their lives are drab and slender

enough. But then they meet Patricia Hollman, and she and the narrator of

the story, Robert Lohkamp, fall desperately in love. She too, however,

is a victim of the war in that she was undernourished, and is now slowly

dying of tuberculosis. But she keeps her secret well for a time, and

in her love Robert finds perhaps a glimmer of meaning in life—some-

thing that he had lost aeons ago in the trenches. The whole point is beauti-

fully expressed in the following lines

:

Now I suddenly saw that I could be something to someone, simply because I was

there, and that that person was happy because I was with her. Said like that, it sounds

very simple; but when you think about it, it is a tremendous thing, a thing that knows

no end. It is love and yet something more—something for which one can live. A man

cannot live for love. But for a human being perhaps. . . .

Robert finally learns of Patricia's disease and accepts the blow not with-

out some tortured speculations on the misguidance of the world, but for the

most part with the fatalism of a man who was an old soldier at the age of

eighteen. The book ends, of course, with Pat's death in a sanatorium in the

Alps, but not before one of the three comrades is shot down in the street

by a patriotic youth in "a bright new uniform and shiny puttees.
,1
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There can be no doubt that in this third book Remarque delves deeper

into the thoughts and feelings of the men of his generation than in either

of his other two books. He shows with horrible clarity just what the war

and the post-war struggle and poverty have done to men who joined the army

as sensitive youths in their teens and came out as old men to return to a

Germany that had no place for them—could not even support them. They

are bitter, completely reckless, and without ambition or hope for the future.

And it is not only individuals in Germany who suffered from the

mal du siecle. The whole nation was disillusioned, Poverty-stricken, and

hopeless, and Mr. Remarque illustrates with great vividness just how this

condition led into dictatorship. In describing the feelings of an audience

listening to a radical political speaker, he says:

He, up there, knew everything—had an answer for every question, a help for

every need. It was good to trust oneself to him. It was good to have someone to think

for one. It was good to believe.

The whole book stands as one of the most scorching indictments of war

and what it does to people and nations that has been written in many years.

FOR READERS ONLY, by J. Penn

Reviewed by H. M. Henderson, Jr.

When Mr. Penn titled his opus For Readers Only, he was on the

right track, but he didn't go far enough. For Bibliomaniacs Only would

have been more indicative of the nature of the book's appeal. Only one

greatly in love with books and their authors could tolerate the innate dry-

ness of it.

For Readers Only is a conglomeration of facts and fancies clustering

around the people, lay and literary, who have at some period inhabited the

British Museum. "Inhabit" is not, I think, too strong a word. Mr. Penn's

subjects seem to have lived only in the B. M. (as he affectionately terms it),

or at least the author has treated only of the Museum aspect of their lives.

This somewhat limited manner of looking at his characters, plus his years of

reading at the B. M., sifting and sorting facts which held even the slightest

interest, lapping up the contents of numberless books, results in a rather
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musty and trivial collection of the less extraordinary doings of men both

great and small. Gathering his material in such a pedantic and second-hand

manner, J. Penn could arrive at nothing else.

Sensing, perhaps, the limitations of his subject matter, the author tried

to lighten up his story with a little random philosophy. This, too, is second'

hand, often dragged in by the heels, and rather too mellow and sentimental

to please today's reader.

An even more valiant effort of Mr. Penn to put across his material

constitutes, in our opinion, his most heinous sin. Humor is the proper

vehicle of comparatively few writers. A subtle thing, difficult to handle,

to be effective it cannot be labored. When J. Penn runs out (which he

soon does) of such delightful sidelights as this of Gissing, who practically

resided at the B. M.—"Gissing? He's the fellow who used to wash his

socks in the lavatory bowl.
1 ''—he manufactures would-be charming wit like

this isolated bit

:

"It was his peculiarly green notepaper that drew my attention. He was taking

notes with a bright green fountain pen, from which flowed vivid green ink. I noticed

the hand that held the pen. It was pale green, as though it had been bathed in a weak

green ink solution. My eyes traveled to his clothes: a bottle-green suit, a dark green

tie, tied in an old-fashioned double bow, with malachite studs and cuff-links in a shirt of

the same color as his notepaper. And over the back of his chair hung a bottle-green

overcoat, showing a pale green lining.

I have never seen anyone like him. He must be the B. M. goblin."

If the reader can take this, a little trite philosophizing, and some only

slightly interesting anecdotes, he's welcome to it. Perhaps Alexander Wool-

cott, with the muse hot upon him, could have put the material across, but

not J. Penn.
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(Continued from page 188)

it. A number of good repertory companies are vitally necessary. If some one

could start one and make a success of it, others would quickly spring up. The

establishment of such a theatre or company would not, of course, be enough

in itself. The American actor would have to lose his consuming interest

in the Great God Gold, and consent to display his talents at popular prices;

he would have to pay some small attention to the art of acting, if he be aware

that such a thing exists; he would have to work in the Repertory company

for the training, not for the money, and this would at least provide him with

a new experience. In connection with the company, there would be a

students' course, in which young would-bes could learn all aspects of the

theatre and take walk'on or fill-in parts with the regular group. In this way,

both the established and the amateur actor could get the training so necess-

ary and so lacking at the present time. The benefits of such companies

are demonstrated by the great superiority of the English actor, who has

such advantages over the American actor, who has not.

With the establishment of a students' course the young actor would

not only gain experience, but producers and directors would find themselves

supplied with a very definite storehouse for new talent, rather than having

to depend on their valet's friend's son from Ohio and the completely worth-

less "dramatic schools" which dot New York and teach their students to

weave baskets, dye costumes, and believe in a talent that they do not possess.

Another possibility is some such thing as an equivalent to the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts, but this seems to be an even vaguer eventuality, and is

merely mentioned here.

It is true, I believe, that, just recently, an actor of some note but little

ability, as is so often the case, announced that if something of this sort

weren't done soon, the American theatre would be non-existent within

fifteen years; we regret that we are forced to agree with him. It is also

strange to note that Mr. Brooks Atkinson spoke words of uncontradicted

truth when he said that if such a company were established in America, it

would in all probability be done by an English actor, such as Maurice Evans

or John Gielgud. Apparently the American worships the Golden Calf too

much and fears that, if he betrays interest and helps an unknown, the said

unknown might unseat the said actor from his dizzy (very) heights.

It is not too much to hope that one of our brothers from across the

sea will be the means of saving the American stage in'spite of itself. Heaven
only knows to what new depths Broadway productions will sink if left to

the highly incompetent people in whose hands they now rest.
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